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Abstract

During the past years, there has been rapid development in Ambient Assisted Living

technologies and Smart Home solutions for the growing aging population. A smart home

system consists of many different components that interact with each other and can

provide services that are context-aware and personalized. In order to develop a flexible,

scalable, and acceptable smart home solution, certain improvements are required in

different areas such as meeting end-user requirements, activity recognition, privacy

aspect, and interaction with the system. In this thesis, we explored different ways to

further improve the performances of the major components of a smart home system that

includes activity recognition, privacy-preserving, and dialogue systems. The research in

this thesis has been conducted in five main areas. First, we proposed a privacy-enabled

smart home framework in an open-source software platform. Next, we performed

different user studies and interviews with the older people and end-users to understand

their needs better, their perception and attitudes towards smart home applications such as

activity monitoring, data sharing, privacy notions, and views regarding voice assistants.

Third, we investigated deep learning algorithms on smart home sensor datasets for

both single and multiple resident activity recognition. Using deep learning models, we

achieved promising results on raw sensor datasets, in comparison to traditional machine

learning methods. Furthermore, we investigated various class imbalance techniques on

smart home datasets to address the class imbalance problem. Fourth, we proposed and

implemented a privacy-preserving mechanism for data transformation and anonymization

that allows sharing of encoded data instead of original data with third parties and thus,

protect users’ sensitive information. In the last part of this thesis, we provided an

overview of the dialogue system and presented a new human-annotated dialogue dataset

with a benchmark metrics using deep learning models to evaluate the quality of dialogue

replies for the given context. Overall, the thesis addresses the challenges in existing

research and components of smart home system and the results obtained will potentially

help developers and service providers in designing practical and adaptable smart home

solutions.

Keywords: Ambient Assited Living, Smart Homes, Activity Recognition, Privacy

Preservation, Dialogue Systems, Deep Learning
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1.1 Background

Ambient assisted living technologies have gained immense interest in recent years for

supporting independence and quality of life to the aging population. Current global

population trends show that the population above 65 years is growing faster than all

other age groups. According to the reports of the United Nations, population over 65

years will increase to 16.0% by 2050 from 9.3% in the present date [1]. The report

predicts that one in four persons in North America and Europe could be aged 65 or over

by 2050. Rapidly aging populations have social and economic implications around the

globe. With the resulting changes, the health care sector is facing several challenges

from the shortage of caregivers and skilled workers, to increased demand for home care

and eventually increase in health care costs. Innovative new technologies are needed to

assist the needs of the elderly and empower them to continue to lead an independent and

comfortable life.

Ambient assisted living technologies (AAL) uses different information and communica-

tion technologies, stand-alone devices, and smart home solutions with various function-

alities such as social participation, fall detection, robotic support, and health monitoring

which enable individuals to remain active and lead an independent life. Among all AAL

solutions, smart home (SH) has gained a lot of interest due to its versatile applications

in the area of the Internet of Things (IoT). A smart home provides an ambient assisted

living environment where installed IoT devices have the capability to interact with each

other and with the resident. These devices include smart appliances such as television,

refrigerator, lighting and heating control, sensors recognizing environment stimuli such

as movements, security cameras, and voice assistant, which are interconnected with stan-

dardized communication protocol [2]. Various factors need to be considered to develop

a successful AAL solution which includes privacy and data protection; interoperability

and communication between devices, robustness, and meeting the end-user needs and

requirements.
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Various research projects have been designed and implemented successfully for de-

veloping ambient assisted living technologies such as Cogni Win project introduced a

personalized adaptive interface and learning assistant for older people [3]. RelaxedCare

project allows easy integration of innovative off-the-shelf products, which helps in the

acceptance of technology in daily living [4]. Agewell [5] project provide a personalized

virtual assistant to support an active and healthy life for older people and Active@Home

[6] focused on physical, cognitive, and social aspects, aims at promoting physical activity

at home and foster fall prevention. The current research is a part of the European Union

Horizon 2020 MSCA ITN ACROSSING project [7], with an aim to develop an open

Smart Home (SH) technology infrastructure by interlinking disciplines from sensor

technology and integration, context inferences, and interaction, to service infrastruc-

tures, and considering key principles of social impact, security and privacy. The overall

project focuses on four scientific objectives (SO) and four applications demonstrators

(APP). This research is a part of one of the scientific objective of ACROSSING, led by

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH which focuses on open SH platform and

service infrastructure consisting of three major areas of SH that is improving human

activity recognition; addressing privacy concerns, and developing dialogue systems, with

an emphasis on a framework that is extensible, adaptive and scalable for real-world

applications.

1.2 Motivation

Ambient Assisted Living solution means a whole repertoire of solutions with the aim

to make everyday life easier for the elderly and people with disabilities. The smart

AAL solution can be recognized and accepted when they are easy to operate, monitor

ubiquitously, improve comfort, provide privacy and safety and integrate discreetly into

the everyday life of people in the need of care. The recent trend in the smart home

market shows that there has been major growth in smart home devices, health monitoring

products, and smart HVACR (heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration)
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systems. The penetration rate of smart home technology is on the rise in each segment

i.e. smart appliances, home monitoring, control and connectivity, energy management,

and security. The smart home market was valued at USD 64.60 billion in 2019 and is

expected to reach USD 246.42 billion by 2025. This trend is certainly set to continue

into the next decade as industry analysis states a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)

of 25% between the period 2020 and 2025 [8]. The term ”smart” gets misused a fair

amount in home technology as just connecting home appliances to the internet does not

make devices smart, a better term, in this case, is ”connected home”. The operation of

these devices is primarily based on the analysis of sensor data, use of machine learning,

natural language processing, and other technologies that are capable of learning and

decision-making. Therefore, one of the major trends today is the increasing use of

machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) technology in the smart home.

Although the idea of smart home technology has shown immense interest and projected

huge growth, there are still barriers and gaps that need to overcome. The key barriers are

the cost of devices which are more than the traditional device, lack of interest, benefits

are unclear to the consumers, also sometimes the system does not meet the end-user

requirements, lack of standards and communication protocols that enable devices to

interact with each other, data privacy concerns and lack of trust in providers related to

privacy risk-aware data sharing. These barriers and gaps contribute to a weak value

proposition for residents to invest in smart homes. Previous works have introduced

various smart home frameworks that were focused only on a particular component of

the framework and on resolving specific issues in smart home such as activity recog-

nition module, privacy-preserving SH framework, an open framework with standard

communication protocols, or adaptive user interface framework. However, a complete

smart home framework requires the integration of the majority of components. The three

primary components of the SH framework are mainly home monitoring component, also

known as activity recognition with ubiquitous sensors; privacy-preserving data manage-

ment components for protecting residents’ sensitive data, and interaction component or

dialogue manager for communication within the smart home. Each component of the
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system plays an important role in the smart home environment and interaction among

them will help in developing a robust and secure smart home system. In this research,

the following challenges and issues were identified and addressed:

• End-user needs and the requirement for developing effective and adaptable smart

home solutions.

• Smart home framework that consists of all major components i.e. activity recogni-

tion module, privacy module, and dialogue manager for interaction.

• Deep learning methodologies for developing each module of an SH framework

1.3 Objectives, Approaches and Contribution

The main goal of this thesis is to develop a framework and associated technologies for an

adaptable and extensible SH system. This research seeks to investigate five major aspects

of building an AAL system. The Ph.D. work was performed with the following objectives

which also outline the adopted novel approaches and major scientific outcomes:

1. A holistic framework for smart home system integrating different components

This work first proposed a smart home framework integrating each module and

sensor components of the system using an open-source middleware. The frame-

work combines all the major components of a smart home system and provides a

scalable and extensible solution for different AAL based applications.

2. Identification of users’ perception towards AAL technologies, their needs, and

concerns towards monitoring and data sharing

The objective of this work is to identify end-user requirements and their perceptions

towards smart home and AAL technologies in order to develop an adaptable

solution. In this regard, interviews and online surveys were conducted with
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the older people, caregivers, and end-users of the system. The findings of the

study contribute immensely in understanding the needs, concerns, and privacy

preferences of the end-users towards home monitoring, data sharing, and voice

assistant or interaction system.

3. Methodologies for improving human activity recognition with ubiquitous sensing

Until recently traditional machine learning approaches such as Naive Bayes, Hid-

den Markov Models, and Conditional Random Fields were used for activity recog-

nition and require feature engineering for accurate classification. Therefore, the

objective of this work is to explore and implement deep learning algorithms for

human activity recognition, which do not require handcrafting of features and

performs well on raw sensor data. In addition, the advantage of deep learning

algorithms is their scalability to a large number of datasets. In this work, we were

the first to investigate deep learning algorithms such as Long short term memory

(LSTM) and Convolutional neural network (CNN) on smart home sensor dataset.

Furthermore, the research explores data imbalance problems on multiple resident

settings using different class imbalance approaches and deep learning algorithms.

4. The development of data transformation and anonymization methodologies for

privacy preserving

This objective aims to create a mechanism that is able to provide flexible and adapt-

able anonymization and data transformation. These mechanisms are especially

useful in cases where a specific subset of the data should be communicated and

other sets should not. Since in a smart home setting, a large amount of personal

and sensitive data of users are collected, therefore it is crucial to develop a privacy-

preserving component that can provide accurate analysis with minimal distortion

of the data. In order to meet this objective, we developed a deep learning method

that enables to share encoded data instead of raw or original data with third parties.

The third parties can decode the encoded data to view the information as per user
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preferences. The method offers flexible data anonymization and obfuscation for

multiple stakeholders at different access levels without sharing sensitive data.

5. A novel dialogue dataset and methodologies for developing a dialogue systems

Direct natural interaction as dialogue in smart home through a user interface, is

another important component for smart home users, especially for older people.

The objective of this work is to develop an open domain dialogue dataset with

human ratings and diverse human replies for the given dialogue histories. The

availability of such a dataset opens various research possibilities and the develop-

ment of dialogue systems for real-life applications. In addition, a new method to

train dialogue managers is presented in this work. The proposed method may help

in Natural language processing (NLP) tasks where textual data can be processed

in visual format or where dialogue management has low language variation but

more choosing the right information to present user.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

Figure 1.1 presents the structure of the thesis and reminder of this thesis is organized as

follows:

• Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter discusses the existing research on ambient assisted living technologies

and smart homes. Following that state of the art approaches in activity recognition,

privacy-preserving mechanisms and dialogue systems are also discussed. Each

section of the chapter outlines the issues and challenges in the existing research

and provides a good understanding of how it can be addressed.

• Chapter 3: Smart Home Framework with HOMER

Chapter 3 presents the proposed privacy enabled smart home framework with a

voice assistant. The proposed framework shows how different modules can be
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integrated within a HOMER middleware. HOMER is an open-source software

platform that provides integration of various modules as per the user requirements

and provides flexibility and scalability to the system. Each component of the

system architecture and interaction among them are discussed in detail. Besides, it

also presented two use case scenarios where the framework can be applicable.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:

Singh, D., Psychoula, I., Merdivan, E., Kropf, J., Hanke, S., Sandner, E., Chen, L. and

Holzinger, A., 2020. Privacy-Enabled Smart Home Framework with Voice Assistant. In

Smart Assisted Living (pp. 321-339). Springer, Cham.[9]

Deepika Singh is the main author of the publication and developed the idea to present a

system architecture for a smart home. HOMER middleware was developed at AIT GmbH,

therefore discussion with Johannes Kropf, Sten Hanke, and Emanual Sandner was really

helpful regarding how individual modules can be integrated. The manuscript was written

by Deepika Singh. The other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision

of the manuscript.

• Chapter 4: Users’ perception towards AAL and smart home technologies

It focuses on identifying users’ smart home requirements and their perception towards AAL

technologies. The chapter includes three publications and each publication contributes in

finding smart home requirements from the perceptive of older people, upcoming smart

home users, and their privacy concerns towards the Internet of Things. The first publication

of this chapter focuses on identifying older people, caregivers, and professionals’ needs in

smart home and their perceptions of existing AAL technologies. The second publication

is more focused on the needs and concerns of future smart home users and the third

publication provides insights into the privacy issues from the perceptive of end-users from

all around the world.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:

Singh, D., Kropf, J., Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2017, August. Ambient assisted living

technologies from the perspectives of older people and professionals. In International
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Cross-Domain Conference for Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction (pp. 255-266).

Springer, Cham.[10]

Deepika Singh designed the user studies, questionnaires, interviewed the participants,

acquired and analyzed the data. The manuscript was written by Deepika Singh and the

paper was presented at CD-MAKE 2017 conference in Regio di Calabria, Italy. The other

authors contributed to the revision of the manuscript.

Singh, D., Psychoula, I., Kropf, J., Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2018, July. Users’

perceptions and attitudes towards smart home technologies. In International Conference

on Smart Homes and Health Telematics (pp. 203-214). Springer, Cham.[11]

Deepika Singh designed the user studies, online questionnaires, acquired and analyzed

the data. The manuscript was written by Deepika Singh and the paper was presented at

ICOST 2018 conference in Singapore. The paper received the best paper award at the

conference. The other authors contributed to the revision of the manuscript.

Psychoula, I.*, Singh, D.*, Chen, L., Chen, F., Holzinger, A. and Ning, H., 2018, October.

Users’ Privacy Concerns in IoT Based Applications. In 2018 IEEE SmartWorld, Ubiqui-

tous Intelligence and Computing, Advanced and Trusted Computing, Scalable Computing

and Communications, Cloud and Big Data Computing, Internet of People and Smart

City Innovation (SmartWorld/SCALCOM/UIC/ATC/CBDCom/IOP/SCI) (pp. 1887-1894).

IEEE.[12]

Deepika Singh and Ismini Psychoula equally contributed in the publication and designed

the user studies, online questionnaires, acquired and analyzed the data. The manuscript

was written by Deepika Singh and Ismini Psychoula. The paper was presented at the IEEE

SmartWorld conference 2018 in Guangzhou, China. The other authors contributed to the

scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

• Chapter 5: Human activity recognition in smart home

This chapter presents the work in human activity recognition using deep learning method-

ologies. The work comprises three publications in human activity recognition for both

single and multiple residents in the smart home domain.

* denotes equal contribution.
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The content of this chapter is based on the following publication:

Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Psychoula, I., Kropf, J., Hanke, S., Geist, M. and Holzinger, A.,

2017, August. Human activity recognition using recurrent neural networks. In Interna-

tional Cross-Domain Conference for Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction (pp.

267-274). Springer, Cham.[13]

Deepika Singh proposed the idea and both Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan performed

the experiments and evaluation on the sensor dataset. The manuscript was written and

presented at CD-MAKE 2017 in Regio di Calabria, Italy by Deepika Singh. The other

authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Hanke, S., Kropf, J., Geist, M. and Holzinger, A., 2017. Convo-

lutional and recurrent neural networks for activity recognition in smart environment. In

Towards integrative machine learning and knowledge extraction (pp. 194-205). Springer,

Cham.[14]

Deepika Singh initiated the work and both Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan performed

the experiments and evaluation on the sensor dataset. The manuscript was written by

Deepika Singh. The other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of

the manuscript.

Singh, D, Merdivan, E., Kropf, J. and Holzinger, A. Handling Imbalanced Data in Deep

Learning for Multiple Resident Activity Recognition. Submitted to IEEE Transactions on

Neural Networks and Learning Systems (2021).

Deepika Singh designed and performed all the experiments. The manuscript was written

by Deepika Singh and the other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision

of the manuscript.

• Chapter 6: Privacy preservation in smart home using deep learning

Chapter 6 introduces the privacy-preserving deep learning mechanism for flexible anonymiza-

tion and data sharing in AAL. The chapter includes two publications. The first publication

describes the mechanism that was developed and its evaluation on the simulated dataset

and the extension of this work was a part of the second publication mentioned.

The content of this chapter is based on the publication:
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Psychoula, I., Merdivan, E., Singh, D., Chen, L., Chen, F., Hanke, S., Kropf, J., Holzinger,

A. and Geist, M., 2018, March. A deep learning approach for privacy preservation in

assisted living. In 2018 IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and

Communications Workshops (PerCom Workshops) (pp. 710-715). IEEE.[15]

Deepika Singh, Ismini Pyschoula, and Erinc Merdivan worked together in designing and

implementation of experiments. Data generation was conducted by Ismini Psychoula. The

manuscript was written by both Ismini Psychoula and Deepika Singh. Ismini Psychoula

presented the paper at PERCOM 2018, Athens, Greece. The other authors contributed to

the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

Psychoula, I., Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Chen, L, 2021, January. Privacy Preservation

with Autoencoder based De-Identification and Differential Privacy. Submitted

Deepika Singh, Ismini Pyschoula, and Erinc Merdivan worked together in designing the

experiments. The first part of the experiments was performed by Deepika Singh and

Erinc Merdivan. And, the experiments on Differential privacy was performed by Ismini

Psychoula. The manuscript was mainly written by Ismini Psychoula and Deepika Singh

partially contributed in some sections of the manuscript. The other authors contributed to

the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

• Chapter 7: Dialogue systems

Chapter 7 focuses on dialogue systems in the smart home domain. The chapter consists of

two publications. The first publication presents the developed human-annotated dialogue

dataset for conversational agents and the second publication presents the overview of

the existing methods for training dialogue manager and proposed a new method to train

dialogue manager.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publications:

Merdivan, E.*, Singh, D.*, Hanke, S., Kropf, J., Holzinger, A. and Geist, M., 2020. Human

annotated dialogues dataset for natural conversational agents. Applied Sciences, 10(3),

p.762.[16]

Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan equally contributed to this work. The development of

the website, data collection, and analysis was mainly performed by Deepika Singh. The
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experiments on the dataset were carried out together with Erinc Merdivan. The manuscript

was mainly written by Deepika Singh together with continuous discussion with Erinc

Merdivan. The remaining authors contributed to the revision of the manuscript.

Merdivan, E.*, Singh, D.*, Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2019. Dialogue systems for

intelligent human computer interactions. Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer

Science, 343, pp.57-71.[17]

Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan equally contributed to this work. The designing of

the method is performed together with Erinc Merdivan. Erinc Merdivan implemented the

experiments of this work and the manuscript was written by Deepika Singh. The other

authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

• Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future work

It summarises the studies that have been conducted in the thesis. First, it provides an

overview of the entire research project and the main research contributions. It concludes

with discussions of the results and directions for future research in this area.

1.5 Additional publications

Followings are the additional publications during my doctoral studies which are not

included in this thesis:

• Machado, E., Singh, D., Cruciani, F., Chen, L., Hanke, S., Salvago, F., Kropf,

J. and Holzinger, A., 2018, March. A conceptual framework for adaptive user

interfaces for older adults. In 2018 IEEE International Conference on Pervasive

Computing and Communications Workshops (PerCom Workshops) (pp. 782-787).

IEEE.

• Saranti, A., Streit, S., Müller, H., Singh, D., Holzinger, A., 2020, September.

Towards Visual Concept Learning and Reasoning: On Insights into Representative

* denotes equal contribution.
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Approaches. In 25th International Symposium on Methodologies for Intelligent

Systems, ISMIS 2020.

• Singh, D., Kropf, J., 2017, March. Activity Recognition using context aware

techniques in Smart Home domain. In MCAA General Assembly and Conference,

Salamanca, Spain. (Poster).
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2.1 Ambient Assisted Living and Smart Homes

The increasing aging population brings many challenges to society and the healthcare

systems. Such a demographics shift has led to the introduction of Ambient and Assisted

Living technologies (AAL). AAL technologies involve the use of information and com-

munication technologies (ICT), smart home technologies, and stand-alone devices in a

users’ daily living and working environment enabling people to stay active longer and

provide comfort, safety and independent life in old age [18]. It provides supportive

home environments to the residents by integrating actuators, sensors, smart interfaces,

and artificial intelligence technologies [19]. The basis of AAL lies in the following:

assistive technologies for individuals with disabilities; universal design approaches for

accessibility, usability, and acceptability of interactive technologies; and the emerging

ambient intelligence (AI) computing paradigm, which provides intelligent, unobtrusive,

and ubiquitous assistance [20]. In recent years, there has been rapid growth in AAL

research which is partly due to an increase in Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme,

which provides funding to many research projects aimed at developing novel and in-

novative AAL solutions across Europe [21]. Various AAL projects are conducted

to enhance the quality of life of older people with a range of health-monitoring and

emergency-alert devices to ensure safety and security in their home environment. These

projects are categorized into physical health systems, mental health systems, enhanced

user interfaces, support in daily tasks, security systems, and standardization of AAL

systems [22]. Some of the existing projects that promote physical health are CASAS

project [23] in which a smart home is designed to monitor activity, behavior change and

provide prompts and reminders using sensors and actuators; Dem@Care project [24]

that collects information on activity, physiology, and lifestyle through sensors in order to

better assist older adults with dementia; vAssist [21] helps in providing voice-controlled

telehealth, telemonitoring, and communication services and Fearless [21] tracks risks

and behavioral changes visually and acoustically and contact care providers in emer-

gencies. AAL projects that support mental health are Companion Able [25] combines
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robotic and AI technology into a friendly robot that promotes cognitive stimulation

and health management for older adults with mild cognitive impairment and Host [21]

offers easy-to-use technologies with digital self-serve systems and connections to support

systems. Various systems were developed to support daily living tasks such as Assistant

project supports navigation ability for older people using a smartphone, GPS, and special

user interface; Bank4Elder project assist in banking systems through the user interface,

and MobileSage project encourages travel and transportation by providing instruction

from an agent using smartphone [21]. AALiance 2 [26] and UniversAAL [27] projects

were designed with an aim to support the standardization of AAL technology by creating

recommendations and guidelines for standardization, universality, coordination, and

regulation of these technologies.

Research and development in smart home technology have gained attention around

the world and different smart home projects have been conducted in previous years.

Smart home project in Boulder, Colorado uses the adaptive control of home environment

(ACHE) system and neural networks to observe and predict the resident lifestyle and

needs [28]. The aim of MavHome project [29] was to improve the comfort of its resident

while reducing the operation costs and behaves as a rational agent to guess the mobility

patterns and device usages of the residents. The GatorTech Smart House project [30]

was developed in Florida which consists of several smart devices including sensors and

actuators which are designed to optimize the comfort and safety of older people. Sixteen

smart homes were built in Ireland within the Great Northern Heaven Smart Home project

[31] to detect the behavioral patterns in the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) for older

people. The concept of the smart home has shown to be a feasible and cost-effective

projects to help older people to improve their comfort and live independently in their

private spaces for as long as possible. However, a smart home presents some challenges

that need to be overcome. One of the major hurdles for deploying AAL systems in

real-world is technology acceptance by the older people [32] [33]. Lack of perceived

benefits [34] [35], usability problems [36] [37] and self-efficacy [33] [38] are other

barriers in technology adoption among older people. The challenges with existing smart
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home technology are high cost, the cumbersome installation process of different sensors

or devices and no open smart home architecture has been developed so far that enable

interoperability, extensibility, and which can be configurable to different application

scenarios. Data integration is another issue in the smart home system, a large amount of

data generated are not properly handled by the existing AI modules. In addition, legal

and privacy issues need to be considered while data processing, storing, and sharing in

smart home domain [39].

In order to develop an effective and adaptable smart home system that can address

requirements of the older people, caregivers, and end-users, their suggestions and inputs

are much needed. Different studies have been performed in previous works with older

people regarding their opinions and suggestions [40] [41]. The participants showed

interest in the AAL technologies and the need for a smart home for living independently

and better quality of life [42]. However, the most important aspect is the acceptance

of technology by the older people, caregivers, professionals, and other end-users [43].

Therefore, we conducted interviews with the elderly, caregivers, and professionals to

understand their needs and perspective towards AAL technologies. Furthermore, online

surveys were conducted which focuses on various factors such as users’ attitudes towards

monitoring; privacy preferences and data sharing; and views regarding voice assistant

such as robots or communication interface.

2.2 Activity Recognition

Human activity recognition is one of the most crucial characteristics in the AAL system

especially in the smart home domain, which is capable of understanding the behavior,

routines, and needs of the users. Several works have been performed in previous years

on sensor-based activity recognition as they can better address the sensitive issues in the

assisted living environment such as privacy, ethics, and obtrusiveness than conventional

vision-based approaches. Sensor-based activity monitoring is classified into two main
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categories: wearable sensor-based activity monitoring and ambient sensor-based activity

monitoring [44]. Wearable sensor-based activity monitoring is mainly driven by perva-

sive and mobile computing and ambient sensing is mainly used in smart environment

applications. Wearable sensors are generally positioned directly on a human body and

can be embedded into wristwatches, clothes, eyeglasses, or mobile devices. Various

research work has been conducted using accelerometer sensors for monitoring body

movements [45] [46]; GPS sensors for monitoring location-based activities [47] [48]

and Biosensors to measure vital signs such as heart rate, blood pressure, ECG, EEG,

and respiratory information [49]. However, wearable sensor-based activity monitoring

has limitations which include the size of the devices and ability to wear them all the

time to be monitored, battery life, acceptability of device by older people and wearable

sensors are not suitable for monitoring complex physical activities and activities that

involve interaction with the environment. Ambient sensor-based activity recognition has

an advantage over wearable sensor-based activity monitoring as ambient sensors are at-

tached to objects within an environment and activities are monitored through user-object

interaction. Therefore, ambient sensing is more suitable for intelligent environment

based applications and widely used in the smart home paradigm.

Numerous approaches have been used in previous works for activity modeling and

recognition which includes data-driven approaches and knowledge-driven approaches

[44]. Data-driven activity modeling is classified into the generative and discriminative

approaches. Naive Bayes, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and Dynamic Bayesian

networks (DBNs) are the most popular generative approach for activity recognition.

These classifiers are simple and yield good accuracy, but they have some limitations.

Naive Bayes classifiers do not explicitly model temporal information, which is most

important in activity recognition. HMM classifier is not capable of capturing long-

range or transitive dependencies of the sensor observations due to its strict assumptions

on the observations. In discriminative approach, Nearest Neighbour (NN) classifier

was investigated for activity recognition from accelerometer data [50]. However, the

decision trees method outperformed the simple nearest neighbor approach, where the
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training data is partitioned into subsets as per activity labels and a set of rules based on

features of the training data. Other classifiers that are used in discriminative approach are

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [51] and Conditional Random Field [52] for activity

recognition. Both generative and discriminative approaches require large datasets for

training the models and thus sometimes suffers from data scarcity problem. Knowledge-

driven activity modeling avoids the problems of data-driven activity modeling that are

a requirement of a large amount of data and the inflexibility issue that each model

needs to be computationally trained. Knowledge-driven approaches use rich domain

knowledge and heuristics for activity modeling and pattern recognition and knowledge

structures can be represented in different forms such as rules, schemas, and networks.

These approaches are further classified into three categories: mining-based approach,

logic-based approach, and ontology based approach. The weakness of these approaches

is the inability to represent fuzziness and uncertainty. Besides, logical activity models

are seen as one model fits all, thus inflexible for adoption to different users’ activity

patterns. Existing works proposed hybrid approaches for activity recognition since both

symbolic and statistical methods have some limitations. One of the work uses Markov

Logic Networks (MLN), which is a probabilistic first-order logic approach [53] in

which weights can be learned for each probabilistic formula by repetitively optimizing

a pseudo-likelihood measure. These weights are the confidence value of the formula.

The addition of deterministic formulas to probabilistic ones is performed to express

deterministic knowledge about the domain of interest. A hybrid technique was proposed

in [54] to recognize anomalies at a fine-grained level by integrating supervised learning

and symbolical reasoning approach on a smart home sensor dataset. The benefit of using

probabilistic description logic is that it defines complex knowledge-based constraints

that can capture the uncertainty of sensor measurements. Therefore, by learning the

weights of these constraints, the model combines useful features of knowledge-based

and data-driven methods and can improve the recognition accuracy. These approaches

still require a labeled dataset for activity recognition. Another work [55] presents an

unsupervised method which combines data and knowledge-driven methods in which a
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general ontology model represent domain knowledge and augment a range of learning

techniques to facilitate the unsupervised pattern recognition of user activities.

Conventional pattern recognition approaches have made immense progress in human

activity recognition. However, there are still drawbacks to these methods. In most activity

recognition tasks, the features are always extracted via heuristics and hand-crafted way,

which relies on human experience and domain knowledge [56]. Human knowledge

may be helpful in certain tasks, but for more general tasks and environments, it will

take a longer time to build a successful activity recognition system. Furthermore, only

shallow features can be learned by these conventional pattern recognition approaches.

These shallow features refer to statistical information including mean, frequency, and

variance, etc., which can only be used to recognize low-level activities such as running

or walking and difficult to infer high level or context-aware activities [57]. Real-time

activity recognition requires robust and incremental learning models whereas existing

pattern recognition approaches mainly focuses on learning from static data. Deep learn-

ing models overcome these limitations by learning high-level features automatically

through neural networks instead of manual handcrafting, thus achieved promising per-

formance in many areas such as natural language processing, visual object recognition

and logic reasoning [58]. Deep learning networks are also more feasible in performing

unsupervised [59] and incremental learning. In addition, a trained deep learning model

on a large-scale labeled dataset can be transferred to new tasks where there are few

or no labels. Therefore, in this thesis, we focused on deep learning approaches and

were the first to apply different deep learning models for activity recognition on smart

home datasets. Also, an application of deep learning models in combination with class

imbalance techniques is explored to handle imbalanced datasets in multiple resident

settings.
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2.3 Privacy Preserving data management

There has been immense growth in the research and development of AAL systems over

the past few years to provide personalized health services to older people. Apart from

older people who are the main stakeholders, there are other users of AAL systems as

well such as caregivers, doctors, pharmacists, hospitals, family members, or researchers.

Different smart devices are used in an ambient environment such as sensors for activity

monitoring and user behavior analysis, wearable to monitor vital signs, and voice-

controlled appliances for interaction and assistance. These devices collect and use

sensitive personal data of the user to provide various services. The continuous data

monitoring and collection may cause security and privacy concerns and risks to the users

of the system. In addition, there can be a possibility of information leakage and risk

of data breaches [60]. Hence, there is a need for new techniques which can provide

transparency, user control to the system and ensure that individual privacy requirements

are met. In order to develop such a system, it is crucial to understand the users’ thoughts

about privacy implications and their preferences on data sharing. Various studies have

been performed to understand users’ requirements, their concerns, and perceptions

towards smart home [61]. The participants of the surveys showed interest in assistive

technologies and the need for smart home technology for independent living, comfort,

safety and better quality of life [42]. Several other studies were performed to understand

the users’ privacy concerns and their attitudes towards data sharing [62] [63]. An

interesting finding in the studies is that the privacy concerns of the users reduce when

smart devices are used for medical purposes such as in case of emergency location

tracking or health monitoring. In addition, privacy concerns are varied according to the

individual needs. Older adults those who are physically active and can perform most

of their daily tasks by themselves, do not like to be monitored all the time whereas

older adults who are dependent on others and suffering from serious health problems,

would like to be monitored and have no privacy concerns. Existing surveys have already

investigated the impact of the location of data collection, type of data collected and
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purpose of collection [64], however, it would be interesting to identify privacy concerns

in heterogeneous scenarios that use different types of data collection and formats. Such

factors will help in developing privacy-enable solutions suitable to a variety of contexts

in IoT environments.

Privacy-enhancing technologies are technologies that are designed to protect users’

privacy by minimizing personal data use, maximizing data security, and offer additional

levels of protection besides just reckoning on laws and policies. Several approaches have

been proposed to address the privacy concerns of the users which include privacy and

context awareness, information manipulation, access control, and data anonymization.

Anonymization methods are used to obscure the identity of a user within a dataset

of different users, such that individual users are unidentifiable and indistinguishable.

Some of these methods are k-anonymity, t-closeness and l-diversity. Among these, the

most popular method is k-anonymity. K-anonymity method is achieved by suppressing

(deleting an attribute value from the data and replacing it with a random value that

matches any possible attribute value) or generalizing the attributes in the data, which

means that an attribute is replaced with a less specific but semantically consistent value

[65]. In most of the cases K-anonymity is able to prevent identity disclosure but in some

cases, it may fail to shield against attribute disclosure. l-diversity method is another

commonly used anonymization technique, which is developed to address the weakness

of K-anonymity that does not guarantee privacy against adversaries that use background

knowledge or where data lack diversity. In l-diversity, the anonymization conditions are

satisfied if, for each group of records sharing a combination of key attributes, there are at

least l -“well-represented” values for each confidential attribute [66]. The drawback of

this method is that it depends on the range of sensitive attributes. If such attributes do

not have numerous different values, then in that scenario artificial data will be inserted.

Insertion of artificial data will improve privacy but may cause problems in the data

analysis, thus wrecking the data utility. Besides, this method is vulnerable to skewness

and similarity attacks, therefore it cannot always prevent attribute disclosure. Another

method named t-closeness [67] was proposed to address the problems of l-diversity.
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This method requires the distribution of the sensitive attributes in an equivalent class to

be close to the distribution of the attribute in the overall table, which in turn means that

the distance between the two distributions should be no more than a specified threshold t.

In [67], it is mentioned that t-closeness limits the amount of useful information which is

released, however, no computational procedure to enforce this property is given so far.

Previous works have used traditional machine learning methods for privacy preservation.

The most popular among them is the Differential privacy-preserving method [68] which

allows the gathering of statistics from a dataset while protecting the information of

individual records. The differential privacy method estimates how much noise is required

to add to the dataset to achieve privacy guarantees. Some of its applications include

principal component analysis, boosting, support vector machines, and continuous data

processing. The advantage of this method is that it can be used through database queries

to authorized third parties instead of publishing whole datasets. A limitation of this

method is in the case of inference tasks where a single record is fully exposed. Since the

differential privacy method is only applied to the query results and does not modify the

original dataset, in such a scenario a data controller is able to identify the individuals in

a dataset. Furthermore, the differential privacy method is not as effective in datasets with

strong correlations such as medical data, mobile or social datasets [69] [70]. Secure

multi-party computation (SMC) [71] is another privacy-preserving technique that aims at

protecting intermediate steps of computation when multiple parties perform collaborative

machine learning. Some of its applications are Naive Bayes, linear regression, decision

trees, k-means clustering, and association rules.

In recent works, deep learning models have been used for privacy-preserving. In [72],

proposed a privacy-preserving system which allows participants to train independently on

their datasets and selectively share models key parameters during training. An alternative

method [73] computes the privacy loss in each model to select parameter updates

and ensure differential privacy for the stochastic gradient descent algorithm. Private

Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles (PATE) [74] is another deep learning approach which

partitions sensitive training data to train independently an ensemble of machine learning
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models on each data partition. The model prediction on test data is by collectively

voting on one of the possible labels. In addition, Homomorphic Encryption [75]

together with neural networks have been used for data encryption but currently, it is not

computationally feasible to use Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [76] and then

perform classification on the encrypted data. The existing works have used Partially

Homomorphic Encryption (PHE) to encrypt data, however, it only allows additions or

multiplications over data which can be an issue for classification tasks, since the use of

activation functions is no longer possible in PHE and they have to be approximated with

low degree polynomials. Unlike existing approaches, the thesis will attempt to address

some of the gaps in privacy-preserving with a mechanism for encoding big data which

is applicable on heterogeneous raw data and allows the classification on encoded data

without exposing any records. The work in the thesis presents a method which is flexible

and allows the use of activation functions in classification tasks while not allowing access

to the sensitive dataset.

2.4 Dialogue Systems

A dialogue is a verbal or written communication between two or more people or groups

of people. With the advancement in artificial intelligence technologies, dialogue can also

be conducted between a person and a machine. In recent years, dialogue systems have

emerged as a new type of human-machine interaction systems. In AAL and smart home

domain, dialogue systems or user interfaces also plays a crucial role. Communication

with the users using natural language eases the interaction, especially for older people

who are having issues with these technologies due to disregard or disabilities and also

during emergency situations such as falls or serious health conditions. Dialogue systems

are also known as conversational agents that can communicate with the human in spoken

or textual form. The main components of the dialogue system are Automatic speech

recognition (ASR), Natural language understanding (NLU), Dialogue Manager (DM),

Knowledge base, Response generator, and Text-to-speech synthesizer. In ASR, the user’s
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input is recognized automatically and transformed into text and could be omitted if the

user’s input is in form of text. NLU identifies user intents and extracts information that

the dialogue manager can process. Dialogue manager is the fundamental component

of the dialogue system and consists of two modules, Dialogue State Tracker (DST)

and Dialogue Response Selection (DRS). DST keeps track of the dialogue state that is

required by DRS in order to select the next response. DRS’s next response is feedback

given to DST to update its current dialogue state. The knowledge base component

contains information that is used by the dialogue manager. Response generator generates

the output and then text to speech synthesizer converts the output of response generator

into a speech form [77] [78].

Dialogue systems are built for various purposes and have been divided into two main

groups: non-goal driven dialogue systems and goal-driven dialogue systems [79]. The

first non-goal oriented dialogue system was ELIZA [80] and PARRY [81], which were

based on simple text parsing rules that mimic by persistently rephrasing statements or

asking questions. Neither of the two systems used data-driven methods. Later works

[82], begin to use data-driven methods and proposed modeling dialogue as a stochastic

sequence of discrete symbols (words) using Markov chains. In the past few years, neural

network architecture trained on large-scale corpora has been explored. Neural networks

models have shown promising results for several non-goal oriented dialogue tasks [83]

[84] [85] [86]. However, these models require sufficiently large corpora to achieve these

results. Non-task oriented dialogue systems or chatbots are designed based on two major

approaches [87] [88]: (i) generative models such as sequence-to-sequence methods, that

generate actual responses during the conversation; and (ii) retrieval-based models, which

learn to select responses from the current conversation from a repository. Preliminary

work on goal-driven dialogue systems was based on deterministic hand-crafted rules

couple with a learned speech recognition model. For example, the SUNDAL system was

designed to provide timetable information for trains and airplanes, and airline reservations

[89] [90]. Later, machine learning methods were used to bridge the gap between text

and speech, considering uncertainty associated with the outputs of the speech recognition
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model [91]. Goal-oriented dialogue systems are designed for specific domains and tasks.

In these systems, the dialogue agent interacts with users in a limited manner to acquire

information for completing the task and the performance of the system can be evaluated

based on the completion of the task. The dialogue system first understands the user

message, represents it as an internal state, then takes actions according to the policy with

respect to the dialogue state, and lastly, the action is transformed into natural language.

Though natural language understanding is handled by statistical models, the majority

of deployed dialogue systems still uses handcrafted rules or manual features for the

state and action space representations, intent detection, and slot filling, which makes the

system expensive, time-consuming and limits its usage to other domains [92]. In recent

works, deep learning models have been developed to reduce these issues by learning

feature representations in a high dimensional distributed way and achieved remarkable

improvements. Furthermore, end-to-end task-oriented dialogue systems are designed,

that can extend the state space representation in the conventional pipeline systems and

generalize dialogues outside the annotated task-specific corpora. A detailed overview of

deep learning-based researches on dialogue systems is presented in [92] [93].

In the last few years, several publicly available conversational dialogue dataset has

been released to train dialogue managers. A major challenge while training dialogue

manager is a lack of benchmark metrics that can be used to measure and compare

performances of different dialogue manager methodologies. Also, existing research on

dialogue datasets lacks in the publicly available dataset with human annotations on the

quality of dialogue–reply pairs to develop such metrics. Therefore, in this thesis, we

developed a Human Annotated Movie Dialogue Dataset (HUMOD) with human ratings

on dialogue-reply pairs together with diverse human replies for given dialogue histories.

In addition, we proposed a new method to train dialogue manager.
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a conceptual framework of a smart home system with in-

tegration of all the major components in Home Event Recognition System (HOMER)

middleware. HOMER is an open and flexible OSGi based software platform, developed

at AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH, Vienna, Austria. The middleware aims

at the integration of different home automation systems and consequential event and

situation recognition for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and smart home applications.

In the proposed SH framework, we present an integration of three major modules i.e.

activity recognition and occupancy detection; privacy-preserving data management, and

voice assistant with two different use cases. Each module of the framework plays a cru-

cial in monitoring residents as well as protecting their sensitive and personal information

through the privacy module, together with a voice assistant for interaction within the

smart home domain. This privacy-enabled smart home architecture allows users to have

control over the monitoring of their daily activities and flow of information in a secure

manner to preserve sensitive and personal information that users do want to share with

anyone. The chapter presents a detailed description of each component of the HOMER

middleware and its integration with different SH modules such that the system will be

scalable, flexible, and adaptable according to the different applications.

The content of this chapter is based on the publication:

Singh, D., Psychoula, I., Merdivan, E., Kropf, J., Hanke, S., Sandner, E., Chen, L. and

Holzinger, A., 2020. Privacy-Enabled Smart Home Framework with Voice Assistant. In

Smart Assisted Living (pp. 321-339). Springer, Cham.

Contribution: Deepika Singh is the main author of the publication and developed

the idea to present a system architecture for a smart home. HOMER middleware was

developed at AIT GmbH, therefore discussion with Johannes Kropf, Sten Hanke, and

Emanual Sandner was really helpful regarding how individual modules can be integrated.
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The manuscript was written by Deepika Singh. The other authors contributed to the

scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

3.2 Publication I: Privacy-Enabled Smart Home Frame-

work with Voice assistant
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Abstract Smart home environment plays a prominent role in improving the qual-
ity of life of the residents by enabling home automation, health care and safety
through various Internet of Things (IoT) devices. However, a large amount of data
generated by sensors in a smart home environment heighten security and privacy
concerns among potential users. Some of the data can be sensitive as it contains
information about users’ private activities, location, behavioural patterns and health
status. Other concerns of the users are towards the distribution and sharing of data
to third parties. In this chapter, we propose privacy-enabled smart home framework
consisting of three major components: activity recognition and occupancy detection,
privacy-preserving data management and voice assistant. The proposed platform
includes unobtrusive sensors for multiple occupancy detection and activity recogni-
tion. The privacy-enabled voice assistant performs interaction with smart home. We
also present a detailed description of system architecture with service middleware.
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16.1 Introduction

In recent years, smart home technology along with Internet of Things (IoT) devices
has gained a lot of attention due to its various applications. It has experienced rapidly
growing presence in the households of end-users. A smart home comprises of sen-
sors such as motion sensors, thermostat, passive infrared sensors, energy tracking
switches, smart lights, shades, cameras and voice assistants, which communicate
with each other and collect data to monitor user activities. The data collected from
these embedded sensors and smart devices provide numerous services to the resi-
dents such as safety and guidance features by user behaviour monitoring, activity
recognition and fall detection; home automation by controlling lights, doors, win-
dows, temperature and energy consumption; and security with alarms, lock/unlock
of doors and monitoring of outsiders in the absence of resident.

Various devices such as tablets, personal computers and smartphones are being
used for communication and interaction with users in a smart home environment.
Recent works have shifted towards dialogue systems in the form of voice assistant.
The integration of the dialogue system in a smart home can provide a natural and
convenient way of interaction with a user. Dialogue systems are categorized mainly
into two groups [5] as task-oriented systems and non-task-oriented systems (also
known as chatbots). The aim of task-oriented systems is to assist users to complete
specific tasks by understanding the inputs from the user such as restaurant bookings,
ticket bookings or information searching. Non-task-oriented dialogue systems can
communicate with humans on open domains, and thus, they are preferred in real-
world applications. In a smart home environment, task-oriented dialogue systems
can assist users in performing various tasks depending on their needs. For example,
a medication reminder can checks if a user has taken medicine as prescribed by their
doctors, and further, recommend exercises or any other physical activitywhen sensors
in the home detect that a user is in a sedentary state for a considerably longer time.
It could also make an appointment with a doctor on behalf of the user. A dialogue
system can also be customized according to the user’s preferences.

A user’s interaction with a dialogue system and sensors installed in the home
environment generate a large amount of data. Such data usually contain private and
sensitive information such as users’ profile, locations, pictures, daily activities and
network access information, which leads to privacy, and security concerns for the
users. These raised concerns include “who manage and regulate these devices?”,
“where the data is stored?” and “who has access to the data?” [41], as well as how do
machine learning systems reach the decisions they do and how fair and non-biased
are the algorithms used in them? [37, 38].

Previous studies have introduced various smart home frameworks with network-
level security and privacy in IoT devices. A three-party architecture with Security
Management Provider (SMP) has been proposed, which identifies and blocks the
threats and attacks at the network level [35]. Passive network adversary can infer
private activities of a user from smart home traffic rates even when devices use
encryption, this problem has been discussed in [3] by introducing stochastic traffic
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padding technique. Different frameworks have been designed for user activity recog-
nition [15, 21], occupancy detection [40], adaptive user interaction [17] and dialogue
systems [24] in smart home environments. Most of the existing frameworks focus
only on one particular component of the system, for example, only activity recog-
nition module, adaptive interface or privacy in smart home IoT devices. Therefore,
in this work we presented a framework, which combines three major components of
the smart home system, i.e. user occupancy detection, privacy-preserving data man-
agement and dialogue system for user interaction. The proposed framework focuses
on the development of technological solutions, which can monitor the users and
environment while keeping their privacy intact.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: the related work of each
component of the framework is presented in Sect. 16.2. Section 16.3 gives an
overview of the proposed framework. System architecture of the proposed frame-
work with a detailed description of individual component is explained in Sect. 16.4.
Section 16.5 presents the two different scenarios based on the proposed framework.
The last section includes the conclusion and future work.

16.2 Related Work

In this section, we review related work focusing on the three major components
of the framework, which are occupancy detection and activity recognition, privacy
preservation in data management and dialogue systems.

16.2.1 Activity Recognition and Occupancy Detection
Module

Human activity recognition has an important role in a smart home system by learning
high-level knowledge about the user’s daily living activities from sensor data. The
monitoring systems can be categorized mainly into three categories: (1) camera-
based, (2) wearable devices and (3) binary and continuous sensors. Camera-based
monitoring is not preferred by the users as it is considered privacy invasive.Wearable
devices provide good accuracy in the case of personalized systems and do not raise
as many privacy concerns, and however, such systems are not practical to use while
monitoring long-term activities. As a result, the most preferred solution for activity
recognition is using unobtrusive sensors in a smart home. Early work on activity
recognition have used data mining methods and knowledge-driven approaches, e.g.
Chen et al. [6], Okeyo et al. [23]. In the recent work, deep learning approaches have
contributed tremendously towards activity recognition systems [32, 33] and tend to
overcome the limitations of conventional pattern recognition approaches. In deep
neural networks, the features can be learned automatically instead of using manually
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handcrafted features. The deep generative networks can also make use of unlabelled
data for model training as in activity recognition systems; it is not feasible to have
labelled data most of the time [37, 38].

Occupancy detection and estimation plays a major role in reducing energy con-
sumption by controlling heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and light-
ing systems in the smart environment. It also helps in the detection of intruders,
abnormal events such as falls and monitoring activities of multiple residents inside
a home environment. Different methodologies on occupancy estimation have been
presented and discussed which include occupancy detection using the camera, pas-
sive infrared sensor (PIR), ultrasonic sensor, radio frequency signals (RFID), fusion
of sensors and using wireless local area network (WLAN), Bluetooth and Wi-fi [2].
Camera-based occupancy estimation is accurate in comparison with other methods
but due to privacy concerns, they are not preferable in real-time applications. PIR
and ultrasonic sensors are economical but can only detect the presence/absence of an
occupant as it produces a binary output. Use of RFID tags is not feasible in real-life
situations as occupants have to carry RFID all the time and it has privacy issues as
well. Occupancy detection through WLAN, Wi-fi and Bluetooth technologies is not
applicable in large buildings due to its high positive/negative detection of occupants.
Use of multiple sensors such as CO2, PIR, temperature, humidity, light and motion
sensors for occupancy detection provides accurate results and can be easily applied
in real-time applications. Therefore, we prefer data generated from fusion ofmultiple
sensors for occupancy detection in the proposed smart home framework.

16.2.2 Explainable AI in Smart Home Systems

As can be seen in previous sections, the success ofmachine learning in activity recog-
nition and advancement of smart home technology has been undeniable. However,
there are still concerns about adopting these learning techniques in practice. One of
the reasons is that with these techniques it is quite difficult to understand what goes
on inside an algorithm and why it gave the result it did. This difficulty of explaining
the reasoning behind the generated result makes the decisions provided by these
systems hard to be trusted by the end-users. A lot of recent work has been dedicated
to making machine learning models explainable [12, 13]. There are two main aims
of work on interpretability in the literature: transparency and post hoc interpretation
[1]. Transparent design reveals how a model functions, while a Post hoc Explanation
explains why a black-box model behaved that way [19].

Explainability enables the privacy risk discussions that need to happen when deci-
sions are being made in the development and design stages of a machine learning
model. When the decisions that the model makes will affect individuals based just on
themodel’s output, there is the possibility for bias andwrong decision-making.Many
machine learningmodels includemulti-layer neural networks, which follow an inter-
nal process in which outcomes may not be able to be understood in a mathematical
way even by experts in the field. Due to this, multi-layer features, model performs
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better. This is often referred to as the accuracy vs. interpretability trade-off which is
also known as the “black-box” problem. Some of the solutions to this problem are
following the steps of the algorithm and describe with more details about what the
model is doing. Another way is to perform risk management assessments that eval-
uate the model, the data and the output and the risk to the individual if the decision
reached is not correct which will also affect the privacy of the individual. Bias can
often occur based on the selection process of a model’s features, and the weighting
their assigned, during the implementation of the system. The decisions made when
defining categories and establishing the relationships between them affect both the
accuracy of the model and the outputs that will be produced; especially when the
systems are making recommendations that affect individuals.

According to the General Data Protection Regulation [11], one of the require-
ments is the “right of explanation” which is a right for all individuals to obtain
“meaningful explanations of the logic involved” when “automated (algorithmic)
individual decision-making”, including profiling, takes place. Explainable AI will
assist in making the decisions of machine learning algorithms more understandable
and in this way help make the privacy implications of data sharing clearer to the
end-users. Explainable AI is essential to build trust and increase the acceptance of
smart home systems. Any inherent bias either in the data sets, in the weighting of
various features or choosing which ones to use, has real-world results that must be
fair and explainable by the system.

16.2.3 Privacy in Data Management

Generally speaking, data collected in smart home environments usually go through
the following steps: first data collection, followed by data aggregation and finally data
mining and data analytics. Although these steps enable a lot of services to be provided
to the smart home users, they pose a lot of privacy challenges. For example, in the
smart home environment if an adversary obtains data about the occupancy of the
residents, he can infer the pattern of when users are inside or out of the house which
could lead to theft or other damage to the users. Privacy-preserving mechanisms are
necessary in these scenarios to protect the sensitive data and the privacy of the users.

Existing privacy-preserving mechanisms include anonymity, encryption, pertur-
bation and privacy-preserving data analytics techniques such as differential privacy
[9] and homomorphic encryption [22]. Recent techniques make use of deep learn-
ing mechanisms to provide privacy-preserving probabilistic inference [25], privacy-
preserving speaker identification [26] and computing on encrypted data [4, 39].While
the previous work on privacy-enabled frameworks has focused on issues like assist-
ing users with mobile app permissions [16], protecting user location data [14] and
privacy-aware video streaming [8], the concerns and preferences of the users are not
always taken into account.

Most of the time users realize what they want from a specific technology only
after they have started using it. In most privacy surveys, the users make comments
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like the following: “I want to decide what types of data a service or application gets
access to” and “I should get to decide who my data is shared with” [28]. Users have
significant reservations about continuous ongoing monitoring [34] in which sensors
collect measurements and can store and analyse all the sensor data in the cloud. Users
prefer to have control over how their data are used. For example, if data from door
sensors and light sensors are being combined to detect room occupancy, the users
might want to be aware that there is this possibility of detection since most sensors
do not appear too intrusive on their own, but when combined they can reveal a lot
of information. Also, users may wish to give access to their data, but may prefer to
do so anonymously, for example, as medical data for research. So it is essential for
privacy-enabled frameworks to support anonymization. However, most of the time
users oftenfind it difficult to understand privacy controls. That iswhyprivacy-enabled
voice assistant can be beneficial in helping users manage their privacy preferences
and offer them more control over which data they share and at what granularity. In
this work, we extend beyond existing privacy preservation techniques and propose a
framework that allows users to control the flowof information in a privacy-preserving
manner.

16.2.4 Dialogue Systems

Lately, there has been tremendous growth in embodied conversational agents (ECAs)
using natural language processing (NLP) techniques for developing intelligent dia-
logue components. NLP-based systems have gained a lot of interest in human–ma-
chine interactions for multi-modal interfaces. They are preferred widely for natural
and spoken language understanding (NLU or SLU), natural language generation
(NLG) and dialogue processing (DP) tasks.

A complete dialogue solution consists of various components which include auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), natural language interpreter, dialogue state tracker
(DST), dialogue response selection (DRS) and text-to-speech (TTS) component [31],
where each component has a specific task associated with it. Existing work on train-
ing dialoguemanagers includes rule-basedmethods; sequence-to-sequencemethods;
reinforcement learning (RL)-based methods; and hierarchical reinforcement learn-
ing (HRL) methods. In rule-based methods, a set of rules are defined by humans to
train dialogue managers which make these systems robust and easy to use. However,
it is not possible to use such systems for real-life applications. Sequence-to-sequence
methods are used to transform a given sequence from one domain to another and are
widely used in translation tasks such as English to French and performed well with
less or none natural processing of sentences [36].

Reinforcement learning and hierarchical reinforcement learning have gained a
lot of popularity due to their astonishing results in certain gaming tasks such as
Atari, chess and GO [20] which outperform the human score but require a large
amount of training data which are impractical to collect and simulate due to complex-
ity and variety in human dialogues. HRL-based methods on dialogue management
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outperform the standard RL methods, but there are still unresolved issues. Namely,
those issues are in handling deeper hierarchies; designing a reward for lower level
hierarchies; and also automatically dividing the complex task into simpler sub-tasks
which are possible with deeper hierarchies than few levels of hierarchy.

16.3 Proposed Framework

This section presents different modules of the smart home framework. An overview
of the proposed smart sensing framework is presented in Fig. 16.1. The hardware
includes an integrated sensor network with devices that can monitor multiple occu-
pants and the home environment, a gateway and local storage device to collect the
data, along with a smart interactive user interface that enables the communication
with the user and the controlling of the smart home. In the following subsections,
the main elements of the proposed framework are described.

Fig. 16.1 Overview of the proposed framework
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16.3.1 Activity Recognition and Occupancy Detection
Module

The activity recognition module monitors daily living activities of the resident such
as walking, sleeping, cooking, bathing and watching TV by using the unobtrusive
sensor data from the home environment. The aim is to provide health care, comfort,
safety and security to residents by detecting abnormal events and providing home
automation services. The occupancy detectionmodule of the framework identifies the
resident’s location and anumber of occupants in homebyusing the data obtained from
the sensors. The data obtained are then analysed and used to train machine learning
algorithms for classification of various activities, resident behaviour analysis and
detection of multiple occupancy in smart home.

One aspect often regarded is explainability in classification systems. Since many
smart systems currently deploy deep learning models that are often treated as black
box and can be hard to explain. Recent advances in explainability of deep learning
systemswill be also deployed in our proposed framework. Local InterpretableModel-
Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [30] iswidely usedmodel-agnosticmethod to explain
the model decision. It uses the trainedmodel and by perturbing the input to the model
it observes, how the prediction of model changes. LIME can be applied to image, cat-
egorical data or text. In our framework, since LIME ismodel-agnostic, we can deploy
it for all classification tasks regardless of model specifications. Another method we
will deploy is to explain our smart systems, which will be diving higher-level classifi-
cation into smaller classification along with object and surrounding detection, which
can give insight into why a certain decision is made. For example, if cooking is the
main activity that is detected by our smart system, our system will also show low-
level activities that are detected can be related to cooking. These low-level activities
can be tap water is flowing, chopping sound detected, the oven is on, objects detected
can be a knife, pan and potatoes and location of the user which can be the kitchen.
These low-level activities can shed light, while cooking activity was detected also in
the case or wrong classification of activity or not being able to classify an activity,
again these low-level activities can explain the reason to the user. This methodology
can be applied to all different part of the system whenever a decision is made by a
smart algorithm.

16.3.2 Privacy-Enabled Voice Assistant Module

The privacy-enabled voice assistant allows the development of a more privacy-aware
smart home that cannot only detect user activities and protect data. But it can also
interact with the end-user in a meaningful way through a dialogue manager, which
can learn and take into account their individual preferences not only about daily
living activities but also about privacy. This includes interactions such as sometimes
alerting users about data sharing they may not feel comfortable with, refining models
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of their user’s preferences over time and at times prompting the users to carefully
consider the possible implications of some of their privacy decisions.

This module is able to learn the user’s preferences and help them manage their
smart home and privacy settings across a wide range of devices and sensors without
the need for frequent interruptions. In addition, with the privacy-preserving data
management module, the users can automatically anonymize the collected data at
the desired granularity and distribute or upload to the cloud. Different subsets of the
data that are required by a third-party application or according to the access level of
the receiver can be shared without providing access to the completely original data
set.

16.4 System Architecture

The section presents a detailed description of the integration of each module of the
framework and how the interaction and communication between them are performed.
In the proposed framework, the Home Event Recognition System (HOMER) [10]
acts as a middleware to integrate each module and sensor components of the system.
HOMER is an open-source platform based on the Apache Karaf OSGi framework
and enablesmodularity by encapsulating its functionalities in terms ofOSGi bundles.
The framework is flexible, extendable and adaptable to new components/modules.
The components are in the form of OSGi bundles that can be remotely installed and
updated without rebooting the system.

Figure 16.2 shows the system architecture of the proposed framework. The
detailed description of each component is explained below.

16.4.1 Sensor Data and Pre-processing

The input to the system is the raw sensor data of the user and the environment
from the smart home. The sensors used are motion sensors, door, window sensors,
light sensor, temperature, humidity, passive infrared (PIR), pressure mats and CO2

sensors. The data obtained are represented by a sequence of time-value pairs such
as 〈tn, vn〉, 〈tn+1, vn+1〉 represents two consecutive pairs, where vn spans the time
interval

[
tn, tn+1). The sampling rate varies on per sample basis depending on the

sensors. Therefore, it is important to performdata pre-processing as it has a significant
impact on the performance of machine learning models.

The data pre-processing includes removal of noisy data and outliers using data
filtering techniques and handling of missing/incomplete values, which can be per-
formed using interpolation methods to maintain completeness and consistency in
time series. In the smart home systems, it is also very important to check if the
data received are from the right sensor of a wireless sensor network. After the data
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Fig. 16.2 System architecture

pre-processing is performed, the data are sent to the hardware abstraction bundle of
OSGi framework.

The OSGi framework of HOMER ensures modularity and flexibility, which facil-
itates the parallel deployment of a bundle in the framework. Each bundle is separated
and provides different functionalities. Eachmodule of theOSGi framework is termed
as bundles. As shown in Fig. 16.2, it consists of bundles, i.e. hardware abstraction,
database, activity recognition, occupancy detection, data management, voice assis-
tant and graphical user interface (GUI) bundles.

16.4.2 Hardware Abstraction

The hardware abstraction acts as an intermediate layer for harmonization of incoming
sensor data from various sensor networks. It provides a mapping of non-standardized
devices to the appropriate notation in ISO 11073 specification. The ISO/IEEE 11073
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Fig. 16.3 Layout of
hardware abstraction module
[10]

standards enable the system to exchange sensor data between different medical
devices and systems analysing these data. The home automation sensors are cov-
ered in the Independent Living Activity Hub specialization ISO/IEEE 11073-10471
[10]. This module provides the possibility of integration of non-intrusive off-the-
self devices from different domains for data acquisition. The layout of the hardware
abstraction module consisting of different bundles is shown in Fig. 16.3.

A hardware abstraction bundle is used as an abstraction layer between HOMER
and different kinds of hardware. This enables hardware to distribute events generated
by devices or to get commands for actuation. This way all types of hardware can use
the same events for different devices.

16.4.3 Database

The database bundle stores all the sensor data in a standardized format. It contains
information about the HouseID, RoomID, SensorID, sensor type, actuator ID, actu-
ator and message type such as “ON” or “OFF”. A data access interface provides the
functionality to query the database for information retrieval or persistence.

16.4.4 Event Admin

All the bundles of the framework are interconnectedwith theEventAdmin. TheEvent
Admin is supplied by the OSGi framework and provides communication between
the bundles by sending and receiving asynchronous events. It is based on a sub-
scribe/publish mechanism in which bundles needs to subscribe to Event Admin in
order to communicate and send/receive events within the framework. Each event
is defined by a topic, which specifies the type of event and all the topics of the
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Fig. 16.4 Example of event admin service specification

framework use the same prefix for identification followed by a category identifier.
An event can also consist of one or more properties. A property is consisted of a key
and its corresponding value. Examples of events are shown in Fig. 16.4.

Each of the event topics is linked to a specific category. The event categories in the
proposed framework are occupancy, activity, privacy and voice assistant. A category
consists of various event topics together with a message and set of properties, which
enables communication and interaction between the different bundles.

16.4.5 Activity Recognition

The activity recognition bundle of the framework gathers processed and clean data
from the database and performs a classification of the different activities of the user.
In order to train the classifier, we prefer deep learningmodels such as long short-term
memory (LSTM) and convolutional neural network (CNN) as they have the capability
to learn features automatically through the network instead of manual handcrafting,
which is a time-consuming and costly process. The Event Admin receives the classi-
fication output from the bundle and sends it to other bundles whenever it is required.

16.4.6 Occupancy Detection

Theoccupancydetection bundle uses a fusionofmultiple non-intrusive sensorswhich
have shown to be higher in accuracy, detection and occupancy estimation [7]. We
prefer CO2 sensors, motion sensors, PIR, temperature, light, door/window sensors
installed in a home environment for occupancy estimation.

The occupancy detection can be seen as a multi-class problem with the aim to
estimate the number of occupants in a home, and in order to train classifiers, recurrent
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neural network-based models have outperformed the existing standardized machine
learning models. Since the data set can be unbalanced, we prefer F-score results to
predict the performance of the classifiers. In case of multi-class problem, a macro-
average method can be used, which is the average of precision and recall of each
class label and then calculates the F-score.

16.4.7 Privacy-Preserving Data Management

The privacy-preserving data management bundle is used to sanitize the data before
other modules access them. It anonymizes the data and removes personally identifi-
able information based on common personal information attributes as described in
the Europe General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). User preferences towards
privacy have also taken into consideration, which we analysed according to the user
studies [29].

In previous work [28], the LSTM encoder–decoder approach has been imple-
mentedwhere the encoder network takes the input sequence andmaps it to an encoded
representation (vector of fixed dimensionality). Then, the decoder network uses the
encoded representation to generate output sequence. Thismakes themodel a lock and
key analogy, where only the correct key or decoder will able to access the resources
behind the lock (encoder). The results on simulated smart home data set showed
that method is able to learn privacy operations such as disclosure, generalization
and deletion of data; thus generating different data views for data receivers in an
encrypted way.

16.4.8 Voice Assistant

The voice assistant bundle handles the interaction between the user and the smart
home in an efficient and comfortable way. The system consists of sequences of
processes in which input to the system user’s utterance and in return produce spoken
output. A general architecture of a spoken dialogue system described in [27] consists
of various components: first, the automatic speech recognition (ASR) component
converts the raw audio input into a sequence of words (or the n-best results), which
is then forwarded to a natural language understanding (NLU) component to extract
the semantics of the utterance. A formal representation of semantics, generally a
structured set of attribute-value pairs is used by the dialoguemanager (DM) to decide
the next actions to take according to the employed dialogue strategy. The action
performed by DM is the generation of text from user utterance and transformation
of text into speech by the text-to-speech engine. Other actions of DM are interaction
with the back-end system or any kind of processing required by the application.

In this proposed framework, the dialogue manager module handles the interaction
between the user and the smart home. In previous work, dialogue managers were
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developed using rule-based systems in order to be robust. The drawbacks of rule-
based dialogue systems are that they require a human expert to design rules, which
is time-consuming and makes the system static. Recently, a new model has been
developed in a dialogue setting where dialogues are train with images instead of
words [18]. This method handles words efficiently on which dialogue manager is not
trained on and do not require pre-processing the data. We prefer this image based
approach to train the dialogue manager.

16.4.9 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The graphical user interface bundle provides graphical representation of the smart
home architecture, which gives information about the user activities, statistics and
analysis of activity data from the activity recognition module. It also provides infor-
mation about user daily agenda/meetings and notifies the user for the upcoming
event. The GUI of the system can be in the form of an avatar or mobile application
on tablet, PCs or smartphone. All the information is presented in an abstract manner
(for example: replacing the private activities such as bathing and sleeping with some
unique notation; and anonymizing the personal information such as the name of the
person with whom the meeting is scheduled, address and contact details) according
to the privacy preferences of the user.

16.5 Example Use Cases of the Proposed Framework

The following section presents two different scenarios to illustrate how all the mod-
ules of the framework are interacting with each other in order to provide assistance
to the resident.

16.5.1 Scenario 1

Thefirst scenario examines the casewhere there is a reminder for ameeting that needs
to be communicated to the user. In homes with multiple residents, it is a common
phenomenon that there are different privacy preferences or events that people do
not want to be shared. Therefore, in this instance, the framework makes use of the
occupancy detection module to detect if the user is alone before communicating the
details of the upcoming meeting. As a first step, the sensors installed in the home
environment collect the data over a continuous period. Specifically, the sensors that
were selected give data about the resident’s location, the number of residents (one or
more than one) and daily activities performed by the residents. Then, the dialogue
manager module and privacymanagement module select the appropriate information
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Table 16.1 Meeting reminder

Description The use case describes the steps associated with the meeting reminder
service. The voice assistant reminds the user of an upcoming meeting
and depending on the circumstances reveals only specific information

Actors User and voice assistant

Pre-conditions The voice assistant has knowledge of the occupancy status and the
events in the calendar of the user

Post-conditions The user is reminded of an upcoming appointment without excess
information being given in the presence of other people

Action sequence 1. The service starts with the framework detecting the occupancy status
2. If more than one person is present in the room, the voice assistant

enables the privacy module, which hides not essential information
3. The voice assistant reminds the user of the upcoming meeting but

does not mention the location, the identity of the other participants
and the purpose of the meeting

Alternative sequence 1. The framework detects the occupancy status and the user is alone
2. The voice assistant reveals all the related information for the

upcoming meeting

Requirements The voice assistant has access to the smart home sensor data and the
user’s agenda

that needs to be communicated based on the result of the occupancy detection. Lastly,
the voice assistant uses the dialogue manager to communicate the reminder to the
user. Table 16.1 shows the procedure and interaction followed by the voice assistant.

16.5.2 Scenario 2

The second scenario examines the case of having guests in the smart home. There are
many cases in which guests are not comfortable if they feel they are being monitored
and they would like to be informed about the type of monitoring that takes place.
User preferences show the users’ expectations in regard to how their data should be
managed by the smart home. The voice assistant can meet these preferences partially
or completely depending on service policies and other user preferences existing in
the same space. For example, user preferences in this scenario are:

Preference 1: Do not share the occupancy status ofmy housewhen guests are present.
Preference 2: Do not share my location with anyone.

The framework is able to deal with these privacy preferences by first detecting the
presence through the occupancy detection module. The dialogue manager prompt
user informs multiple occupancy and inquires user about their preferences towards
monitoring. If the user disagrees with monitoring, then the privacy-preserving data
management module applies user preferences in the privacy policy of themodule and
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Table 16.2 Guests privacy

Description The use case describes the steps associated with the guest service. The
voice assistant adjusts his privacy module to allow for the guests’
privacy preferences

Actors User, guests and voice assistant

Pre-conditions The voice assistant has knowledge of the occupancy status

Post-conditions The guests are informed about the presence of sensors and their privacy
preferences are taken into account for the data collection and processing

Action sequence 1. The framework detecting the occupancy status and the presence of
guests in the smart home

2. The voice assistant makes them aware of the sensors and that data
collection occurring in the smart home and asks them if they agree
with the monitoring

3. The guests do not feel comfortable with monitoring and they would
like to have their data removed

4. The framework annotates the occupancy data during the time the
guests were in the smart home and they are obfuscated before being
processed by third parties

5. The voice assistant informs the guests that their data will be removed
and turns itself off (not listening mode) until the occupancy module
detects that the guests have left

Alternative sequence 1. The guests reply that they do not mind the monitoring as long as
their identity remains hidden.

2. The framework annotates the data that was collected during that time
as data that should be anonymized before shared with third parties

Requirements Voice assistant has access to the smart home data of the resident and
multiple occupancy

removes or anonymizes the data for some time until the user agrees with monitoring
again. Table 16.2 presents the procedure and implementation of scenario 2. In both
cases, the privacy-enabled voice assistant is able to handle the different privacy pref-
erences of the users through its dialogue manager and the private data management
module. This is a feature that has become more important lately and should be incor-
porated in all frameworks, as people become more aware of privacy and potential
risks to it they have higher privacy expectations for the systems they use.

16.6 Conclusion and Prospects

The tremendous growth in smart home technology has led to improved home care
through daily monitoring and automation. The data collected in the home environ-
ment raise various privacy and security concerns among the users. Therefore, in
this chapter, we presented a secure smart home, which not only detects daily liv-
ing activities of the user but also protects data and performs an interaction with the
user in a meaningful way through the dialogue manager. The chapter presents the
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major components of the framework: activity recognition and occupancy detection;
privacy-preserving data management and dialogue manager and propose method-
ologies to develop these modules. A system architecture of the proposed framework
describes the communication and interaction between the modules in the HOMER
middleware. One of the innovative aspects of the proposed framework is privacy-
enabled voice assistant, which learns and takes into account users’ preferences while
sharing information and anonymizes the sensitive and personal information of the
user depending upon the situation. In future work, implementation of the proposed
framework will be performed and major focus will be on the integration of the indi-
vidual modules in the OSGi framework so that system will be scalable, flexible and
adaptable according to the different applications.
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4.1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant advancement in AAL and smart home

technologies, however, they have still not found their way into the care homes and daily

life of the people. One of the major reasons is that such systems lack in addressing the end-

user requirements of specifically older people, caregivers, and health care professionals.

Acceptability of AAL systems including smart home relies on understanding end-users’

perceptions, their specific needs, and concerns related to it. Therefore, we conducted

interviews with older people at different caregiving organizations to perceive their

requirements and concerns towards smart home. The first interviews were conducted

at Zuyderland Medisch Zentrum, in Sittard-Herleen, Netherlands for 4 weeks, and the

second interviews were performed at AKTIOS elderly care units, Greece for around 10

days. In addition to it, we conducted online surveys with participants from all around

the globe to understand the attitudes and perceptions of the future smart home. The

chapter includes three research studies, among them the first publication highlights the

problems and needs of care home residents, caregivers, and professionals. The second

publication presents the findings of the online survey focusing on users’ attitudes towards

indoor and outdoor monitoring and data sharing. Since privacy regarding data sharing is

also one of the reasons that prevent the adoption of a smart home system, therefore the

third publication focuses on identifying privacy concerns and issues from the perspective

of the participants of the survey. Hence, these studies will help in the development of

an acceptable smart home solution and providing better IoT services with minimized

privacy risks to the public.

The content of this chapter is based on the publications:

Singh, D., Kropf, J., Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2017, August. Ambient assisted living

technologies from the perspectives of older people and professionals. In International

Cross-Domain Conference for Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction (pp. 255-

266). Springer, Cham.
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Contribution: Deepika Singh designed the user studies, questionnaires, interviewed the

participants, acquired and analyzed the data. The manuscript was written by Deepika

Singh and paper was presented at CD-MAKE 2017 conference in Regio di Calabria,

Italy. The other authors contributed to the revision of the manuscript.

Singh, D., Psychoula, I., Kropf, J., Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2018, July. Users’

perceptions and attitudes towards smart home technologies. In International Conference

on Smart Homes and Health Telematics (pp. 203-214). Springer, Cham.

Contribution: Deepika Singh designed the user studies, online questionnaires, acquired

and analyzed the data. The manuscript was written by Deepika Singh and paper was

presented at ICOST 2018 conference in Singapore. The paper received the best paper

award at the conference. The other authors contributed to the revision of the manuscript.

Psychoula, I.∗, Singh, D.∗, Chen, L., Chen, F., Holzinger, A. and Ning, H., 2018,

October. Users’ Privacy Concerns in IoT Based Applications. In 2018 IEEE SmartWorld,

Ubiquitous Intelligence and Computing, Advanced and Trusted Computing, Scalable

Computing and Communications, Cloud and Big Data Computing, Internet of People

and Smart City Innovation (SmartWorld/SCALCOM/UIC/ATC/CBDCom/IOP/SCI) (pp.

1887-1894). IEEE.

Contribution: Deepika Singh and Ismini Psychoula equally contributed in the publi-

cation and designed the user studies, online questionnaires, acquired and analyzed the

data. The manuscript was written by Deepika Singh and Ismini Psychoula. The paper

was presented at IEEE SmartWorld conference 2018 in Guangzhou, China. The other

authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.
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4.2 Publication II: Ambient Assisted Living Technolo-

gies from the Perspectives of Older People and Pro-

fessionals
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4.3 Publication III: Users’ perceptions and attitudes to-

wards smart home technologies
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Abstract—In recent years user privacy has become an im-
portant aspect in the development of the Internet of Things
(IoT) services due to their privacy invasive nature. However,
there has been comparatively little research so far that aims
to understanding users’ notion of privacy in connection with
IoT. In this work, we aim to understand how and if contextual
factors affect users’ privacy perceptions of IoT environments. To
ascertain privacy perceptions, we deployed a public online survey
(N=236) and contacted interviews (N=41) to explore factors that
could have an influence. Although a lot of the participants
identified privacy risks in IoT and rated the collected information
items with high privacy ratings, we find that quite a large number
of participants would still decide to have the offered IoT service
if they find it useful and practical for their daily lives despite
the infringement on their privacy. We conclude by highlighting
and analyzing the qualitative comments of the participants and
suggest possible solutions for the identified issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid deployment of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and the advances in artificial intelligence technologies, tech-
nology companies are developing new products aiming to
make the users’ lives more convenient. By some estimates,
the installed base of Internet of Things devices is forecast
to grow to almost 75 billion worldwide by 2025 [1]. The
rise of consumer smart home platforms as well as connected
devices, means end users are empowered to set up their own
automated IoT environments. These smart devices support
desirable features, such as voice-controlled appliances and
remote-controlled thermostats. However, these devices also
collect and use personal data in order to tailor the offered
services to each individual user. These data collection practices
will become even more powerful in future IoT environments,
given that nearly all of the IoT devices are connected to
the Internet and can collectively monitor and gather personal
information of users. For instance, the IoT devices may collect
users personal information without asking for their permission,
or may not give notice to them when collecting potentially
sensitive information which raises security and privacy issues.

There is a need for new tools to provide transparency, user
control, and ensure that individual privacy requirements are
met. To develop these tools, it is important to better understand
how people feel about the privacy implications of IoT and the
situations they prefer to have control of their privacy. Hence,
providing services with minimized privacy risks is very impor-
tant for both protecting users privacy expectations and making

intelligent IoT services more acceptable to the public. In order
to achieve these objectives, researchers and developers should
understand how different factors influence peoples privacy
perceptions in an IoT environment. This understanding will
enable them to better design privacy-preserving IoT systems
and services. To address this gap, we conduct a survey and
semi-structured interviews to learn about what are the features
they want from IoT, and to understand their security and
privacy related attitudes, expectations, and actions.

The paper is organized as follows. First we discuss related
work. Then we describe the design of our study and discuss the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the collected data. Next
we present and discuss our results along with highlighting
and categorizing the qualitative comments of the participants.
Finally we discuss the limitations of the study and ways to
address the issues identified.

II. RELATED WORK

In most IoT environments users are surrounded by a variety
of sensors and devices that monitor their activities. Prior
research on privacy has produced contradictory results. On
one hand it shows that privacy is a primary concern for users
in the IoT era [2]. On the other hand experimental studies
show that individuals reveal personal information for relatively
small rewards [3]. Several studies have shown a difference
between privacy concerns and attitudes and actual privacy
behaviour, while other studies indicate that individuals privacy
behaviour is in line with their concerns and attitudes. Although
information privacy in general and data sharing and control
are universal issues, a lot of researchers argue that the precise
concerns and responses to data sharing requests depend on
the users characteristics, including their culture [4], [5] and
age [6]. Studies have investigated various factors that can
impact privacy [7], but the new methods of data collection
in the IoT environments have led to new privacy challenges
and introduced new factors. Some of these challenges include
obtaining consent for data collection, allowing users to control
and choose the data they share, while at the same time
ensuring the use of collected data is limited to the stated
purpose [7]. These challenges become even more difficult by
the increased potential for misuse of personal information in
the IoT environment. This arises from the pervasive tracking
of habits, behaviors, and locations over a long period of time.
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There are new risks to personal safety as a result of the
use of IoT systems [8], [9]. Several studies were aimed at
understanding individuals IoT-related privacy concerns, and
proposing potential solutions for them [8], [10]. Prior work has
shown that user adoption of innovative and recent technologies
is significantly related to their individual characteristics [11]
and the trustworthiness of IoT services is affected by the
implemented privacy and security practices [12].

The work presented in [13] discusses the use of smart home
devices in the living environment of residents aged 65 or over
in residential care. Interestingly, a key point of the study’s
findings is that the privacy concerns of the users reduces when
the smart devices are being used for a medical intentions or in
the case of a potential emergency. While, it appears that it is
the thought of being watched and tracked that causes privacy
concerns.

Other studies more closely related to this work have evalu-
ated several factors that may impact privacy concerns related
to IoT data collection. In the research presented in [14] the
authors studied the relative importance of two factors with
the first being the entity collecting data, and the second
being the situation in which the data are being collected,
in order to determine users privacy preferences in ubiquitous
computing settings. Their results indicate that individuals base
their privacy decisions on who is collecting their data, rather
than the context in which it is being collected. In the studies
discussed in [15] and [16] the authors tested five factors related
to the context of data collection in two separate studies and
found that individuals generally thought that monitoring in
personal spaces was unacceptable, along with monitoring by
an unknown entity or the government. Their results also indi-
cate that photo and video monitoring may cause some privacy
concern regardless of context. Additional smaller, qualitative
studies have focused on individuals privacy preferences related
to wearable sensors. These studies showed that users want to
have ownership of the data they produce, and that privacy
concerns vary depending on factors including retention time
and the perceived value of the data collected [17], [18].

According to the findings in [8] a limitation of prior
work is that the studies usually focus on a single scenario
in which sensing is occurring. Thus, many of the proposed
solutions do not generalize to other contexts. This work will
attempt to address this gap by identifying privacy concerns
in heterogeneous scenarios which use different types of data
collection and data formats. This way, we can determine which
factors have the greatest impact on measures of individuals
privacy concerns in regards to IoT and data sharing. The
results will enable the design of privacy-enabling solutions
appropriate to a variety of contexts applicable in IoT environ-
ments. Moreover, it will address the gap of identifying privacy
concerns individuals have in data collection scenarios which
are not obviously aligned with specific privacy risks. While
the impact of the location of the data collection, type of data
being collected, and purpose for collection have already been
studied in prior work considering IoT contexts [15], [16]. This
study aims capturing more contextual nuances that are specific

to IoT scenarios. These findings will help understand the
relative importance of different privacy concerns to individuals
and act as a basis for the development of privacy-preserving
mechanisms.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section we discuss the collection and analysis of the
data. In the first part of the research we conducted an interview
study with 41 older adults (31 female and 10 male) affected
by chronic diseases with the goal of qualitatively assessing
their perceptions regarding different IoT scenarios and their
privacy concerns. Also an online survey was used where 236
people participated from around the world. The goal was to
understand the individuals’ attitude towards IoT devices and
technologies as well as the participants’ opinions in regards
to monitoring, data sharing and privacy. The questionnaire
was advertised via social media and email. No screening
criteria were applied, other than the participants being able
to respond in English. The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of De Montfort University. The participation in
both the interviews and the survey was voluntary and the
duration was approximately 15 minutes. The study provided
full anonymity to the participants.

The questions followed a similar pattern in both the inter-
views and the online survey. The first part of the questions
focused on socio-demographic questions such as age, gender,
location, education and familiarity with technology. The sec-
ond part consisted of questions about the IoT devices the users’
already own and what do they perceive as benefits, drawbacks
and concerns related to IoT systems. The third part had
questions on the participants’ attitudes towards monitoring and
data sharing while the last section focused on the participants’
privacy and security concerns. The study was described as a
Survey on IoT Technologies to avoid having the participants
believe that their privacy perceptions are being evaluated,
because then they might adjust their responses [19]. Thus,
our survey and interviews were framed as concerning general
opinions. More obvious privacy related questions were placed
near the end to ensure earlier responses were not primed. For
the analysis, we used two software packages Microsoft Excel
for sentiment analysis and IBM SPSS Statistics to generate the
descriptive statistics of the data and the item-level results of
each question. A significance level of 5% was used for all the
reported results. To test the reliability of the measure we used
Cronbach’s alpha. For this set of questions it was α = 0.808
which indicates a high level of internal consistency.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Interviews

Interviews were conducted one-on-one, with informed con-
sent received at the start. All interviews were recorded and then
transcribed in order to be analyzed. The majority of the older
adults with chronic diseases that participated in the interviews
were not aware of smart homes and IoT technology they use.
After the researcher explained to them the concept and services
that IoT could potentially offer a small part of them (30%)
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found the technology useful and something they would like to
have if they could afford it but the majority of them (70%)
felt that this kind of technology cannot help them at this point
in their life and that it would be too difficult to learn to use
it. In regards to data sharing most of the participants (80%)
of the interview participants said they would not mind sharing
medical and daily life data. They thought the sharing of daily
behavior data is particularly useful for their doctors and family
members.

B. Online Survey

Characteristics of the Sample Count Percentage
Gender Male 137 58.1%

Female 99 41.9%
Age Under 18 5 2.1%

18− 24 58 24.6%
25− 35 100 42.4%
36− 55 50 21.2%
56− 70 23 9.7%

Location Asia 102 43.2%
Africa 2 0.8%

North America 24 10.2%
South America 3 1.3%

Europe 101 42.8%
Australia/Oceania 4 1.7%

Education Not completed school 7 3.0%
Completed school 35 14.8%
University degree 101 42.8%

Postgraduate degree 93 39.4%
Familiarity with Beginner 2 0.8%

Technology Basic Knowledge 21 8.9%
Moderate 90 38.1%

Expert 123 52.1%

TABLE I: Demographic information of the online survey
participants (N=236)

Socio-demographic information was gathered on the factors
of gender, age, location, familiarity with technology and
education level. The reason for recording these factors is
that previous research has suggested that women possess
larger privacy concerns than men [20]. It has also reported
that older people care more about privacy [21], and this
could be reflected in the responses. Previous work also found
that education correlates with privacy concern [22]. The data
sample consists of 236 responses with 58.1% male and 41.9%
female. In regards to age 42.4% of the responses came from
the 25-35 age group, with 39.4% of the participants having
a postgraduate degree, implying a well-educated participant
group (Table I).

C. IoT Devices

Participants reported having a large variety of internet-
connected devices. We summarize these devices in Table II.
Most common are wearable devices, thermostats, cameras, and
smart personal assistants. Then we classified the devices on 5
categories Wearable Devices, Ubiquitous Sensors, Cameras,
Personal Gadgets and Virtual Assistants (Figure 1) in order to
examine if there are differences in the participant’s perceived
drawbacks based on the type of devices owned by them.
The most prominent drawbacks as perceived by the users are

Type of IoT Device Count
Smartphone 224

Tablet 143
Smart Watch 68

Smart TV 134
Fitness Bracelet 73
Presence Sensors 32
Sleep Monitors 34

Cameras 55
Smart Blood Pressure Cuff 31
Smart Personal Assistant 55

Smart Thermostat 82
Smart Plugs & Lights 4

TABLE II: IoT Devices owned by participants

the increased dependence on technology (more than 65% for
all devices) and the monitoring of private activities which is
high (around 65%) for owners of ubiquitous sensors, cameras,
personal gadgets and virtual assistants and comparatively less
(around 55%) for owners of wearable devices. There is no
denying that technology has made things easier and helps
people in day to day lives but users’ concerns also need to be
addressed while developing such intelligent systems. Another
drawback users perceived is the increased physical inactivity
which can be correlated to the dependence on technology.
Furthermore, regular charging, periodical maintenance, system
updates and connectivity issues (internet, mobile services) are
also drawbacks raised by users.

D. Data Sharing

The survey investigated the data sharing attitudes of the
participants. To measure the participants’ view on privacy, the
participants were asked by means of multiple questions to
what extent they favor convenience and safety over privacy.
The questions were related to the infringement on privacy by
surveillance cameras, the sharing of health data with family
members and doctors, and the manner in which government
agencies handle users’ personal data in general. Every question
was written as a statement, for example: “I am willing to have
information from activity monitoring shared with my doctor”.
The participant could indicate how much he or she agrees or
disagrees with the statement by selecting a value from 1 to 5
on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 means Strongly Disagree
and 5 means Strongly Agree.

In regards to information sharing (Figure 2) most of the
participants strongly agree (40%) or agree (28%) on monitored
activity data being send to their doctor if it suggests they
might suffer from a chronic disease. But these percentages
change significantly if the data are to be shared with family
members with only 24% strongly agreeing and 20% agreeing.
Also the percentages that would want information send to
them are much less than being send to the doctor with
29% of the participants strongly agreeing and 28% agreeing.
With respect to the statement “It bothers me that my data
might be visible and accessible by others”, 59% of all the
participants strongly agreed and 25% agreed. We notice similar
percentages to the statement “I am concerned about privacy
in regards to in-home monitoring”. While for the statement
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Fig. 1: Perceived Drawbacks Based on IoT Device Type

Fig. 2: Participants’ Data Sharing Attitudes

“I am concerned information from my smart home could be
given to people/organization that would use it in a way that
would harm me” the percentages are a bit different with 53%
strongly agreeing and 21% agreeing.

Further analysis of the individual questions in the section
about attitudes towards data sharing (Figure 3) shows that age
plays an important role in the attitude of the participants. More
specifically in the statement “I would want information about
my activity monitoring send to a family member if the changes
suggest I might have a chronic disease”, a difference (p=0.05)
can be seen (Figure 3a) in the opinions depending on the Age
of the participants, especially between the age groups 25-35
and 56-70. There is also an effect of Age on the statement “I
am willing to have information from activity monitoring (e.g
sleeping, eating, exercising) shared with my family” (Figure
3b). The age group 25-35 disagree with the statement while the
older generations agree (p=0.001). Regarding these questions,
we can conclude that people with an age ranging from 25
and 35 years are, compared to people of a much older age
between 56 and 70, significantly less willing to share their

personal data that is being collected by sensor technologies.
A two way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to
examine if Gender and Age have an effect on the participants’
preferences in regards to continuing to stay at home with the
help of technology even if that might be at the expense of
their privacy. In Figure 3c, it can be seen that the effect of
gender is not important while there is a trend for age especially
between the age groups 18-35 and 35 and older. For the older
generations, it is important (p=0.001) to be able to live in
their own house as long as possible, even if it comes at the
expense of privacy, in contrast with the younger generation
that disagreed with the statement.

E. Information Items & Privacy Ratings

In Figure 4 we show the participants’ rating of information
items between 0 - “Non private” and 5 - “Extremely Private”.
The majority of participants (76%) considers baking details
“Very Private” followed by data collected from monitoring
cameras (54%), medical information (42%) and home security
information (41%). In regards to shopping habits, energy
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(a) “I would want information about my activity
monitoring send to a family member, if the
changes suggest a chronic disease.”

(b) “I am willing to have information from ac-
tivity monitoring shared with my family”

(c) “I prefer to live in my own house as long as
technology allows this even if it is at the expense
of my privacy”

Fig. 3: Effect of age and gender on data sharing preferences

consumption, movement from room to room, exercise and
location data the participants’ opinions are divided on the level
of privacy with some considering them “Neutral” and others
“Somewhat Private” or “Private”.

To analyze the results in more detail we examined the
effect of Culture (Figure 5) and Age (Figure 6). Here we
present the the information items that are most affected by
these factors. Banking Details are considered extremely private
for people from Africa, South America and Australia in
comparison to people from Asia . The same can be observed
for the Age group 25-35 . With regards to monitoring cameras
Europeans and South Americans consider them more private
in comparison to people in Africa and Asia , also there is a
clear difference in the opinions between the 25-35 age group
and the people over 35 . When it comes to location data the it
is considered more private for participants in the age groups
of Under 18 and 25-35 while it is not ranked as “Somewhat
private” for people from Asia and South America . For medical
information we observe a similar pattern where the age group
25-35 considers it much more private than the age group
56-70 also participants from Asia consider it less private
compared to the rest . Energy consumption and Exercise Data
are considered as Neutral by all cultures and age groups. We
also performed the same analysis for the factors Familiarity
with technology and Education. In regards to familiarity with
technology the participants with higher expertise gave higher
privacy ratings to all information items compared to beginners
or moderate users. The same cannot be said for education
as the privacy ratings were quite varied depending on the
information item. In some cases the privacy rating of people
that have not completed school is higher than that of people
with postgraduate degrees. Furthermore, on the gender factor
there appears to be a trend with females have giving higher
privacy ratings than males.

Figure 7 shows the participants responses when asked what
would concern them for each of the information items in
the following scenario “Suppose there was a leak of in-
formation that gave access to all the information in your

smart home. Specifically someone else would have access
to: medical information, banking details, location, movement
from room to room, energy consumption, monitoring cameras,
home security system, exercise and shopping habits.” (The
participants had the option to select multiple items). A lot
of the participants where concerned about potentially being
embarrassed about the content and the financial risk of the
content, while the ease of access by third parties is not a very
prominent concern with the exception of Location data.

The participants where also asked if they would have any
concerns about living in a smart home in an open ended type
of question. (This question was asked at the beginning of
the questionnaire in order to gather the participants unbiased
answers before we presented them with other risky scenarios
and questions). From the 236 participants 108 (45.7%)
replied that they would have no concerns about living in a
smart home environment. Participants mentioned a diverse
set of potential security and privacy issues, but few concrete
concerns were articulated by a majority of participants.
Moreover, participants were sometimes aware of potential
issues but were not concerned about them. After analyzing
the survey answers of the participants that mentioned they
have concerns, we identified several concern categories such
as privacy and security , data sharing, cost, dependence on
technology and trust on technology (Table III). It is interesting
to note that from the people that mentioned concerns most of
them belong in the 25-35 age group.

F. Internet of Things Scenarios

The participants of the online survey where also presented
with IoT scenarios, two of those along with example responses
are presented below.

Scenario I: “Imagine there is a new inexpensive thermostat
sensor for your house that can learn about your temperature
preferences and movements around the house and potentially
save money on your energy bill. It is programmable remotely
in return for sharing data about some of the basic activities
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Fig. 4: Participants’ Privacy Rating of Collected Data

Fig. 5: Effect of Culture on Participants’ Privacy Rating of Collected Data

Fig. 6: Effect of Age on Participants’ Privacy Rating of Collected Data
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Fig. 7: Summary statistics showing the relationship between
various factors and participants concerns for each one. (E.g.
71% of the participants were worried about potential embar-
rassment upon potential exposure of monitoring camera data.)

Categories Representative Quotes
Cost [P8]: “If a whole automated system already existed

and it was affordable it would be really helpful in
my condition (paraplegia). Although I am aware of the
potential threats in my condition the benefits outweigh
the risks.“

Dependence
on Tech-
nology

[P37]: “In my point of view living in a smart home
would decrease persons efficiency of doing physical
work and increase dependency on machines and tech-
nologies.”

Trust on
Technol-

ogy

[P196]: “The worry of it backfiring, alarms going
off incorrectly, doors unlocking by mistake. AI is
improving at an alarming rate...

Information
Control

[P224]: “The major thing that concerns me is the
gathering of information. Who will be able to access
in database? Would it be easy for me to shut down all
of these systems ,at once, in emergency cases?”

Privacy &
Security

[P154]: “I would be concerned with the possibility that
they could easily be hacked”, [P161] “I might feel
uncomfortable because of lack of privacy ”

TABLE III: Participants’ Concerns

that take place in your house like when people are there and
when they move from room to room.”

After performing sentiment analysis on the comments from
the participants we found that 104 found the service ac-
ceptable, 108 found it unacceptable and 23 where neutral
depending on the benefits they might receive or what are
the terms of service that where offered. Table IV shows the
identified categories resulting from the sentiment analysis and
showcases some of the participants’ responses.

Scenario II: “ Imagine that in the future a smart fridge
would be able to know when you run out of food and order
for you all the groceries you need. The smart fridge will keep
track of your shopping habits and might give them to third
parties.”
In the second scenario 74 participants found it acceptable and

Categories Representative Quotes
Type of
Informa-

tion

[P97]: “Yes, as I consider such information to not be
too intrusive. However, it strictly depends on the type
of information collected and whether it is specifically
stated it collects such information or not.”

Data
Sharing

[P3]: “ I wouldn’t want to share information but if
there isn’t any other way for the thermostat to work,
then I am ok with sharing”

Terms of
Service

[P115]: “If there is a clear ToS where the user is
protected and can decide then I see no problem.
Informed consent is a must if others see the data.”

Privacy &
Security

P[185]: “It may be acceptable, but there is always a
concern about privacy and big brother watching you all
the time. If it was anonymous ie not linked specifically
to individuals but monitoring movement of people in
the house I would not mind.”

TABLE IV: Participants’ Responses to Scenario I

Categories Representative Quotes
Benefits P[49]: “ It is acceptable to lose some privacy for the

benefits this smart fridge provides to me.”, [P217]: “
Not 100% sure. It’s all about privacy vs easiness!”

Exploitation [P224]: No I would not like that. It is private data!
I would not like someone to profit with my daily
collected data or even just know them and create a
pattern for my daily food habits. Only if it would be my
doctor I would accept it and under specific conditions.

Data
Sharing

P[105]: “Partially acceptable. Will only be completely
acceptable if there is a clear option to enable and
disable data sharing with 3rd parties and functions
related to it at any time without any cost to my person.”

Privacy &
Security

[P209]: “ Security concerns. I don’t like third parties
knowing when I’m about to go out of my home and
be at a specific place.

TABLE V: Participants’ Responses to Scenario II

another 30 participants found it partly acceptable depending
on various factors (see Table V). Most of the participants that
found this scenario unacceptable mentioned privacy concerns,
with a small percentage of them reporting practical issues (how
is the selection of products done, how to order things that
are not store in the fridge etc.) as the reasons they found the
scenario unacceptable.

In all the open ended questions the identified concern
themes are recurring with the participants mentioning that
their acceptance of the technology depends on the terms on
service, the informed consent, the security measures that are
implemented and their want for data sharing control. Another
concern for the users was the availability and reliability of the
service. Also it is noteworthy that some participants identified
availability of device functionality as an asset that might be
attacked. Although several participants voiced concerns about
reliability and trust on technology none connected this concern
to security risks. Interestingly when the participants speculated
about potential attacks on their IoT environment, they did not
articulate specific adversaries, they often referred to potential
adversaries as someone.

Many participants identified a trade off between security
and privacy with functionality and convenience, in some cases
sounding resigned to it. There is a growing need to present a
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better trade-off to the end users. For example, certain technical
design choices can reduce risks without significantly impacting
functionality, like not always requiring the cloud but also
running automation services locally. By minimizing these trade
offs where possible, we can ease the decision-making burden
from users and enable adoption of IoT technologies by people
who are not willing to make the trade offs required today.

V. CONCLUSION

Our results provide contributions to privacy literature that
comes from a qualitative and quantitative angle to provide
insights into privacy issues from the perspective, of partic-
ipants around the world. The findings in this study offer a
more profound consideration of the various issues that worry
IoT users and provide a detailed assessment of the similarities
and differences in peoples attitudes and behaviours, depending
on socio-demographic background. Moreover our findings
analyze and identify themes for the participants’ privacy and
security concerns (or lack thereof). We notice that With the IoT
environments, people have a sense that there’s some privacy
issues, but they dont always know or understand what data
is being collected, or how or why. Out results also indicate
that elderly people are more open to data sharing and are
less concerned about privacy issues compared to younger
generations. This result can be explained by the tendency
of younger people to be more familiar with technology and
more aware about the risks IoT technologies pose. Our study
focused mainly on peoples perceptions, attitudes, and opinions
but it also tests causal links among the interesting concepts and
factors. Moreover we find that to the people that have privacy
concerns or are on the fence about IoT environments control
has a significant influence along with trust. Regulations and
security mechanisms are important factors for the acceptance
of the technology. One of the limitations of our study is the
small participant number which makes the results not easily
statistically generalizable to all people and settings. Our future
work will investigate which of factors are direct or indirect
determinants of privacy, whether it is trust, risk, perception,
knowledge, awareness or all of the above that shape a user’s
privacy attitude with a larger number of participants and
test whether these processes are similar or different between
different groups.
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5.1 Introduction

Numerous previous works have used statistical machine learning methods for human

activity recognition. Such conventional algorithms such as support vector machine and

random forest, require manual extraction of some representative features from large and

noisy sensor datasets. The manual feature engineering requires export knowledge and

can inevitably miss implicit features. Until recently, there were no universal or system-

atical feature extraction techniques to effectively capture distinguishable features for

human activities. Deep learning has gained popularity and tremendous success in image

recognition and natural language processing tasks due to its ability to automatically learn

representative features from a large amount of complex data. This learning ability also

enables the activity recognition system to analyze multimodal sensory data for accurate

recognition deeply. Diverse structures of deep neural networks encode features from

multiple perspectives. For example, the Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) algorithm

can extract the temporal dependencies and incrementally learn information through time

intervals and Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) can capture local dependence and a

signal’s scale invariance. Since sensor-based activity data has high dimension charac-

teristics and data features, therefore extracting data features using traditional statistical

methods is difficult. CNNs are competent in extracting complex activity recognition data

features, local connections of multimodal sensor data, and the translational invariance

introduced by locality that leads to accurate recognition [94] [95]. Therefore, we were

first to developed models based on Long short term memory (LSTM) and CNN for

sensor-based activity recognition in the single-occupancy dataset. The first publication

of the chapter introduces the LSTM model for activity recognition and compared per-

formance with traditional models such as Naive Bayes, Hidden Markov Model (HMM),

Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM), and Conditional Random Fields (CRF). The

second publication presented the 1D-CNN model and evaluated it on the same activity

recognition dataset to compare performance with LSTM and other statistical models.
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Also, work has been performed for multiple resident activity recognition since, in real-

life scenarios, a home is mostly occupied by more than one resident. Therefore, our third

publication focuses on handling class imbalance problem in multiple resident settings

using deep learning techniques.

The content of this chapter is based on the publications:

Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Psychoula, I., Kropf, J., Hanke, S., Geist, M. and Holzinger, A.,

2017, August. Human activity recognition using recurrent neural networks. In Interna-

tional Cross-Domain Conference for Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction (pp.

267-274). Springer, Cham.

Contribution: Deepika Singh proposed the idea and both Deepika Singh and Erinc

Merdivan performed the experiments and evaluation on sensor dataset. The manuscript

was written and presented at CD-MAKE 2017 in Regio di Calabria, Italy by Deepika

Singh. The other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the

manuscript.

Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Hanke, S., Kropf, J., Geist, M. and Holzinger, A., 2017. Convo-

lutional and recurrent neural networks for activity recognition in smart environment. In

Towards integrative machine learning and knowledge extraction (pp. 194-205). Springer,

Cham.

Contribution: Deepika Singh initiated the work and both Deepika Singh and Erinc

Merdivan performed the experiments and evaluation on sensor dataset. The manuscript

was written by Deepika Singh. The other authors contributed to the scientific discussion

and revision of the manuscript.

Singh, D, Merdivan, E., Kropf, J. and Holzinger, A. Handling Imbalanced Data in Deep

Learning for Multiple Resident Activity Recognition. Submitted to IEEE Transactions

on Neural Networks and Learning Systems (2021).
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Contribution: Deepika Singh designed and performed all the experiments. The manuscript

was written by Deepika Singh and the other authors contributed to the scientific discus-

sion and revision of the manuscript.

5.2 Publication V: Human Activity Recognition using

Recurrent Neural Networks
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5.3 Publication VI: Convolutional and RNN for Activity

Recognition in Smart Environment
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5.4 Publication VII: Handling Imbalanced Data in Deep

Learning for Multiple Resident Activity Recognition
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Handling Imbalanced Data in Deep Learning for
Multiple Resident Activity Recognition

Deepika Singh, Erinc Merdivan, Johannes Kropf and Andreas Holzinger

Abstract—Multiple residents’ activity recognition is an important area of research in the field of active and assisted living as in real-life
scenarios a home is mostly occupied by more than one resident. Moreover, the distribution of activities of residents in a home
environment is not balanced as some activities are performed frequently, while some activities are performed occasionally by the
residents. Therefore, handling class imbalance is very important for developing robust activity recognition systems from raw sensor
data in a smart home environment. Deep learning methods have shown their effectiveness in many areas, including single resident
activity recognition systems on balanced datasets. In this paper, we have utilized Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional
Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM), deep learning model, to evaluate the performance of multiple resident activity recognition using
separate activity labels as well as combined activity labels of the residents. We have conducted extensive experiments on both data
level and algorithm level approaches on both the deep learning models to address class imbalance problems and compared their
performances on three highly imbalanced smart home datasets.

Index Terms—Human activity recognition, multiple residents; smart homes; class imbalance; deep learning

F

1 INTRODUCTION

HUMAN activity recognition in an intelligent environ-
ment is a highly dynamic research area which has

gained a lot of attention due to its varied applications. The
applications of activity recognition systems are categorized
as: active and assisted living systems for smart homes
(SH), monitoring and surveillance systems for indoor and
outdoor, health care monitoring and tele-immersion appli-
cations [1], [2]. Among these, SH plays an important role,
especially in user behavior analyses, health monitoring, and
assistance. Most of the research on activity recognition in
SH have investigated on single resident activity monitoring
[3] [4] [5] [6]. However, in real-life scenarios, a home is not
always occupied by a single resident but often occupied by
more than one resident. Therefore, developing an SH solu-
tion from the perspective of multiple residents is extremely
crucial.

In recent years, there has been an increase in multiple
occupancy-based research related to activity modeling and
data association. However, there are still various challenges
to be addressed in multiple occupancies, such as finding
the suitable models for data association i.e. identification
of the residents by whom each sensor is triggered and
capturing interactions between the occupants [7]. Another
major challenge that occurs while developing real-life appli-
cations is the class imbalance problem. Activity recognition
is mainly considered as a classification problem where the
performance of the system depends on the model selection,
features involved, number of classes, and the size of the
datasets available for training the system. In most of the

• D. Singh and A. Holzinger are from Human-Centered AI Lab (Holzinger
Group), Institute for Medical Informatics/Statistics, Medical University
Graz, Austria. E. Merdivan and J. Kropf are from the AIT Austrian
Institute of Technology GmbH, Wiener Neustadt, Austria (Email:
deepika.singh@medunigraz.at, andreas.holzinger@medunigraz.at ,
merdivane@gmail.com and Johannes.Kropf@ait.ac.at).

SH datasets, there is a lack of uniformity in different daily
living activities of residents; which is obvious as in real-life
situations, some activities are performed more often than the
others. Hence, handling class imbalance is extremely impor-
tant for developing an effective activity recognition model.
Different techniques have been designed in previous works
to address the imbalance problems. These techniques are
divided into resampling methods, cost-sensitive learning,
kernel-based methods, and ensemble methods. Resampling
methods are mainly divided into oversampling [8] and
undersampling [9] methods. Oversampling methods dupli-
cate samples of the minority class and then augment them
into the original dataset, whereas undersampling randomly
removes a certain number of instances from the majority
class in order to achieve a balanced dataset. However,
sampling techniques sometimes cause problems: random
oversampling may lead to overfitting while random under-
sampling may lose some important information from the
dataset. Cost-sensitive learning [10] and ensemble learning
[11] are algorithmic level methods that are achieved by
improving existing algorithms. The cost-sensitive learning
method assigns misclassification costs to different classes by
modifying the loss function such that the misclassification
cost of the minority class is higher than the cost of the ma-
jority class. In Kernal based methods, there are many works
which use sampling and ensemble techniques to the support
vector machine (SVM) algorithm in which different error
costs were suggested to different classes to bias the SVM
to shift the decision boundary away from positive samples
and make them more densely distributed [12]. The ensemble
learning method trains multiple classifiers to improve the
reliability of a single classifier and predict the class through
voting or averaging the results of all classifiers. The standard
techniques for constructing ensemble classifiers are overall
accuracy oriented and presented to be more effective in
enhancing classification performance, moreover, they still
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have difficulty in recognizing minority class in imbalanced
dataset [13]. Therefore, a combination of ensemble learning
with data level approaches has been designed, specifically
to handle the class imbalance problem [14]. The most widely
used ensemble learning methods are AdaBoost [15] and
Bagging [16] algorithms whose applications in several clas-
sification tasks have led to significant improvements.

Although several studies have been conducted for class
imbalance, there remains a lack of empirical work on ad-
dressing the class imbalance in multiple residents activity
recognition. In this work, we reported an empirical study
of both data-driven and algorithm-driven techniques for
handling class imbalance. Data-driven approaches modify
the original dataset by oversampling the minority samples
and can provide a balanced distribution without losing in-
formation on the majority class. Undersampling techniques
alter the dataset by removing samples from the majority
class. The main advantage of undersampling lies in the re-
duction of the training time, which is significant in the case
of highly imbalanced large datasets [17]. In algorithm level
techniques, we employed cost-sensitive learning to deep
learning models, which has performed well as reported in
previous works in class imbalance problem. However, the
majority of work uses statistical methods such as SVM and
Naive Bayes as a base classifier in cost sensitive learning ap-
proach [18]. In other works, machine learning methods have
been used in activity recognition which relies on feature
extraction techniques including time-frequency transforma-
tion and statistical approaches. In such methods, the ex-
tracted features are carefully engineered and heuristic. There
is no universal feature extraction method that can effectively
capture distinguishable features of human activities. Con-
sequently, we chose the Long short term memory (LSTM)
network as it allows extracting highly discriminative non-
linear feature representations while modeling temporal se-
quences by learning long-term dependency. In addition,
LSTM and 1D-convolutional neural network outperformed
other statistical machine learning models on single resident
activity recognition [19].

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:

i employing LSTM and BiLSTM networks for multiple
resident activity recognition;

ii evaluating model performance by taking each resident
separately and also with combined activity labels of the
residents;

iii conducting extensive experiments using both data level
and algorithm level class imbalance techniques; and,

iv investigating model performance at different sample
ratios and cost coefficients on three benchmark datasets.

The paper is further structured as follows: section 2
reports the related works. Section 3 introduces the SH
datasets, LSTM networks and different data imbalance
methods that are used in the paper and section 4 provides
the description of experiments performed. Results of the
paper are demonstrated and discussed in the next section,
which is followed by a concluding section highlighting the
major findings.

2 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review related works on multiple resi-
dent activity recognition and imbalanced data classification
approaches and discuss them in detail which eventually laid
the foundation of the current work.

2.1 Multiple resident activity recognition

Activity recognition have been categorized mainly into two
approaches: Vision based [20] [21] [22] and pervasive sens-
ing based [23] [24] [25]. Vision-based activity recognition
can provide good results but have raised various privacy
concerns among the residents due to required camera in-
stallations in their private spaces [26] [27] whereas pervasive
sensing-based activity recognition approaches use data from
wearable sensors and non-intrusive environment sensors. A
significant amount of work has been performed on activ-
ity recognition using wearable sensors. A new technology
called Body Sensor Network (BSN) has emerged which con-
sists of different wearable sensors that capture and process
physiological signals on the human body. BSNs then collect
data from wearable sensors and process them to extract
useful information [28] [29]. A major issue with wearable
sensors is that wearing or carrying a tag is often not feasible
especially with the old people, who often forget to wear,
or not willing to wear tags at all. Pervasive sensing using
environment sensors offers the advantage of being non-
intrusive to the inhabitants and do not require to carry any
tag or device. In pervasive sensing, the sensors are deployed
in the environment and capture activities of the residents,
which then can be used for activity recognition. But there
are some challenges in this approach as well. Recognizing
human activities using environment sensors is challenging
because sometimes the data captured by the sensors can be
disturbed from the surroundings which can make data noisy
and human activities are complex. In such a case, sensor
deployment, its configuration, and selection of the classifi-
cation model play an important role in the identification of
activities of residents and the residents themselves.

In previous works, diverse computational models have
been applied in the context of single resident activity recog-
nition which includes standard data mining approaches,
probabilistic models, and machine learning models such as
neural networks, support vector machines, decision trees,
and ontologies. However, for multi-resident activity recog-
nition, such a diversity of models hasn’t been used yet. The
problem in multiple resident activity recognition using non-
intrusive sensors is the association of sensor data when such
sensors cannot directly identify residents and interactions
between them, whereas, in a single resident setting, sensors’
states reflect directly the activity of the sole resident. Mul-
tiple residents’ activities can have different scenarios: the
same activity can be performed by two or more residents
(e.g. eating a meal or watching TV together) or multiple
residents perform different activities independently (e.g.
one resident is watching TV and the other preparing meal).
Evidently, there is a need for a model that is capable of
capturing the complex nature of both joint and independent
activities. Previous works have addressed multiple resident
activity recognition using wearable sensors such as RFID
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[25], accelerometer [30] and videos [31]. Machine learn-
ing approaches used previously for multi-resident activity
recognition are naive Bayes, Markov model classifier [32]
and conditional random field (CRF) [33] on CASAS [34]
dataset in which data association problem was investigated.
In [35], the authors proposed a two-stage activity recogni-
tion method in order to exploit more knowledge in multi-
resident activities. The two phases in the model include
the building phase and activity recognition phase and it
converts multi-label problems into a single-label problem
by treating activities of residents as combined label state
using HMM (Hidden Markov model) and CRF (Conditional
random field) classifiers. In recent works, deep learning
models have shown impressive performances in various
fields. LSTM network which is variants of recurrent neural
network (RNN) is good at solving time series problems as
its design enables gradients to flow through time readily
[36]. Deep Residual Bidirectional LSTM network has been
used for activity recognition using wearable sensors on UCI
dataset (which uses data from a smartphone) and Oppor-
tunity dataset (data from wearable, object, and ambient
sensor) [37]. In [38], CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)
and LSTM have been used for extracting Spatio-temporal
features from multisensory and multimodal data which in-
cludes RFID, audio data, and videos for concurrent activity
recognition. In [39], a joint diverse temporal learning frame-
work using LSTM and 1D-CNN models has been proposed
to improve human activity recognition.

However, the existing state of the art approaches in
multi-resident activity recognition focuses on the improve-
ment of recognition algorithms using accuracy as perfor-
mance metrics rather than handling imbalanced dataset.
Furthermore, there is a lack of comprehensive studies on
how different class imbalance approaches perform in the
multiple residents’ activity recognition domain.

2.2 Imbalanced data classification

Existing research uses various machine learning and deep
learning models for activity classification but lacks in ana-
lyzing the class imbalance problems in the dataset, through
which a model achieves very high accuracy but did not
reveal the actual performance of the model due to class
imbalance. Likewise, in some machine learning problems,
not every mistake is treated equally. This is very true in
the SH setting; for example, if the system makes a mistake
in detecting a resident fall, it is much more harmful than
making a mistake in detecting if a user is brushing his
teeth. Training with equal importance for each activity in
the home environment is not suitable to provide high user
experience and satisfaction. In the multi-resident setting,
common methods to help with the imbalance dataset needs
to be altered since instead of one classification there are
multiple classifications (for each resident of the house).

Three major approaches have been defined to learn
imbalanced data [40]: data-level methods, algorithm level
methods, and hybrid methods. Data level methods con-
centrate on modifying training sets to balance the data
distributions by adding or removing samples. Such methods
use oversampling (addition of new sampling to minority
class) and undersampling (removing samples from majority

class) approaches for balancing the data distributions. This
way, data level approaches to avoid the modification of the
learning algorithm by decreasing the effect caused by an im-
balance with a preprocessing step. Synthetic Minority Over-
sample Technique (SMOTE) is the popular oversampling
method [41] with an idea to create new minority samples
by interpolating several minority class instances that lie
together. The strategy used in SMOTE is problematic as it
blindly generalizes the minority class without regard to the
majority class, particularly in the case of highly skewed class
distribution where the minority class is very sparse in com-
parison to the majority class, thus resulting in a high chance
of class mixture [42]. In undersampling techniques, four K-
Nearest Neighbour (KNN) methods [43], namely, NearMiss-
1, NearMiss-2, NearMiss-3, and the “most distant” method
were proposed, in which instead of using the entire set
of majority samples, a small subset of these samples was
selected such that resulting training data is less skewed. Re-
sults of the experiment suggest that the NearMiss-2 method
provides competitive results in comparison to SMOTE and
random undersampling. Algorithm level methods modify
existing learning algorithms to alleviate the bias towards
majority classes. These methods require special knowledge
of both the learning algorithm and the application domain,
comprehending the reason behind the failure of the classifier
when the class distribution is uneven. The most popular ap-
proach in such methods is cost-sensitive approaches [44]. In
such approaches, the given learning algorithm is modified
by incorporating varying costs for each of the considered
groups of samples. Another algorithm level approach is
one-class learning which focuses only on the target group
and thus helps in eliminating the bias towards any group.
Hybrid methods combine data-level methods and algorithm
level methods by extracting strong features from both the
approaches, merging data level solutions with classifier
ensembles is one of the widely used hybrid approaches [45].
There exist some works that propose hybridization of cost-
sensitive learning and sampling methods [46].

Numerous other works have been performed for han-
dling class imbalance in traditional classification problems
using data preprocessing and algorithm level techniques
[47] [48] [49]. These studies have shown that for the various
base classifier, a balanced dataset provides improved overall
performance compared to an imbalanced dataset. Tradi-
tional machine learning algorithms such as SVM, Decision
tree, Naive Bayes, Random forest, Hidden Markov Models,
and their ensembles were used to balance between minimiz-
ing the total recognition error and maximizing the accuracy
of classification on minority class [50]. The major drawback
of these methods is that they rely on handcrafted and
classical heuristic feature extraction techniques. Recently,
deep learning methods have shown promising results in
various applications such as natural language processing,
image classification, speech recognition, and also in human
activity recognition systems by outperforming on raw sen-
sor datasets [3].

2.2.1 Handling class imbalance in deep learning
Some of the works with deep learning methods for handling
class imbalance use CNN for representation learning [51]
and proposed quintuplet sampling with a triple-header
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loss for imbalanced learning. Another work proposed Deep
Over-sampling (DOS) with CNN architecture [52] to address
the effect of class imbalance on both classifier and repre-
sentation learning. Empirical results of the proposed DOS
framework showed improvement in addressing the class
imbalance problem. A new loss function in a deep neural
network is proposed in [53] which captures classification
errors from both majority and minority classes. Another
method was presented in [54] to optimize the network pa-
rameters and class sensitive costs. Deep reinforcement learn-
ing has shown promising results in various applications,
therefore recent work also explores the performance of deep
reinforcement learning model for imbalanced classification
and evaluated their approach on text and image data [55]
where classification problem was formulated as a sequential
decision-making process. The environment returns a high
reward to minority class samples but a low reward to the
majority class sample and the process was terminated when
the agent misclassifies the minority class sample. Deep Q-
learning was used to find the optimal classification policy
for the Imbalanced Classification Markov Decision Process
(ICMDP). Experiments showed better classification perfor-
mance on imbalanced text datasets. The survey on class
imbalance for deep learning presents classical methods such
as random oversampling and cost-sensitive target function,
which show promising results when applied in deep learn-
ing situations [56].

2.2.2 Handling class imbalance in activity recognition
Few studies have been performed in single resident activity
recognition using improved SMOTE algorithm to address
issues concerning imbalanced activity classes [57]. SMOTE
[41] is the widely used algorithm as it creates new non-
replicated examples by interpolating neighboring minority
class instances but it fails to preserve the class covariance
structure and increases overlapping between classes. An-
other work uses a cost-sensitive SVM approach for the
classification of activities and compared the results with
HMM, CRF, and traditional SVM models [58]. Most of the
works on handling imbalance classes focus on vision and
text classification problems but very less work has been
performed in handling class imbalance in multiple resident
activity recognition. In addition, existing works lack com-
parative studies of different class imbalance approaches.

Therefore, this paper presents a comprehensive study
of both data level and algorithm level class imbalance
approaches in multiple resident activity recognition. Since
temporal deep learning methods have shown promising
results on raw sensor datasets in single resident activity
recognition, therefore we used LSTM and BiLSTM networks
as a classifier for addressing the class imbalance in activity
recognition.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Smart home datasets
In this work we have used publicly available ARAS
[59] and CASAS-Kyoto Multiresident ADL Activities
dataset (fourth number dataset on Casas dataset list:
http://casas.wsu.edu/datasets/) [60] [24]. ARAS is a
widely used dataset in activity recognition systems whereas

the CASAS-Kyoto Multiresident ADL Activities dataset has
not been used much in previous works. As the collection
of real SH data is time-consuming, costly, and difficult to
annotate, therefore, the publicly available datasets are used
to provide a baseline for comparison.

3.1.1 ARAS multi-resident ADL dataset
ARAS datasets use ambient sensors such as contact sensor,
temperature sensor, sonar distance sensor, force sensor, pho-
tocells, resistors, and infrared receivers in the SH setting.
The dataset consists of 20 different types of sensor signals
as features together with the activity labels of two residents
for two different houses which are termed as House A and
House B. Each house has 30 days of a dataset with 30 sepa-
rate files for a month and every file contains 86400 instances.
The dataset consists of 27 different types of activities for
each resident. The distribution of activities in House A and
House B of the ARAS dataset are shown in Figure 1.

As visible from the Figure 1 that the dataset of both the
residents in two houses are highly imbalance where only
few activities in the distribution are more than 35% and most
of the activities are less than 10% of the whole dataset.

3.1.2 CASAS-Kyoto Multiresident ADL Activities dataset
The CASAS-Kyoto Multiresident ADL Activities dataset
was collected in a smart apartment testbed located at Wash-
ington State University (WSU). The sensors used in the
dataset are motion, item, cabinet, water sensors, burner,
phone, and temperature sensors. The smart space was
occupied by two residents at the same time where they
performed daily living tasks concurrently. The collected
sensor events were labeled with activity and person iden-
tifications. The dataset has 15 different daily living activ-
ities that were performed by both the residents, in which
few activities (moving furniture, playing checkers, paying
bills, and packing picnic supplies) were jointly accomplish
by both residents. Since some activities were performed
jointly by both the residents and some individually, when
an activity is performed by only one resident, there is no
label for the activity of the other resident. As both the
residents are present in the apartment, therefore in such
a scenario, we assigned a label (named as Other) to the
activity of the second resident which is not known, which
makes our dataset of 16 activity labels for both the residents.
However, in many cases, there were sensor readings for
both the residents and their activity labels. The frequency
distribution of activities in the dataset is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 LSTM models
LSTM networks [61] are a very successful extension of
RNNs and designed to avoid the long-term dependency
problem associated with RNN. LSTM model introduces
a new state called cell state and constant error carousel
(CEC) node which allows constant propagation of error
signals over time, thus solving the problem of vanishing
gradients. In addition, LSTM uses a gating mechanism over
an internal memory cell to control access to CEC and to learn
a more complex representation of the long-term dependen-
cies. Therefore, LSTM is better at classifying, processing, and
predicting time series data with the time lags of unknown
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(a) House A

(b) House B

Fig. 1: Activity distribution of both residents (R1 and R2) in
ARAS dataset

sizes. An LSTM block consists of input, output, and forget
gates which are responsible for write, read and reset opera-
tions respectively for the memory cell. The main component
of LSTM is the memory cell which is responsible for remem-
bering states for short or long periods over arbitrary time
intervals. Each LSTM cell operates as a memory to write,
read, and erase information based on the outcomes rendered
by input, output, and forget gates respectively. Forget gate
receives new time step Xt and previous output ht−1 as
input and gives output using sigmoid activation function
to decide which information will be kept or deleted. The
information will be deleted if the output of the sigmoid
activation function is 0, while information will be kept if
the output is 1. The forget gate computation is shown in
Equation (1). The next step decides what new information
will be stored in the cell state. This step has two parts, first,

Fig. 2: Frequency count of activities in CASAS-Kyoto Mul-
tiresident ADL Activities dataset

the input gate layer decides which new information from
the current input (Xt, ht−1) is updated to the cell state.
In the second step, tanh activation function that generates
a new candidate value C̃t, could be appended to the cell
state. The multiplication of these two parts will be added
to the multiplication of forget gate (ft) with the previous
cell state (Ct−1) to generate a new cell state (Ct). The forget
gate (ft) is multiplied with the previous cell state (Ct−1),
forgetting the information which was specified to be deleted
earlier. Then we append it ∗ C̃t, which is the new candidate
value, scaled by how much the cell state is updated. The
computation of the input gate, new candidate value and cell
state is shown in Equation (2) - Equation (4). In the final step,
the output gate is computed based on the filtered version.
First, the previous hidden state and the current input time
step are passed to the sigmoid activation function, and then
the new state is put through tanh function. Then the output
of the sigmoid function is multiplied with the output of tanh
function to generate the next hidden state. The update cell
state and new hidden state forward the information to the
next time step. Equation (5) and (6) shows the computation
of output gate and hidden state (ht).

ft = σ(Wf .[ht−1, xt] + bf ) (1)
it = σ(Wi.[ht−1, xt] + bi) (2)

C̃t = tanh(WC .[ht−1, xt] + bc) (3)
Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (4)

ot = σ(Wo.[ht−1, xt] + bo) (5)
ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (6)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function, tanh is
hyperbolic tangent function, x is the input data and W is
the weight matrix. The LSTM equations are adapted from
[62].

The architecture of LSTM and BiLSTM network is shown
in Figure 3. The input layer of the network comprises an
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Fig. 3: LSTM and Bidirectional LSTM

embedded vector that contains a sequence of sensor events
and then n LSTM cells are fully connected to the inputs
and have recurrent connections with the other LSTM cells.
Finally, a dense output layer of the network performs the
classification task. In the BiLSTM network, two parallel
LSTM are used for forward and backward loops, which
extracts patterns from the past and future events. The for-
ward layer reads the input from the left to right direction
whereas the backward layer reads the input from right to
left direction. The output prediction is the weighted sum of
the prediction score from both the forward and backward
layer. In both networks, the Adam optimizer is used for
training the network and minimizing the softmax cross-
entropy loss function.

3.3 Handling class imbalance in LSTM and BiLSTM net-
works

The following three methods are used with LSTM and
BiLSTM networks to address the class imbalance problem
in multiple resident activity recognition.

3.3.1 Oversampling
Oversampling is the data level approach that aims to bal-
ance the class distribution by increasing samples of the mi-
nority class. The oversampling is performed by computing
the sampling ratio (also known as the class imbalance ratio)
between the minority class and majority class. We selected
the most frequent activity and reduced the imbalance of
less frequent activities in the training set. We oversampled
less frequent activities with varying sampling ratios but we

never, in any case, oversampled less frequent activity to the
amount where it was more frequent than the actual most
frequent activity. For example: Suppose Resident 1 has 1000
samples and Resident 2 has 5000 samples and maximum
activity is 10000, in this case, we threshold oversample
at 2, even though we could apply oversample by 10 (if
only Resident 1 was taken into consideration). We used
different sampling ratios (from range 1 to 10) and conducted
experiments over these ranges. The optimal difference in
model performance was observed at sampling ratios 2 and
5.

3.3.2 Undersampling
Similar to oversampling, undersampling is also a data
level approach and performed by computing sampling ratio
where we reduced the samples of most frequent activities
of the residents. We limited the undersampling ratio in a
way that the most frequent activity will still be the most
frequent even after being undersampled. For example: if any
of the Resident 1 or Resident 2 activity ratios are lower than
average (uniform distribution for all activities in the original
count) we keep these instances and do not undersample. We
only undersample if both activities are over-represented and
again keeping in mind that we threshold undersampling
ratio taking into account average. We also tried different
sampling ratios from range 0.25 to 1.0 and conducted exper-
iments over these ranges, however, the optimal difference
was observed at 0.25 and 0.5 undersample ratio.

Data level approaches are not dependent on the classifier
as they avoid the modification of the learning model by
reducing the effect caused due to imbalanced data with a
preprocessing step. Thus, these approaches are more versa-
tile.

3.3.3 Cost-sensitive learning
Cost-sensitive learning lies between data level and algo-
rithm level approach as it incorporates both data-level
processing by adding costs to samples and algorithm level
modifications by modifying the learning process [14]. This
method evaluates the cost associated with the misclassifying
samples. It does not create a balanced data distribution
rather assigns the training samples of different classes with
different weights, where weights are in proportion to the
misclassification costs. In the cost-sensitive version, we
scaled the loss according to the cost coefficients in frequent
activities and limit the ratio of cost coefficient below the
ratio of most frequent/given activity frequency. In this
approach, we also conducted experiments with different
cost coefficients (from range 1 to 10), and the best model
performance was observed at cost coefficients 2 and 5.

Since the dataset is multiple residents, we performed
experiments by keeping frequency ratios for residents sepa-
rately and also with combined activities ratios. For example,
in the case of separate activity labels: we chose activity 1
and activity 3 separately for different residents and applied
class imbalance methodologies for users separately, where
we always kept the most frequent activity samples more
than any other activity. In the case of combined activities of
both residents, we used a tuple of activities and calculate
the frequency of tuple activities, such as activity (1, 3),
and applied class imbalance methodologies to these tuple
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activities. Figure 4 depicts the sequence model for multi-
resident activity recognition with each resident separately
and with combined activities of residents.

(a) Model for separate activities

(b) Model for combined activities

Fig. 4: LSTM model for multi-resident activity recognition

The activity distribution of ARAS and CASAS dataset
after performing oversampling and undersampling at dif-
ferent sampling ratio for both the residents are shown in
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figures 5, 6 and 7 that oversampling
with sampling ratio = 2 or 5, does not represent multiplying
each resident activity with sample ratio 2 or 5. We took into
consideration that increasing one resident activity will also
change the distribution of other resident activity as in the
dataset we have sensor information for both the residents
together. Similarly, while undersampling the dataset with
a sampling ratio = 0.25 and 0.5 does not mean, reducing
the activity distribution to one-fourth and half. Instead, we
performed sampling such that when we undersample with
0.25 sampling ratio, we selected 0.25 probability if a certain
data point should be added or not. Therefore, the exact
distribution of activities may vary in each case.

4 EXPERIMENTS

The experiments are performed on three SH datasets, in
which two houses (House A and House B) are from the
ARAS dataset and the third house is of the CASAS dataset.
Both the dataset has sensor observations of two residents.
The experiments are designed such that for all the three
houses classification of activities of the residents are per-
formed using different LSTM and BiLSTM network and
in each model, we explored oversampling, undersampling,
and cost-sensitive learning methods to handle class imbal-
ance problem. Each house of ARAS dataset consists of 30
days of human activities dataset, where each day consists
of 86400 data points. The dataset is divided into training,

(a) Resident 1 activity distribution

(b) Resident 2 activity distribution

Fig. 5: ARAS House A activity distribution after oversam-
pling and undersampling

validation and test set such that the first 18 days are used
for training, the next six days of the dataset are used for
validation and the last six days are used as a test set. In the
CASAS-Kyoto Multiresident ADL activities dataset, human
activities of two residents were carried out for 26 days and
each file has a different number of data points. We followed
a similar approach as other datasets, where the first 16
days are used as training (10572 instances), the next five
days are used as validation test (3051 instances) and the
last 5 days are used as test set (3608 instances of sensor
readings). The experiments are computed first with the
original dataset (without applying class imbalance methods)
and then twelve different experiments are conducted for
each model by applying class imbalance techniques to the
training data.

The evaluation metrics play an important role in measur-
ing the performance of models in handling class imbalance
in multiple resident activity recognition. Hence, we used
the Exact Match Ratio (EMR), Balanced accuracy, and micro
average of F1-score to evaluate all the models. EMR metrics
indicate the percentage of samples that have all their labels
classified correctly (shown in Equation 7). Balanced accu-
racy metric is used in multi-class classification problems
to deal with imbalanced datasets and it is based on two
most commonly used metrics: sensitivity (also known as
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(a) Resident 1 activity distribution

(b) Resident 2 activity distribution

Fig. 6: ARAS House B activity distribution after oversam-
pling and undersampling

true positive rate or recall) and specificity (also known as
a false-positive rate), shown in Equation 8. Also, we used a
micro average of F1-score as it is a weighted average of recall
and precision, shown in Equation 9. The Exact match ratio
of both residents, balanced accuracy, and micro average of
F1-score of each resident of the test set are computed at best
validation accuracy for all the models.

In both LSTM and BiLSTM networks, we used a range
of sequence lengths from 10 to 100, a range of batch sizes
from 32 to 512, and a range of several epochs from 5 to 100.
A series of trial and error experiments were conducted over
these ranges. We observed that epochs = 30, batch size = 64,
sequence length = 30, and hidden units (n) = 128 are found
to be optimal parameters to avoid overfitting and achieved
a low generalization error in training both the models. The
model parameters are kept the same for all the datasets. The
training of the network is performed on a single Quadro
RTX 4000 8GB GPU, also trained models can be used for
inference without losing much performance when there is
no GPU. In addition, we also performed experiments on
a single NVIDIA 12GB GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU, and the
same results were observed on both the computer environ-
ment.

(a) Resident 1 activity distribution

(b) Resident 2 activity distribution

Fig. 7: CASAS-Kyoto activity distribution after oversam-
pling and undersampling

ExactMatchRatio, EMR =
1

n

n∑

i=1

I(Yi = Zi) (7)

where, I is the indicator function, Yi is target class and
Zi is predicted class.

BalancedAccuracy =
Sensitivity + Specificity

2
(8)

F1− score =
2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall)
(precision+ recall)

(9)

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the experimental results of both LSTM and
BiLSTM network together with different class imbalance
approaches in terms of exact match ratio, balanced accu-
racy, and a micro average of F1-score are presented and
discussed. Figure 8, 9 and Figure 10 present the balanced
accuracy results of each resident of the dataset. Table 1 and
Table 2 reports the results of House A (ARAS) dataset, Table
3 and Table 4 reports the results of House B (ARAS) and
Table 5 and Table 6 presents the results of CASAS-Kyoto
Multiresident ADL Activities dataset in terms of EMR and
micro average F1-score.

As discussed in the previous section, each table shows
the experiment results of the baseline model which is with-
out applying class imbalance techniques, and then 12 differ-
ent experiment results with data level and algorithm level
techniques on deep learning models. In all three approaches
(oversample, undersample, and cost-sensitive learning), the
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term ”single” represents activity recognition of each resi-
dent separately and the term ”multi” represents combined
activity recognition for both the results. The models are
evaluated at different oversample (2 and 5) and undersam-
ple (0.25 and 0.5) class ratios, together with different cost
coefficient values (2 and 5) to have a detailed study and
comparison of different class imbalance approaches in a
multi-resident setting.

(a) Balanced accuracy results of LSTM model

(b) Balanced accuracy results of BiLSTM model

Fig. 8: ARAS House A Balanced accuracy results

Balanced accuracy results show that a single cost-
sensitive learning approach outperforms all the other class
imbalance approaches in the majority of the cases. In the
ARAS house A dataset, the single cost-sensitive learning
approach of R1 improves by 3% in LSTM and 1% in BiLSTM
in comparison to the baseline model, whereas in R2 cost-
sensitive approach increases balanced accuracy by 1% in
LSTM network but in BiLSTM model single-undersampling
approach improves the balance accuracy by 3%. In House B
of the ARAS dataset, the cost-sensitive approach performs
better in both LSTM and BiLSTM models, except in the
LSTM model of R2, where the undersampling approach is
slightly better. In the CASAS dataset, a single cost-sensitive
approach clearly outperforms all the other approaches and
improves the balance accuracy results of R1 by 9% and 13%
in LSTM and BiLSTM, 11% and 14% increase in balance
accuracy of R2 LSTM and BiLSTM models in comparison to
a baseline model. To summarize, from the following results
it has been observed that in almost all the networks cost-

(a) Balanced accuracy results of LSTM model

(b) Balanced accuracy results of BiLSTM model

Fig. 9: ARAS House B Balanced accuracy results

sensitive learning performs better in terms of balanced ac-
curacy. In the EMR of both residents, no clear trend has been
observed as the results as in House B the difference in EMR
results is minimal for both LSTM and BiLSTM networks, in
House A, baseline model performed better in comparison
with other models, whereas in BiLSTM network the results
of EMR in undersampling and cost-sensitive approach are
similar. In the CASAS-Kyoto dataset, EMR results are better
in undersampling and cost-sensitive approach. The F1-score
of R2 is better than R1 in the case of House A, whereas for
House B high F1 score is achieved for both the residents
in comparison to House A. Furthermore, in CASAS-Kyoto
smart home no significant difference can be seen in F1 scores
of R1 and R2.

Since each SH dataset has a different configuration, sen-
sor readings, activity labels, and class imbalance, therefore
the difference in model performance is observed in all
three datasets. The computation time of the CASAS-Kyoto
dataset was much faster in comparison to the ARAS dataset
due to less number of sensor observations in each day
of the dataset. In terms of model computational time, the
undersampling method was faster to train in comparison
to oversampling and cost-sensitive learning, where multi-
oversampling took a quite long time to train which is quite
obvious due to the increase in the number of samples to
train the models. Among the deep learning models, training
with LSTM was faster in comparison to the BiLSTM model.
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(a) Balanced accuracy results of LSTM model

(b) Balanced accuracy results of BiLSTM model

Fig. 10: CASAS-Kyoto Balanced accuracy results

Figure 11 shows the computational time of both the models
for all the three datasets.

TABLE 1: LSTM-HouseA (ARAS)

LSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 54.03% 0.65 0.73
Single oversample (2) 52.46% 0.64 0.72
Single oversample (5) 50.52% 0.60 0.73
Multi oversample (2) 53.25% 0.64 0.74
Multi oversample (5) 51.50% 0.63 0.72

Single undersample (0.25) 52.87% 0.65 0.73
Single undersample (0.5) 53.15% 0.64 0.73
Multi undersample (0.25) 53.39% 0.64 0.73
Multi undersample (0.5) 52.26% 0.64 0.73

Cost single (2) 53.03% 0.66 0.71
Cost single (5) 51.14% 0.63 0.72
Cost multi (2) 52.80% 0.64 0.73
Cost multi (5) 52.85% 0.64 0.73

5.1 Results on frequent activities

In order to have a further comprehensive analysis of dif-
ferent class, imbalance approaches on multi-resident activ-
ity recognition datasets, we extended our experiments by
selecting the first top-five activities of the dataset, and per-
forms classifications using the same LSTM and BiLSTM as

TABLE 2: BiLSTM-HouseA (ARAS)

LSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 53.89% 0.65 0.74
Single oversample (2) 52.76% 0.64 0.74
Single oversample (5) 50.89% 0.62 0.72
Multi oversample (2) 53.60% 0.65 0.74
Multi oversample (5) 51.59% 0.63 0.72

Single undersample (0.25) 53.96% 0.65 0.74
Single undersample (0.5) 53.57% 0.65 0.73
Multi undersample (0.25) 54.28% 0.65 0.74
Multi undersample (0.5) 53.41% 0.65 0.72

Cost single (2) 51.67% 0.63 0.72
Cost single (5) 50.44% 0.64 0.68
Cost multi (2) 54.06% 0.65 0.74
Cost multi (5) 53.80% 0.66 0.74

TABLE 3: LSTM-HouseB (ARAS)

LSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 90.56% 0.94 0.93
Single oversample (2) 90.83% 0.94 0.93
Single oversample (5) 90.25% 0.93 0.93
Multi oversample (2) 90.44% 0.94 0.93
Multi oversample (5) 90.24% 0.93 0.93

Single undersample (0.25) 90.58% 0.94 0.93
Single undersample (0.5) 90.56% 0.93 0.93
Multi undersample (0.25) 90.75% 0.94 0.93
Multi undersample (0.5) 90.90% 0.94 0.93

Cost single (2) 90.83% 0.93 0.93
Cost single (5) 90.82% 0.94 0.93
Cost multi (2) 90.64% 0.93 0.94
Cost multi (5) 90.93% 0.94 0.93

TABLE 4: BiLSTM-HouseB (ARAS)

LSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 91.42% 0.94 0.94
Single oversample (2) 90.82% 0.94 0.93
Single oversample (5) 90.23% 0.94 0.92
Multi oversample (2) 91.18% 0.95 0.93
Multi oversample (5) 90.64% 0.94 0.93

Single undersample (0.25) 90.73% 0.94 0.93
Single undersample (0.5) 90.83% 0.94 0.93
Multi undersample (0.25) 90.82% 0.94 0.93
Multi undersample (0.5) 91.09% 0.94 0.93

Cost single (2) 91.29% 0.94 0.93
Cost single (5) 90.29% 0.94 0.93
Cost multi (2) 91.15% 0.94 0.94
Cost multi (5) 90.68% 0.93 0.93

described above. As can be seen from Figure 5, Figure 6 and
Figure 7 that even after oversampling and undersampling
the data, the distribution is still imbalance, so we selected
the top five activities in all the datasets to analyze model
performance on frequent activities. The model configura-
tions are exactly the same as previous experiments and the
results of the experiments of ARAS are shown in Table 7-
10. The model configurations in CASAS frequent activities
dataset are also the same as previous CASAS experiments.
Table 11-12 presents the results of class imbalance tech-
niques on frequent activities of CASAS-Kyoto dataset.
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TABLE 5: LSTM (CASAS-Kyoto)

LSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 37.07% 0.55 0.54
Single oversample (2) 35.44% 0.57 0.54
Single oversample (5) 33.91% 0.56 0.52
Multi oversample (2) 35.88% 0.57 0.54
Multi oversample (5) 34.20% 0.56 0.52

Single undersample (0.25) 37.01% 0.57 0.53
Single undersample (0.5) 37.53% 0.58 0.55
Multi undersample (0.25) 38.86% 0.58 0.54
Multi undersample (0.5) 34.20% 0.58 0.51

Cost single (2) 35.16% 0.54 0.53
Cost single (5) 26.00% 0.54 0.48
Cost multi (2) 35.62% 0.58 0.53
Cost multi (5) 37.04% 0.58 0.54

TABLE 6: BiLSTM (CASAS-Kyoto)

BiLSTM Both person F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 37.64% 0.57 0.55
Single oversample (2) 36.52% 0.58 0.54
Single oversample (5) 34.89% 0.58 0.53
Multi oversample (2) 36.78% 0.58 0.55
Multi oversample (5) 34.08% 0.59 0.53

Single undersample (0.25) 35.82% 0.58 0.53
Single undersample (0.5) 37.85% 0.57 0.54
Multi undersample (0.25) 37.04% 0.60 0.54
Multi undersample (0.5) 35.82% 0.59 0.54

Cost single (2) 33.10% 0.57 0.52
Cost single (5) 24.32% 0.53 0.51
Cost multi (2) 35.21% 0.58 0.53
Cost multi (5) 32.11% 0.57 0.52

TABLE 7: LSTM-House A (ARAS)

LSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 77.95% 75.02%/ 60.13% 0.87 0.86
Single oversample (2) 74.94% 73.63% 58.43% 0.84 0.85
Single oversample (5) 75.68% 71.58% 61.47% 0.86 0.84
Multi oversample (2) 78.09% 74.90% 60.27% 0.87 0.86
Multi oversample (5) 75.29% 74.64% 57.05% 0.85 0.84

Single undersample (0.25) 78.76% 73.07% 62.29% 0.86 0.86
Single undersample (0.5) 75.86% 73.66% 60.83% 0.86 0.85
Multi undersample (0.25) 77.13% 71.96% 61.94% 0.86 0.85
Multi undersample (0.5) 76.21% 73.15% 61.96% 0.85 0.85

Cost single (2) 75.58% 73.17% 62.97% 0.85 0.84
Cost single (5) 73.68% 73.82% 57.86% 0.84 0.82
Cost multi (2) 78.11% 73.27% 64.27% 0.87 0.87
Cost multi (5) 76.62% 73.42% 62.67% 0.85 0.85

TABLE 8: BiLSTM-House A (ARAS)

BiLSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 78.58% 73.02% 64.71% 0.87 0.87
Single oversample (2) 77.95% 72.51% 65.19% 0.87 0.88
Single oversample (5) 75.64% 74.61% 59.92% 0.86 0.84
Multi oversample (2) 79.09% 75.30% 65.31% 0.88 0.88
Multi oversample (5) 75.49% 72.25% 62.72% 0.84 0.86

Single undersample (0.25) 79.01% 74.46% 60.81% 0.88 0.87
Single undersample (0.5) 79.35% 75.22% 64.12% 0.87 0.88
Multi undersample (0.25) 77.37% 71.13% 65.19% 0.85 0.87
Multi undersample (0.5) 78.05% 74.18% 64.19% 0.87 0.86

Cost single (2) 76.48% 75.88% 62.08% 0.87 0.84
Cost single (5) 74.23% 72.71% 62.47% 0.86 0.82
Cost multi (2) 78.27% 74.02% 63.52% 0.88 0.88
Cost multi (5) 77.01% 74.73% 65.96% 0.85 0.88

The EMR, balanced accuracy, and F1 score of both House
A and House B of the ARAS dataset improved a lot in
comparison to previous experiments when we took frequent
activities of the datasets, which also makes the dataset quite

(a) LSTM model execution time

(b) BiLSTM model execution time

Fig. 11: Model execution time

TABLE 9: LSTM-House B (ARAS)

LSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 96.73% 82.14% 88.07% 0.98 0.98
Single oversample (2) 96.98% 83.48% 91.80% 0.98 0.98
Single oversample (5) 96.46% 81.66% 87.94% 0.98 0.98
Multi oversample (2) 96.55% 80.42% 88.43% 0.97 0.98
Multi oversample (5) 96.41% 83.72% 85.03% 0.98 0.97

Single undersample (0.25) 97.14% 77.90% 91.07% 0.98 0.98
Single undersample (0.5) 97.07% 81.54% 84.37% 0.98 0.98
Multi undersample (0.25) 96.75% 83.66% 90.37% 0.97 0.99
Multi undersample (0.5) 96.97% 83.53% 86.51% 0.98 0.99

Cost single (2) 97.23% 83.07% 91.02% 0.98 0.98
Cost single (5) 96.51% 82.51% 81.22% 0.97 0.98
Cost multi (2) 96.38% 80.51% 84.69% 0.98 0.98
Cost multi (5) 96.49% 76.98% 86.75% 0.97 0.98

TABLE 10: BiLSTM-House B (ARAS)

BiLSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 96.88% 84.98% 93.88% 0.98 0.98
Single oversample (2) 96.79% 84.21% 93.14% 0.98 0.98
Single oversample (5) 97.06% 83.85% 87.47% 0.98 0.98
Multi oversample (2) 96.83% 81.08% 90.61% 0.98 0.98
Multi oversample (5) 96.45% 84.14% 83.19% 0.97 0.99

Single undersample (0.25) 97.23% 84.56% 83.96% 0.98 0.99
Single undersample (0.5) 97.31% 83.10% 92.67% 0.98 0.99
Multi undersample (0.25) 97.85% 85.68% 90.76% 0.98 0.99
Multi undersample (0.5) 96.95% 80.78% 83.73% 0.98 0.98

Cost single (2) 97.35% 83.40% 90.82% 0.98 0.98
Cost single (5) 96.91% 86.67% 81.27% 0.98 0.98
Cost multi (2) 96.91% 80.21% 88.02% 0.97 0.99
Cost multi (5) 96.89% 82.16% 92.60% 0.98 0.99

balanced and thus improving the performance of LSTM
and BiLSTM models. The results of EMR improved a lot
in comparison to previous experiments but are similar in
each dataset for all the approaches. In the balanced accuracy
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TABLE 11: LSTM-(CASAS-Kyoto)

LSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 22.87% 27.01% 38.19% 0.36 0.41
Single oversample (2) 19.49% 25.17% 25.17% 0.36 0.39
Single oversample (5) 24.66% 30.30% 44.51% 0.34 0.41
Multi oversample (2) 23.97% 27.74% 33.41% 0.42 0.32
Multi oversample (5) 25.41% 30.04% 37.59% 0.35 0.44

Single undersample (0.25) 20.45% 24.18% 30.81% 0.25 0.45
Single undersample (0.5) 24.45% 27.71% 30.85% 0.30 0.40
Multi undersample (0.25) 27.07% 27.38% 36.48% 0.36 0.46
Multi undersample (0.5) 18.46% 30.10% 35.47% 0.29 0.44

Cost single (2) 25.14% 30.48% 34.86% 0.36 0.32
Cost single (5) 22.59% 29.63% 38.53% 0.33 0.41
Cost multi (2) 22.11% 27.77% 45.75% 0.36 0.42
Cost multi (5) 26.72% 26.71% 44.59% 0.38 0.41

TABLE 12: BiLSTM-(CASAS-Kyoto)

BiLSTM Both person Balanced Balanced F1-score F1-score
model (EMR) accuracy (R1) accuracy (R2) (R1) (R2)

Baseline 22.52% 25.23% 33.89% 0.32 0.41
Single oversample (2) 26.65% 24.80% 46.07% 0.35 0.46
Single oversample (5) 21.42% 20.54% 42.72% 0.27 0.43
Multi oversample (2) 29.27% 31.47% 40.81% 0.40 0.40
Multi oversample (5) 21.28% 25.55% 29.76% 0.33 0.37

Single undersample (0.25) 21.28% 23.94% 36.21% 0.29 0.43
Single undersample (0.5) 21.14% 20.71% 36.93% 0.34 0.36
Multi undersample (0.25) 25.00% 32.58% 31.00% 0.38 0.39
Multi undersample (0.5) 26.93% 32.21% 47.48% 0.36 0.46

Cost single (2) 24.17% 29.72% 36.98% 0.28 0.44
Cost single (5) 22.31% 26.21% 37.61% 0.33 0.39
Cost multi (2) 28.24% 30.06% 37.65% 0.36 0.38
Cost multi (5) 27.75% 30.03% 43.14% 0.36 0.46

results of frequent activities, again cost-sensitive approach
performed better in most of the cases in comparison to
oversampling and undersampling methods. There were few
cases such as in House B, in R2 activities classification,
oversampling approach in LSTM, and baseline model in
BiLSTM network performed better than other approaches.
However, the cost-sensitive approach performed equally
in these cases, for example, the results of cost single (2)
and single oversample (2) are almost equal in the LSTM
model. Similarly, in the BiLSTM network of House B,
the difference between baseline and cost-multi (5) is very
less. In the CASAS-Kyoto dataset, the multi-undersampling
method performed better in the BiLSTM network for both
the residents. However, in per class F1-score results, the
cost-sensitive method performed better in the classification
of minority classes. Table 13, 14 and 15, presents per class
F1-score results of cost-sensitive learning method for all the
three datasets. As can been seen from Table 13 of House A,
in R1 F1-score increases by 2%, 4%, and 2% in the LSTM
model for minority classes such as Watching TV, Using
Internet, and Talking on phone. Similarly, in the BiLSTM
model of R1, F1-score of Using Internet class increases by
7% in cost-multi (2) in comparison to the baseline model
of BiLSTM. In R2, the cost-multi (2) method of LSTM per-
formed better in Watching TV, Napping, and Using Internet
activities and in BiLSTM, an increase of 7% is observed
in Napping activity. In the CASAS-Kyoto dataset, a cost-
sensitive approach increases the F1-score of R1 and R2
minority classes such as Sweep kitchen floor, set dinning
table for dinner, Playing checkers game, Retrieve dishes
from cabinet and Other.

CASAS-Kyoto dataset shows improvement in class im-
balance techniques (Table 11 and Table 12) in comparison
to baseline model such as in LSTM model of CASAS, cost-
sensitive method outperformed all the other methods and
in BiLSTM model of CASAS, undersampling approach per-

formed better, but the results of F1-score of cost-sensitive ap-
proach are almost similar to the undersampling method for
each class. The micro average F1-score of both House A and
House B improved a lot in frequent activity experiments,
whereas in CASAS it did not show much improvement. It
can be due to the curse of dimensionality in the SH datasets
as not all sensors are relevant to the classification and high
dimension deteriorates the performance of the classifier.
Furthermore, it has been observed that the CASAS-Kyoto
dataset showed a difference in the performance of the model
with different class imbalance techniques, whereas in the
ARAS dataset not much clear trend is observed. It can be
attributed to the fact that the CASAS-Kyoto dataset is quite
a balanced dataset whereas the ARAS dataset is highly
imbalanced.

6 CONCLUSION

Multiple resident activity recognition is an important yet
challenging research area that plays a crucial role in various
applications such as smart environments, elderly care, as-
sisted living, security, surveillance, and context-aware sys-
tems. In real-life applications, the frequency and duration
of human activities are intrinsically imbalanced. In order to
handle class imbalance problems in activity recognition sys-
tems, we applied both data level and algorithm level class
imbalance techniques to deep learning networks for multi-
class problems. The experiments are performed with sepa-
rate activity labels and also with combined activity labels
for both residents. In addition, sampling and cost-sensitive
learning methods are evaluated at different sampling ratios
and cost coefficients to explore model performance. The pa-
per presents an extensive study on three SH datasets (ARAS
and CASAS-Kyoto) with different imbalance techniques on
LSTM and BiLSTM networks.

The results indicate that cost-sensitive learning improves
the performance in balanced accuracy of both residents in
comparison to sampling methods. We further extended our
approach by performing experiments on frequent activities
for all three datasets to explore performance and a similar
trend was observed. The cost-sensitive learning approach
showed improvements in the majority of the cases.

The proposed models are evaluated on two residents,
but in the case of more than two residents (three or more
residents), the model will perform training in a similar way
as in the case of two residents. However, the performance
of the model may be affected since it depends on the im-
balanced class distribution, and also sensor readings would
correspond to many residents, which becomes a complex
problem. Generally, activity recognition of two residents is
a more common approach than three or four residents.

To further improve the model performance on minority
class, in our future work we will explore other deep learning
models and hybrid approaches for handling class imbalance
in the multi-resident setting. A further upcoming important
aspect is in what is now called explainable AI [63], i.e. to
focus on explainable and human interpretable models for
the temporal SH datasets which will help in understanding
the decision made by the network.
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TABLE 13: F1-score results (per class) of House A

ID Activities LSTM BiLSTM
Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5) Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5)

Going Out 0.86 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.88 0.86 0.92 0.84
Sleeping 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.96

R1 Watching TV 0.74 0.72 0.68 0.73 0.76 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.76 0.75
Using Internet 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.82 0.81

Talking on phone 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.16 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.18 0.25

Going Out 0.92 0.70 0.71 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.72 0.71 0.93 0.92
Sleeping 0.91 0.77 0.78 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.78 0.77 0.92 0.94

R2 Watching TV 0.51 0.51 0.48 0.55 0.58 0.54 0.52 0.49 0.53 0.62
Napping 0.09 0.07 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.17 0.28 0.17 0.18

Using Internet 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.33 0.24 0.34 0.33 0.25 0.28 0.37

TABLE 14: F1-score results (per class) of House B

ID Activities LSTM BiLSTM
Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5) Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5)

Other 0.38 0.33 0.32 0.38 0.32 0.49 0.37 0.50 0.43 0.31
Going out 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99

R1 Sleeping 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00
Watching TV 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.92

Studying 0.78 0.78 0.76 0.82 0.78 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.80 0.77

Going Out 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Sleeping 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

R2 Watching TV 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.97 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.96
Using Internet 0.61 0.52 0.59 0.54 0.47 0.59 0.64 0.56 0.53 0.53
Reading Book 0.28 0.26 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.36 0.23 0.17 0.24 0.24

TABLE 15: F1-score results (per class) of CASAS-Kyoto

ID Activities LSTM BiLSTM
Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5) Baseline CS(2) C(5) CM(2) CM(5)

Fill medication dispenser 0.35 0.28 0.35 0.26 0.33 0.38 0.19 0.37 0.21 0.27
Sweep kitchen floor 0.09 0.23 0.30 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.22 0.35 0.28 0.38

R1 Set dinning table for dinner 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.14 0.15
Pack supplies in basket 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.08

Other 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.41 0.42 0.40 0.47 0.40 0.43 0.46

Hang up clothes 0.44 0.60 0.53 0.44 0.59 0.65 0.54 0.54 0.64 0.51
Playing checkers game 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.39 0.38 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.25

R2 Retrieve dishes from cabinet 0.12 0.09 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.04 0.35 0.19 0.19 0.42
Pack food & bring to front door 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.04 0.19 0.21 0.45 0.22 0.24

Other 0.46 0.43 0.45 0.42 0.45 0.43 0.30 0.46 0.35 0.52
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6.1 Introduction

There are numerous definitions and methodologies regarding privacy in machine learning

ranging from strict to flexible. In general, strict notions of privacy are preferred as they

are capable to confront strong adversaries. Although relaxed notions of privacy can be

helpful as they reduce perturbations to data and allow more accurate analysis in machine

learning methods. Since these methods require a large amount of data to provide accurate

predictions and classifications, more individuals data are collected nowadays by IoT

devices. And it is becoming more challenging to protect the identity of the individual

reliably especially when multiple stakeholders and services need access to the user data.

In such scenarios, relaxed methods of privacy can be beneficial where certain parts of

data should not be communicated, but other parts of data are necessary for analysis.

In this chapter, we present a method to address the aforementioned challenges in the

ambient assisted living paradigm by developing and evaluating a novel encoder-decoder

mechanism for data anonymization. This mechanism can be deployed in the smart home

domain to enable users to choose which data and at what granularity will be shared with

other services and stakeholders. The first publication presents an LSTM multiple encoder

and multiple decoder model which is able to learn privacy operations such as disclosure,

generalization, and deletion of data and thus can generate different data views depending

on the access level of the end-user and the required access information. Furthermore,

we extended our previous work in the second publication by investigating the single

encoder and multiple decoder approach for privacy preservation. The experiments were

conducted on a synthetic dataset modeled on the type of data that are typically collected

in ambient assisted living environments to create a combination of personal, medical, and

Internet of Things sensor data. Results show that the proposed mechanism learns privacy

operations such as disclosure, deletion, and generalization and can perform encoding

and decoding of the data with good recovery.

The content of this chapter is based on the publication:
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Psychoula, I., Merdivan, E., Singh, D., Chen, L., Chen, F., Hanke, S., Kropf, J.,

Holzinger, A. and Geist, M., 2018, March. A deep learning approach for privacy

preservation in assisted living. In 2018 IEEE International Conference on Pervasive

Computing and Communications Workshops (PerCom Workshops) (pp. 710-715). IEEE.

Contribution: Deepika Singh, Ismini Pyschoula and Erinc Merdivan worked together

in designing and implementation of experiments. Data generation was conducted by

Ismini Psychoula. The manuscript was written by both Ismini Psychoula and Deepika

Singh. Ismini Psychoula presented the paper at PERCOM 2018, Athens, Greece. The

other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

Psychoula, I., Singh, D., Merdivan, E., Chen, L, 2021, January. Privacy Preservation

with Autoencoder based De-Identification and Differential Privacy. Submitted

Contribution: Deepika Singh, Ismini Pyschoula and Erinc Merdivan worked together

in designing the experiments. The first part of the experiments were performed by

Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan. And, the experiments on Differential privacy was

performed by Ismini Psychoula. The manuscript was mainly written by Ismini Psychoula

and Deepika Singh partially contributed in some sections of the manuscript. The other

authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the manuscript.

6.2 Publication VIII: A deep learning approach for pri-

vacy preservation in assisted living
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Abstract—In the era of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
the potential for privacy invasion is becoming a major concern
especially in regards to healthcare data and Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) environments. Systems that offer AAL technologies
make extensive use of personal data in order to provide services
that are context-aware and personalized. This makes privacy
preservation a very important issue especially since the users
are not always aware of the privacy risks they could face.
A lot of progress has been made in the deep learning field,
however, there has been lack of research on privacy preservation
of sensitive personal data with the use of deep learning. In this
paper we focus on a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Encoder-
Decoder, which is a principal component of deep learning, and
propose a new encoding technique that allows the creation of
different AAL data views, depending on the access level of the end
user and the information they require access to. The efficiency
and effectiveness of the proposed method are demonstrated
with experiments on a simulated AAL dataset. Qualitatively, we
show that the proposed model learns privacy operations such as
disclosure, deletion and generalization and can perform encoding
and decoding of the data with almost perfect recovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dramatic demographic change in most western coun-
tries will increase the need for development of new Ambi-
ent Intelligence (AmI) technologies making use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) [28]. The new
EU Data Protection regulations applying from 2018 onwards
[2] will make privacy aware machine learning necessary
[23]. Consequently, issues of privacy, security, safety and
data protection move more and more into the focus of AI
and ML, thereby fostering an integrated ML approach [17],
which emphasizes the importance of the human-in-the-loop.
Currently, major threats to privacy come from personal data
aggregation and the increasing power of data mining and
pattern recognition techniques, as well as from healthcare
data sharing and analysis. As the number of information
sources increases the potential to combine these sources,
profile the users and learn sensitive information about them
also increases, which makes it a great threat to individual
privacy. This an important issue especially in the field of AAL

where the users are not always aware of the privacy risks they
might face.

To address the threats mentioned previously we propose a
model for the encoding and sharing of combined healthcare
and AAL data. The model aims to achieve the privacy of
input data before they are distributed to various stakeholders.
To protect the privacy a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
encoder-decoder system is designed that allows the creation
of different data views to correspond to the access level of the
receiver.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents an overview of existing privacy techniques and
related work for deep learning in privacy. Section 3 introduces
the proposed privacy model. Section 4 describes the case
study and explains the performed experiments while Section
5 presents the results and the performance of the algorithm.
Lastly, Section 6 includes the conclusion and suggestions for
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

This section is divided into three parts. The first part gives
an overview of privacy definitions and identifiers. The second
describes previous work done in regards to privacy preserving
techniques while the third part gives an introduction to deep
learning and overview of existing work in privacy protection
with the use of deep learning techniques.

A. Private Data

The new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
[2] defines personal data as “any information relating to
an identified or identifiable natural person” and specifically
acknowledges that this includes both ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’
identification. The identification can be by means of “an
identification number or to one or more factors specific to his
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity”. While so far there is not one privacy definition yet
that is able to encompass all the different aspects of privacy,

SmarterAALSmarterAAL'18: Workshop on Advanced Technologies for Smarter Assisted Living solutions: Towards an open Smart 
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there are guidelines that list the possible identifiers that could
be used to identify a person from a group [3] [1]:

1) Names, Geographical subdivisions smaller than a state,
Dates (other than year)

2) Phone & Fax Numbers
3) Electronic mail addresses
4) Social Security, Medical Record & Health plan benefi-

ciary numbers
5) Account & Certificate/license numbers
6) Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers (including license

plate numbers)
7) Device identifiers and serial numbers
8) Web Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) & Internet

Protocol (IP) address numbers
9) Biometric identifiers, including finger, retinal and voice

prints
10) Full face photographic images and any comparable im-

ages
11) Any other unique identifying number, characteristic or

code

However, the above list of identifiers is not exhaustive, as
technology advances more potential identifiers could emerge.

B. Privacy Preservation with Anonymization Methods

Privacy enhancing technologies protect the users’ privacy
based on technology, and can offer additional levels of protec-
tion than just relying on laws and policies. In order to address
the privacy concerns of the users, several approaches have
been proposed by the research community. These approaches
include information manipulation, privacy and context aware-
ness, access control and data anonymization. In the sections
below the anonymization are further analyzed since they are
the methods most commonly used for privacy preservation.

1) k-Anonymity: A very well-known method to anonymize
data before releasing them is k-anonymity [29]. In a k-
anonymized dataset, each record is indistinguishable from at
least k − 1 other records in regards to specific identifying at-
tributes [31]. k-anonymity is achieved by suppressing (deleting
an attribute value from the data and replacing it with a random
value that matches any possible attribute value) or generalizing
the attributes in the data, which means that an attribute is
replaced with a less specific but semantically consistent value
[29]. The utility and privacy of the data are connected. There
is no way so far that can increase the data privacy without
also decreasing the data utility [24]. The objective in these
problems is to maximize utility by minimizing the amount of
generalization and suppression. Achieving k -anonymity by
generalization with this objective as a constraint is a Non-
deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NP hard) problem which
cannot be solved fully automatically [25] [18]. In most cases
k -anonymity is able to prevent identity disclosure so that a
record in a k-anonymized data set cannot be connected again
to the corresponding record in the original data set. But in
some cases, it may fail to protect against attribute disclosure.

2) l-diversity: This method was developed to address the
weaknesses of k-anonymity, which as shown, does not guaran-
tee privacy against adversaries that use background knowledge
or in cases where data are lacking diversity. For l-diversity,
the anonymization conditions are satisfied if, for each group
of records sharing a combination of key attributes, there are
at least l -“well-represented” values for each confidential
attribute [22]. The disadvantage of this method is that it
depends on the range of the sensitive attributes. If l-diversity is
to be applied to a sensitive attribute that does not have many
different values, artificial data will have to be inserted. The
use of artificial data will improve the privacy but may result in
problems with the analysis thus ruining the utility of the data.
Also, this method is vulnerable to skewness and similarity
attack so it cannot always prevent attribute disclosure.

3) t-closeness: As shown l-diversity might not always be
sufficient in preventing attribute disclosure. Since it does not
account for the semantic closeness of the sensitive values.
A new method named t- closeness was proposed in [21] to
address these problems. This method requires the distribution
of the sensitive attributes in an equivalent class to be close
to the distribution of the attribute in the overall table, which
in turn means that the distance between the two distributions
should be no more than a specified threshold t. While the
authors in [21] describe ways to check t-closeness (using
several distances between distributions), no computational
procedure to enforce this property is given [10]. The authors
proposing the t-closing method [21] mention that t-closeness
limits the amount of useful information that is released. The
only way to increase the utility of the data is to increase the
threshold t, which in turn decreases the privacy protection.

As seen from the overview of the strengths and weaknesses
of each technique k-anonymity and the other anonymization
methods are not always successful in guarantying that no
information is leaked while ensuring usable data levels. While
the methods of k-anonymity and l-diversity do not always
accomplish complete privacy, the method of t-closeness pro-
vides it. But sometimes it is at the expense of the correlations
between confidential attributes and key attributes. Also, the
computational method for a specific dataset to be anonymized
is an additional problem of this method. The papers defining
k-anonymity and l-diversity propose approaches based on
generalization and suppression which a lot of times can cause
numerical attributes to become categorical. In the case of
t-closeness, a computational procedure to reach it is not
described. Thus, some issues in this field are still open, both at
a conceptual and computational level, which can be improved
by defining better properties and by creating more effective
methods.

C. Privacy Preservation with Deep Learning

Deep learning is a promising area of machine learning
research with significant success in recent years. So far the
applications of deep learning are being used in various systems
such as image and speech recognition, data analysis, social
media, bioinformatics, medicine, and healthcare. Usually, deep
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learning architectures are constructed as multi-layer neural
networks. There are several different neural network architec-
tures, such as the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [13], the
feed-forward neural network [4] and the Deep Belief Network
(DBN) [14]. Deep learning has the ability to transform original
data into a higher level with more abstract expressions. That
means that high-dimensional original data can be converted to
low-dimensional data by training multiple neural networks on
how to reconstruct the high-dimensional input data.

However, the existing literature on privacy protection mostly
focuses on traditional privacy preserving methods, as described
in the previous section, and not on deep learning. Differ-
ential privacy proposed by Dwork [11] is one of the few
approaches of privacy protection that makes use of machine
learning methods. Applications of Differential Privacy include
boosting [12], principal component analysis [7], linear and
logistic regression [5], [32] support vector machines [26], risk
minimization [6], [30] and continuous data processing [27].
However, the most relevant work to this paper is that of Dai
et al. [9] in which they used an Encoder-Decoder system to
protect private information in videos by extracting the privacy
region and scrambling it while encoding. The system allows
the users to fully restore the original video only if they have
a legitimate key, otherwise, they can only see the non private
regions in the video.

III. LSTM ENCODER-DECODER MODEL

Long Short Term Memory networks are a special kind
of RNN, capable of learning long-term dependencies [16].
A basic sequence-to-sequence model, as introduced in [8],
consists of two recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The first is
an encoder that processes the input and the second a decoder
that generates the output. The recurrently connected blocks
in LSTM layers are known as memory blocks. Each block
contains one or more memory cells which are composed of
three units: an input gate, a forget gate and an output gate.
These gates modulate the interactions between the memory
cell and the environment. Figure 1 shows the single cell of
LSTM memory block. LSTM can assist in error minimization
because the error can be back-propagated through time and
layers. By maintaining a more constant error, the recurrent
network can continue to learn over many time steps, and thus
be able to link causes and effects.

The model that was developed in this work uses the multi-
layered Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) encoder to map the
input sequence to a vector of a fixed dimensionality, and then
another LSTM is used to decode the target sequence from the
vector. The encoder network is the part of the network that
takes the input sequence and maps it to an encoded repre-
sentation of the sequence. The encoded representation is then
used by the decoder network to generate an output sequence.
This makes the framework have a lock and key analogy,
where only someone with the correct key (decoder) will be
able to access the resources behind the lock (encoder). The
multiple hidden layers of neural networks have characteristics
that enable this kind of learning [15], along with the mapping

Fig. 1: LSTM single cell image [33].

characteristic of the encoder-decoder models which are able
to create corresponding pairs could make them appropriate for
privacy preserving frameworks.

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The experiments were conducted using as basis the LSTM
Encoder-Decoder model introduced in the previous section.
In the following sections we describe the evaluation use case
scenario and details of the simulated dataset used for the study
followed by the modeling and training methodology.

A. Use case

John is 80 years old and lives in an ambient assisted living
environment. He is widowed and was recently diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease. Currently, he lives alone but he likes to
stay in touch with his family and friends. The AAL envi-
ronment he lives in gives him independence and allows him
to control his home automation system, for example, he can
remotely open and close windows/doors, control the lighting,
heating, and the alarm system. Also, it allows monitoring of
his vital signs and offers him reminders about medication and
appointments. The sensors deployed in the home send the
collected information to the cloud offering access to, family
members, care givers, doctors, and researchers.

In this use case scenario, four different views of the data
are being created (Figure 2) depending on the access level of
the receiver and the preferences of the user (Table I). The user
in this scenario has a very close relationship with his family
and trusts [34], [19] his caregiver so he has selected almost all
his information to be accessible to them, especially because
he feels safer knowing they will be able to help him in case
of emergency. With regards to doctors, he has allowed only
some basic personal and medical information to be visible to
them so a different view is created for them. And finally for
research purposes, the view that is created does not show any
explicit personal data and most of the other sensitive attributes
are generalized.
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Fig. 2: Conceptual System Architecture

B. Dataset

For the purposes of this work data related to AAL were
simulated. The type of data that were selected are divided
into three categories: personal, medical and smart home sensor
attributes. Each entry of the simulated data includes these
three kinds of attributes. Personal attributes are those that can
explicitly identify a person such as name, address and phone
number. The second includes attributes that could potentially
identify a person such as gender and birth date. Lastly, the third
category includes sensitive medical information and sensor
data, like blood pressure, medical history and presence sensors
(Table I).

TABLE I: Simulated Data and Access to Information

Attribute Family
Member

Doctor Caregiver Researcher

Name F F F D
Age F F G G
Gender F F F F
Height F F G G
Weight F F G G
Address F G F G
Phone Number F F F D
Occupation F G G G
Marital Status F G G G
Timestamp F F F F
Blood Pressure G F F G
Glucose level G F F G
Disease F F F G
Wearable
Pedometer

F F F F

Presence Sensor F D F F
Temperature Sen-
sor

F F F G

Light Sensor F D D F
Window Sensor F D F D
External Door
Sensor

F D F D

Energy
Consumption

G D D G

Abbreviations F: fully disclosed, G: generalized, D: deleted

The simulation of the data was based on real world data
collected from AAL environments and it included personal
information, health care data as well as smart home sensor
data. The data were simulated for 10000 users, which each
user having 100 entries.

C. Model Configuration

As described previously, the proposed model makes use of
the LSTM neural network architecture that learns to encode
a variable-length input sequence into a fixed-length vector
representation and to decode a given fixed-length vector
representation back into a variable-length sequence. On this
neural network three types of operations are applied to the
encoder input by the decoder. These three operations are: 1)
Disclosure which means keeping the data as it is 2) Deletion by
removing the data or 3) Generalization which means replacing
the value with a less specific but semantically consistent
value. So the data from each entry can be fully disclosed to
the receiver, generalized or deleted. Each value for a given
attribute has different range aligned with real life values.
Four separate views are created for different receivers, family
member, doctor, caregiver, and researcher. Each receiver has
a different decoder output due to their privacy clearances on
patient information (Table I).

Fig. 3: Illustration of the proposed LSTM Encoder-Decoder
Privacy Model

In Figure 3 the overall functionality of the encoder and
decoder LSTM layers of the model are depicted. While in
Figure 4 we show in more detail how the privacy operations
work when the model reads an input sentence such as “John
has Alzheimer” which will produce “* has Dementia” as the
output sentence. In this instance the operation of deletion is
applied on the Name attribute so ‘John’ is transformed to ‘*’
and the operation of generalization is applied on the Disease
attribute which changes ‘Alzheimer’ to ‘Dementia’. The model
stops making predictions after outputting the end-of-string
token ‘eos’.
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Fig. 4: Example of the model’s Privacy Operations

D. Model Training and Testing

For the experiments the models were trained with 800.000
data entries and tested with 200.000 unseen entries. Each user
entry consisted of different attribute as shown in Table I and
their corresponding values, each entry had 160 characters at
most. Different attributes are separated with ‘|’ in order to
easily distinguish between different attributes in an entry. A
40 character set was used as dictionary. Each sequence is
maximum 160 characters long and ends with special token
‘eos’. In order to handle different sequence lengths, we zero
padded each entry to the maximum number of characters
which in our case is 160. The encoder and decoder comprise
an LSTM network which has 256 hidden units and is trained
with Adam [20] with a learning rate of 0.0004.

V. RESULTS

We qualitatively analyzed the trained model’s results by
comparing the decoded outputs with those of the expected
model output after the privacy operations. The qualitative
analysis shows that the LSTM Encoder Decoder is very good
at learning the privacy operations of disclosure, generalization
and deletion as well as at capturing the specified preferences
in the access to information table. An example of the results
of the model can be seen in the following figures.

Fig. 5: Researcher view (With matching Encoder and Decoder)

In Figure 5, it can be seen that with the use of the
right encoder-decoder mechanism the user’s information can
be transferred almost perfectly to the researcher with the
appropriate privacy rules applied for the researcher’s access
level. And since only the encoded vector is shared it is not
possible to get user information without the right decoder.

Fig. 6: Care Giver view (With not matching Encoder and
Decoder)

Figure 6, showcases one of the most beneficial parts of our
model. In this case, we explore the possibility that a Caregiver
tries to access the data meant for the Researcher. Because the
encoded vector of user information was shared, it would not be
possible to decode it unless the right decoder was used. If the
encoder and decoder do not match it is not possible to decode
and access the user’s private information. If the end receiver
does not have the correct decoder it is almost impossible to
find the right decoder weights since it is very high dimensional
floating point vector.

The model has on average 1.5 character error per entry
in testing. One or two characters error given the length of
160 characters per entry is very close to perfect recovery.
Different decoders are trained for each view and all had the
same very close error (1.5 char/entry) during testing. Decoders
are shown to be capable of deleting, generalizing or keeping
the information given by the encoder. The qualitative analysis
of the trained model and the results shows that most of the
time the 1 character mistake is in the attribute Timestamp. We
attribute this error to the incremental nature of the Timestamp
attribute, but this will have to be further investigated with
additional experiments. Through these results, we show that
the Encoder-Decoder model is able to learn operation rules
in a privacy setting by disclosing, generalizing or deleting
specific attributes. Thus, this model is able to learn the users’
preferences in regards to the privacy policy and create sub-
datasets for each receiver with the appropriate information for
each one.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Our LSTM Encoder-Decoder model is able to learn privacy
operations such as disclosure, generalization, and deletion
of data, therefore it can generate different data views for
data receivers in an encrypted way. It allows users to train
independently on their own datasets and selectively share
small subsets of their key attributes to specific receivers by
creating different views for each one. This offers an attractive
point in regards to the utility and privacy trade-off. Two goals
are achieved in an end-to-end manner by using the LSTM
based encoder and decoder. One is to get an encoded version
of user information while the second one is to decode this
encoded information according to privacy rules defined by
the user. The encoded private information of the user can not
be decoded unless the right decoder is used. If an adversary
tried using a different decoder on encoded information the
system would not disclose any information. Without the right
decoder, it would not be possible to train a decoder on encoded
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information due to the very high dimensionality of the LSTM
hidden state vector and possible values of each LSTM network
parameter. This way the users preserve the privacy of their
data while receiving the benefits of the AAL environment.
Moreover, the model can handle raw data even in text format,
which is very beneficial in the case of medical records which
usually include a lot of doctors’ and nurses’ notes. This work
is a preliminary experimental study in preserving privacy with
the use of LSTM Encoders-Decoders. One of the model’s
limitations, that will be addressed in future work, is the
tokenization of the attributes to improve the performance.
Another limitation is the use of simulated data which means
they do not contain missing or abnormal values to evaluate
the robustness of the method. Future work will also include
the expansion of the model to real world data, as well as
more complex data formats such as meta-data and multimedia
formats.
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6.3 Single Encoder and Multiple decoder Model

In this set of experiments, we created a single Encoder and multiple Decoders model to

improve the flexibility and practicality of the model. since having a separate encoder for

each end-user cannot be efficient. In addition, a single encoder model lowers the number

of parameters to be trained significantly while allowing the addition of new decoders

to the model. In this model, the third parties that have access to decoder will be able to

access subsets of obfuscated and anonymized dataset. It still holds that the third parties

that have no access to a decoder, will not be able to detect raw dataset. The model offers

a cost-efficient way to transform the sensitive data before sharing it with third parties.

In the experiments, we use the previous experiment synthetic dataset which consists of

patient-level sensitive features such as demographics, habits, and medical diagnoses. The

synthetic data were modeled as it was not possible to obtain a large amount of real dataset

of this type from any organization. In the synthetic dataset, each data entry includes

personal, sensor, and medical data types. The personal data contain attributes like name,

age, gender, height, weight, address, occupation, phone number, and marital status. The

potentially identifiable attributes include gender and birth date. The sensor data consists

of presence, temperature, light, window, door sensors, and energy consumption. The

last data type category includes sensitive medical information such as blood pressure,

glucose level, and any medical disease. For our obfuscation scheme the data from each

entry can be generalized (G), deleted (D), or fully disclosed (F). Four separate views

are created for the different stakeholders, which are family members, doctor, caregiver,

and researcher and each stakeholder has a different decoder output due to their different

access levels on user information. The model developed uses a Recurrent neural network

(RNN) with Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [96] cell encoder to map the input sequence to

a vector of fixed dimensionality, and then another RNN with GRU cell is used to decode

the target sequence from the vector. The details of the model is shown in Figure 6.1
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FIGURE 6.1: GRU Network for single encoder and multiple decoder

The model performs three operations in the encoder input which are Fully disclosed:

keeping the data as it is; Deletion: removing the data and Generalization: replacing

the value with a less specific but semantically consistent value. The network learns

the type of operation to be performed based on the type of data and user preferences.

The preferences are designed and set initially and then the model is trained on those

parameters. For example, the data about energy consumption are generalized for the

family member and the researcher but deleted for the doctor and caregiver. The model

uses 800, 000 data entries for training and 200, 000 unseen entries for testing. Each

user entry has 160 characters at most and different attributes are separated with ”|”
symbol to easily distinguish them and the entries end with the special token ‘eos’. The

dictionary has a set of 40 characters. Each entry is zero-padded to the maximum number

of characters (160 in our experiment) to address the variable sequence lengths. In order

to test if the model is resilient against missing data, we inserted missing values into

the simulated data in the Glucose Levels attribute. The network is trained using Adam

optimizer at a learning rate of 0.004. Figure 6.2 shows the reconstruction error of the

network during training. The model training took around 12 hours on Zotac GeForce

GTX 1080 Ti AMP Graphics Card (NVIDIA, 11GB GDDR5X, 352bit).

We also evaluated the model by using a 1D-CNN network for encoding. 1D-CNN

network gained popularity due to its faster performance over RNN-based network. In

this model, user data are tokenized into characters, and one-hot encoding is used for each

character. Character level encoding is chosen since user data consists of many numeric
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FIGURE 6.2: Character recovery error for GRU

values and text which may not exist as word vectors. The decoder is kept the same for

both GRU and 1D-CNN encoders. The details of the 1D CNN network model is shown

in Figure 6.3.

FIGURE 6.3: 1D-CNN Network for single encoder and multiple decoder

The initialization is done randomly with a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) activation

function and the filter sizes used are 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 40. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the

reconstruction error is decreasing faster and more uniformly in character recovery error

than the GRU model, and the overall model converges faster. The training time was 10
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hours on a LINUX machine with a Zotac GeForce GTX 1080 Ti AMP Graphics Card

(NVIDIA, 11GB GDDR5X, 352bit).

FIGURE 6.4: Character recovery error for 1D-CNN

6.3.1 Addition of Stakeholder on the Existing Anonymization

In order to examine the scalability and effectiveness of the mechanism, we tested the

addition of an extra decoder to the existing encoder-decoders set. The addition of decoder

will help in investigating how easy it would be to create another view of the data for new

stakeholders or services requesting access to the data. In this case, the training of the

model is first done with three stakeholders (Doctor, Caregiver, and Family Member),

and then the Researcher view is added as an extra decoder. As can be seen from Figure

6.5, the reconstruction of the existing views is done with a minimum loss, and the

added Researcher’s Decoder quickly reaches to zero loss. The results show the ease in

adding new stakeholders to the existing ones, thus scaling the mechanism for as many

stakeholders and third parties as required. (The training time for the added stakeholder
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was 1.5 hours on a LINUX machine with Zotac GeForce GTX 1080 Ti AMP Graphics

Card (NVIDIA, 11GB GDDR5X, 352bit.)

FIGURE 6.5: Addition of decoder with GRU

6.3.2 Conclusion

We developed a simple anonymizing encoder-decoder model for privacy-preserving

which is able to learn privacy operations and data transformation and can generate

different data subsets and views for external parties. This sequence to sequence model

is trained similarly to machine translation task in which raw user data is translated into

privacy enabled data. The advantage of the mechanism is that instead of sharing raw data,

encoded data is shared with the stakeholders and the encoded user information cannot be

observed unless the right decoder is used. In order to correctly decode the encoded data,

an adversary should be able to guess the exact configurations of decoder parameters.

The advantage of this approach compared to the classic encryption technique is that data

analysis and classification can be done faster and more cost-effectively on the encoded

data instead of encrypted data. Also, if the attacker cracked the data in the encryption
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model, it would be human-readable data whereas, in the encoder-decoder model, the

attacker would not only need to have access to encoded data but also exact decoder

parameter which includes hundreds or thousands of model weights are required to decode

the data. This approach offers more flexibility than a split network by providing the

option of decoding the data where it is deemed necessary and applicable to any datasets

such as text, sensors, images, videos, and meta-data. In our experiments, we showed that

the solution is efficient and practical to scale, especially if multiple stakeholders need to

make use of it, by adding new decoders to the existing set.
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7.1 Introduction

In the last decade, there has been an increase in research of computational systems using

natural language for user interaction. Different systems have been developed in previous

works to simulate the natural language communication between human and machine.

These systems communicate with users in natural language (text, speech, or both) and

are popularly known as conversational agents or dialogue systems. Dialogue systems

are classified as open-domain dialogue systems (non-task oriented) and task-oriented

dialogue systems. There exist various large size datasets for open-domain unstructured

dialogue systems such as Ubuntu, Cornell, Twitter, and Open Subtitles. These datasets

are developed by crawling online chats or movie subtitles. However, they are often

low-quality datasets and are very noisy. Besides, there are no benchmark metrics to

compare the performance of dialogue managers against each other. Generally, in the

Ubuntu dataset, retrieval-based dialogue managers are compared with different recall

metrics, or humans evaluate generator-based dialogue managers. But a human evaluation

of a dialogue manager is an expensive process and subjective in small numbers. In

addition, recall metrics are often considered from a small number of candidate replies,

for example, the original answer is in among 10 candidate answers while the possible

candidate answers are around 100k. Lack of benchmark metrics for translation of

dialogue history-reply makes it difficult to evaluate and compare dialogue managers

performance in the non-task oriented setting. Furthermore, there is no publicly available

dataset with human annotations on the quality of dialogue-reply pairs which is required to

develop and test such metrics. Therefore, in this work, we developed a human-annotated

dialogue dataset from a subset of the Cornell movie dialogue dataset. The first publication

of this chapter presents a detailed description of the developed dataset and preliminary

results using supervised models and word-overlap metrics. The second publication of

the chapter presents a detailed overview of the existing methods for training dialogue

manager and proposed a new method where the text is processed as an image. The
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evaluation of the new image-based method is performed on Facebook bAbI Task 1

dataset in the Out Of Vocabulary setting.

The content of this chapter is based on the following publications:

Merdivan, E.∗, Singh, D.∗, Hanke, S., Kropf, J., Holzinger, A. and Geist, M., 2020.

Human annotated dialogues dataset for natural conversational agents. Applied Sciences,

10(3), p.762.

Contribution: Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan equally contributed to this work. The

development of website, data collection and analysis was mainly performed by Deepika

Singh. The experiments on the dataset was carried out together with Erinc Merdivan. The

manuscript was mainly written by Deepika Singh together with continuous discussion

with Erinc Merdivan. The remaining authors contributed in the revision of the manuscript.

Merdivan, E.∗, Singh, D.∗, Hanke, S. and Holzinger, A., 2019. Dialogue systems for

intelligent human computer interactions. Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer

Science, 343, pp.57-71.

Contribution: Deepika Singh and Erinc Merdivan equally contributed to this work.

The designing of method is performed together with Erinc Merdivan. Erinc Merdivan

implemented the experiments of this work and the manuscript was written by Deepika

Singh. The other authors contributed to the scientific discussion and revision of the

manuscript.
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Abstract: Conversational agents are gaining huge popularity in industrial applications such as digital
assistants, chatbots, and particularly systems for natural language understanding (NLU). However,
a major drawback is the unavailability of a common metric to evaluate the replies against human
judgement for conversational agents. In this paper, we develop a benchmark dataset with human
annotations and diverse replies that can be used to develop such metric for conversational agents.
The paper introduces a high-quality human annotated movie dialogue dataset, HUMOD, that is
developed from the Cornell movie dialogues dataset. This new dataset comprises 28,500 human
responses from 9500 multi-turn dialogue history-reply pairs. Human responses include: (i) ratings
of the dialogue reply in relevance to the dialogue history; and (ii) unique dialogue replies for each
dialogue history from the users. Such unique dialogue replies enable researchers in evaluating
their models against six unique human responses for each given history. Detailed analysis on how
dialogues are structured and human perception on dialogue score in comparison with existing models
are also presented.

Keywords: conversational agents; dialogue systems; chatbots

1. Introduction

The primary goal of intelligent dialogue systems in real-life applications is to enable efficient
communication between humans and computers in a natural and coherent manner. A dialogue system
requires a large amount of data to learn meaningful features and response generation strategies for
building an intelligent conversational agent. Various methods, including deep learning techniques,
have contributed immensely towards building dialogue systems in several real-life application domains
such as natural language processing, recommender systems and question-answering systems.

It is still challenging to build a system that can understand the underlying semantics of the user
input sequence, and generate coherent and meaningful responses due to limited and domain-specific
dialogue datasets [1]. Previous works have developed variously structured [2,3] and unstructured [4]
large datasets to train dialogue managers for the dialogue systems. One major challenge while training
a dialogue manager is a lack of benchmark metrics which can be used to measure and compare
performance of dialogue managers for non-task-oriented dialogue systems. Furthermore, there is no
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publicly available dataset with human annotations on the quality of dialogue–reply pairs to develop
such metrics.

Dialogue has a certain level of abstraction due to natural language and human knowledge base;
in other words, there is a very high response diversity which is unlikely to be captured by a single
response [5]. Therefore, human perception of the dialogue is of utmost importance to provide diverse
and unique dialogue replies depending on the dialogue history encapsulating individual’s language,
experience, knowledge and writing preferences. In addition, human-generated replies for the given
dialogue context will help in developing robust dialogue managers, since it is not feasible to simulate
good responses by using only templates. This is required in various domains but in the medical
domain generally and in ambient assisted living specifically [6].

In order to address these challenges, we have developed a high-quality human annotated
multi-turn movie dialogue dataset, HUMOD, from a subset of the Cornell movie dialogue dataset [7].
The collected dataset contains human annotations on fictional conversations of the movie scripts
and diverse human generated replies. We have chosen Cornell movie dialogue dataset as our base
dataset since it has diverse conversations on a wide span of topics, which are close to human spoken
language [8], thus making the dataset ideal to train open domain dialogue systems. In [8], it is shown
with quantitative and qualitative analyses that movie language is a potential source for teaching and
learning spoken language features.

An example from the HUMOD dataset is shown in Figure 1. The dataset is created such that
each dialogue context has two possible replies, similar to [9]—first is the actual reply of the dialogue
context, which we named as positive reply and second is a reply that is sampled uniformly from the
set of all possible replies, which is named as the candidate negative reply for the dialogue context. In
Figure 1, a sample of the dataset is presented in three blocks, where the first block shows the 6-turn
dialogue context, the second block contains a positive reply (actual reply from Cornell movie dataset)
and candidate negative reply (sampled reply) and the third block shows the two human generated
replies for the dialogue context. In [9,10], training is done using both positive and candidate negative
replies as Next, Utterance Classification (NUC). In NUC, candidate replies can also be related to
context; therefore, it is important to investigate the relevance of candidate negative reply together
with actual reply. The ratings on both (positive and candidate negative) the dialogue replies from
1–5 (1: Irrelevant; 2: Weakly relevant; 3: Neutral; 4: Fairly relevant; 5: Highly relevant) are given by
users. Furthermore, there are six (three for positive and three for candidate negative) human-generated
replies for each dialogue context. Thus, six unique replies for each context of HUMOD dataset will
help in evaluating the models against the provided human responses. The detailed descriptions of the
dataset design and collection, analysis, and task formulation are discussed in Section 3. In addition,
we provide benchmark performances of the supervised Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) [11]
model (with two different loss functions), Bidirectional Encoder Representations from the Transformers
(BERT) [12] model and word-overlap metrics such as BLEU [13], ROUGE [14] and METEOR [15] to
analyze the quality of dialogue replies for the given context. The dataset is also publicly available at:
https://github.com/erincmer/HUMOD.
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Figure 1. A sample of 6-turn dialogue context with positive (actual) reply and candidate negative
(sampled) reply and two examples of human generated replies for the dialogue context.

2. Related Datasets

Dialogue systems have been categorized into two groups [16]: task-oriented systems and non-task
oriented systems (also known as chatbots). The aim of task-oriented systems is to assist users to
complete specific tasks by understanding the inputs from the user. Manual handcrafted rules in such
systems make it not only expensive and time-consuming but also limit the systems to a particular
domain. Non-task oriented dialogue systems can communicate with humans on open domains, thus
they can be used in real-world applications.

Dialogue systems are mainly task-oriented, designed to complete specific tasks such as airline
tickets booking [17], bus information searching [18], restaurant booking [10] or railroad goods
shipping [19]. Such systems perform well when the task is simple and explicit intentions of the
users are well-calibrated to the system capabilities. Moreover, some of the popular domain specific
datasets are bAbI simulated restaurant booking dialogues [10], Movie dialog dataset [20] and Ubuntu
Dialogue Corpus dataset [4]. The Ubuntu dataset consists of large-scale unstructured dialogues with a
multi-turn conversation between two persons, where negative turns of the dialogue are created by
sampling. Major drawbacks of the Ubuntu dataset are that it has no annotation on context–reply pairs
and no different replies for the same context.

Many recent works use conversational models for open-domain datasets such as Twitter Dialog
Corpus [21] and the Chinese Weibo dataset [22] that are posts and replies from social networking sites.
PERSONA-CHAT dataset [23] introduces chit-chat dialogues between crowd-sourced participants
based on their given profile. The DailyDialog [24] dataset uses manual labeling with three human
experts to develop a dataset with communication intention and emotion information. Moreover,
the other large-scale datasets that are often used to train neural network-based conversational
models are movie-subtitles datasets such as OpenSubtitles [25], Cornell Movie-Dialogue Corpus [7],
Movie-DiC [26] and Movie-Triples [27]. In this work, we selected 4750 dialogues from the Cornell
movie dialogue dataset as our base dialogues which are then used for human annotation as explained
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in the next section. A comparison of the HUMOD dataset with the existing movie dialogue datasets is
shown in Table 1.

In previous works of dialogue response evaluation, different unsupervised metrics have been
adopted [28] to evaluate (or how not to evaluate) dialogue systems with human judgments in the
Ubuntu and Twitter corpus dataset. In addition, supervised metrics [29] have been implemented that
are trained to predict human judgments with or without reference reply. In this paper, we perform a
correlation of human judgment with both supervised and unsupervised metrics in order to provide
preliminary benchmark metrics on the HUMOD dataset.

Table 1. A comparison of existing movie dialogue datasets with the HUMOD dataset. (*) denotes
that the HUMOD dataset can be extended by replacing the diverse replies with the original reply as
explained in Figure 4.

Dataset # of Dialogues Human Annotated Diverse Replies Description

Cornell Movie-Dialogue [7] 220K No No
Conversation from the

movie scripts.
Movie-DiC [26] 132K No No American movie scripts.

Movie-Triples [27] 245K No No
Dialogues of three turns

between two interlocutors.

OpenSubtitles [25] 36M No No
Movie subtitles which

are not speaker-aligned.

HUMOD 28.5K * Yes Yes

Conversation from the
movie scripts with
1 to 5 ratings and
six diverse replies

from humans.

Figure 2. Screenshot of dialogue context with positive (actual) reply.

3. Human Annotated Movie Dialogues Dataset (HUMOD)

3.1. Dataset Design and Collection

We developed a website for data collection and used the crowdsourcing platform Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) (Full anonymity of the users were maintained and no ethical concerns were
raised by the host institution) for collecting human annotations on selected Cornell movie dialogues.
The dataset creation is performed in the following steps: First, we used simple random sampling
to select 4750 dialogue contexts from the Cornell movie dataset in which each dialogue is divided
into utterances. Since the dataset contains human–human dialogues, we assigned each utterance
alternatively as Speaker 1 and Speaker 2 as shown in Figure 1. The dataset consists of multi-turn
dialogues ranging from two to the maximum of seven turns. Then, each dialogue history is appended
with an actual reply from the movie dialogue dataset and also with a candidate negative reply which
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is sampled uniformly from a possible set of replies, thus making the dataset size of 9500. At the
beginning, basic demographics of the users were asked including Age range, Gender, and English
proficiency level. These demographic variables are collected so that the dataset can be tailored as per
the needs and preferences of researchers to develop conversational agents for different demographics.
In the next step, each AMT user was given a task of 20 sampled dialogue conversations and was asked
to rate the last reply of the dialogue conversation from 1–5, (where 1: Irrelevant reply; 2: Weakly
relevant reply; 3: Neutral; 4: Fairly relevant reply; 5: Highly relevant reply) according to the dialog
context and provide their relevant reply in replacement to the last reply. The total number of completed
tasks were 1425.

Each dialogue–reply pair is rated by three different users, such that, for each dialog context, there
are six unique responses, resulting in a total dataset size of 28,500. In order to maintain the high quality
responses in the dataset, we selected responses of only those AMT users who have more than 80%
hit approval rate. Each task was evaluated by a human expert and low quality tasks consisting of
short or generic replies, erroneous replies consisting of gibberish text (user’s reply for given dialogue
context), user’s replies in different languages (other than English) and the same ratings given to every
dialogue–reply pairs were discarded.

Figures 2 and 3 present the screen shots from the website, showing how dialogue appears to the
users with positive reply and candidate negative reply for the particular dialogue context. Since each
task contains 20 randomly selected dialogue context-reply pairs, the chances of the same dialogue
context appearing with both positive and candidate negative replies to the same user is very minimal.

Figure 3. Screenshot of dialogue context with candidate negative (sampled) reply.

The six diverse replies for each dialogue context in the proposed dataset enable the extendability
feature of HUMOD dataset. An example with reference to a dialogue context of how the dataset can be
extended using human replies is shown in Figure 4. The seven-turn dialogue of the dataset is divided
into two parts. The first part of the figure (upper block) contains the first four turns of the dialogue
context and the second part (lower block) consists of all possible replies for the remaining turns of
the seven-turn dialogue context. In the lower block, the second column displays the original reply
from the Cornell movie dialogue dataset, and the remaining columns show the human-generated
replies (four out of six) as a replacement to the original reply. Different combinations of replies in each
turn can be used to augment the dataset with the caution of adding some noise. From the example in
Figure 4, we analyze that, with five possible replies in each turn, a total of 125 diverse dialogues can be
created, while many of the created dialogues are as coherent as the original one. This extension feature
would enable to generate extra data inexpensively, which could help in training generative models to
generalize better and learn to provide various replies for the same dialogue context. The extendability
assumption comes from the fact that humans generated alternatives replies while being coherent with
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dialog context. However, it is not very beneficial to perform topic modelling or word commonality
analysis since they do not reflect coherence of alternative reply in the given dialog context and only
comparing to dialogue ground reply would lead to poor results.

Dialogue Context 

{Turn 1}Speaker 1: Where did you meet Miss Lawson? 
 

{Turn 2} Speaker 2: At a dinner party -- about eight months ago. 

{Turn 3}Speaker 1: Did you ever see her again after that? 
 

{Turn 4} Speaker 2: Yes -- several times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

#Turns 

Original r ep l y  

from Cornell 

m o v ie  dataset 

 

Human Generated Replies 

 
{Turn 5} 

Speaker 1: 

 
What eventually 

happened to 

your relationship 

with Miss 

Lawson? 

 
Where did 

you see her? 

 
And so, what 

happened? 

 
Where and 

when is the last 

time you saw 

Miss Lawson? 

 
Did anything 

happen during 

those meetings? 

 
{Turn 6} 

Speaker 2: 

 
We stopped 

seeing each 

other. 

 
She is my best 

friend but I am 

not able to 

contact her 

since a  month 

 
Nothing came of 

it. 

After few dates, 

our relationship 

went sore when 

we spoke about 

our career. 

 
I lost track of 

her. 

 
{Turn 7}  

Speaker 1: 

 
Why? 

 
Why did 

you stop? 

 
Would you 

consider seeing 

Miss Lawson 

again? 

 
Don't you expect 

her to be a little 

hurt? 

 
You guys were 

so good for each 

other. 

Figure 4. The extendability approach of the HUMOD dataset.

3.2. Data Analysis

This section presents the description of the HUMOD dataset and insights on human annotations.
The users’ demographics obtained are shown in Figure 5. The aim is to achieve human perception
towards dialogue across the age groups, and we managed to achieve diversity among users. The gender
ratio obtained was 46% of male and 54% female, and users were also not restricted to their geography.
The majority of the users (91.8%) were having advanced English level understanding as can been seen
in Figure 5b, which makes the HUMOD dataset of high-quality.

(a) Age (b) English proficiency level
Figure 5. Users’ demographics.
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The number of turns per dialogue used in the dataset is given in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of the number of words among all the obtained dialogue replies from the users. Figure 8
presents the evaluation of human generated replies on a selected HUMOD dataset. As can be seen
from the figure, 2.8% of the AMT users rated Irrelevant, whereas, in the original dataset, the Irrelevant
score was around 3.3% for the same dialogue–reply pairs. Figure 9 presents the histogram of user
ratings for positive and negative replies. As can be seen from the figure, positive replies are rated
high (4 or 5) by users, about 74% (10,610 out of 14,250) and negative replies are rated low (1 or 2),
around 73% (10,404 out of 14,250). It is crucial to take into account the number of low scores in positive
replies and high scores in negative replies which introduce noise in the dataset. Thus, it is important
to get human judgments even for positive pairs. The negative training data can be even harmful for
binary text classification [30], which may occur in the case of next utterance classification in dialogue
settings. Therefore, another approach for training dialogue managers could be Positive-Unlabeled (PU)
Learning [31]. In PU Learning, there is a positive set, and instead of negative there is an unlabeled
dataset which can contain positive and negative samples. Existing methods [31,32] which perform
well in PU Learning problems can also be applied to next utterance classification for dialogues.

Figure 6. Number of turns in dialogue.

Figure 7. Number of words in human responses.
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The human generated replies of HUMOD dataset are highly relevant since users were asked to
provide relevant replies for the given dialogue context during data collection. However, in order to
perform initial evaluation on human generated replies, we randomly selected 30 dialogue reply pairs
with six diverse replies of different turns (for example, five dialogues for each turn i.e., 2-turn, 3-turn,
4-turn, 5-turn, 6-turn, 7-turn) from the HUMOD dataset. Each diverse reply set is rated by two AMT
users. The number of human generated replies for evaluation could be higher with increasing cost, but
a strong pattern of relevancy can be easily seen in these sampled human generated replies.

Figure 8. Evaluation of human responses on the selected HUMOD dataset.

Figure 9. Human scores vs. Positive and Candidate Negative Dialogue Pairs.

To evaluate human agreement on their responses with each other, we calculated weighted
Cohen’s kappa score [33] between human ratings. We calculated weighted kappa score for different
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configurations of three ratings for each dialogue context and reply pair. From the three ratings of each
reply, we calculated weighted kappa score for the closest two (as a majority voting) ratings, the highest
two ratings, the lowest two ratings, and on the random selection of two ratings. For example, if a
dialogue context-reply pair is rated (5, 4 and 1), we keep the closest two (5 and 4) and randomly assign
them to Rater 1 and 2. Results for all different configurations can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Inter-annotator agreement.

Rater Cohen’s Kappa Score (κ)

Closest two ratings 0.86
Lowest two ratings 0.57
Highest two ratings 0.55
Random two ratings 0.42

3.3. Task Formulation

We provide a benchmark performance with supervised models and word-overlap metrics on
the proposed HUMOD dataset. The task formulated is to predict human ratings for given dialogue
history–reply pair from Irrelevant (1) to Highly-relevant (5). The dataset will enable researchers to test
their dialogue reply metrics against human ratings.

4. Methods

This section provides details about the supervised models and word-overlap metrics, which are
used to predict the human scores for dialogue replies. For supervised models, a network inspired from
hierarchical attention networks (HAN) is designed as shown in Figure 10. Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) based models are implemented in a way such that it does not require a reference answer, since
it makes them more applicable but difficult to train in comparison to the models which uses reference
response. Our model is the same as the Automatic Dialogue Evaluation Model (ADEM) [29] model
with an additional attention layer. In ADEM, training and evaluation was performed with and without
reference reply. Although ADEM results without reference reply is lower in comparison to with the
reference reply, we preferred to train without a reference as it is not practical to have reference reply in
real life applications. In addition, we used a Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) supervised model for comparison with HAN and word-overlap metrics. Word-overlap metrics
require reference answers unlike supervised models and only use reference reply without any context
information, which makes them perform poorly. These metrics are easy and inexpensive to run without
the need for training and can be applied as long as there is a reference text. Supervised models require
training to predict the dialogue reply score which makes it difficult to generalize and expensive to use
in different domains and tasks. We used metrics such as BLEU [13], METEOR [15] and ROUGE [14],
where the first two are used widely in translation and the last one for assessing the quality of the
summarized text.

4.1. BLEU

BLEU [13] score calculates the precision of n-grams of machine-generated dialogue replies in
human replies. Often, the brevity penalty is used to avoid short sentences. From different n-gram
choices, the most common one is n = 4 where the weighted average of different BLEU (1 to 4) scores
are used to evaluate the machine-generated replies. BLEU first calculates a modified precision score
for each n-gram length as below:

Pn(r, r̂) =
∑ngr Countmatched(ngr)

∑k Count(ngr)
, (1)

where ngr represents all possible n-grams of length n in hypothesis sentences. Later,
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BLEU-4 = b(r, r̂) exp(
4

∑
n=1

0.25 log Pn(r, r̂)). (2)

To avoid shorter sentences, the modified precision score is often multiplied with a brevity penalty
to achieve the final score.

4.2. ROUGE

The ROUGE [14] score originally calculates the recall of n-grams of human dialogue replies in
machine-generated dialogue replies. ROUGE can be extended to ROUGE-L, which is a combination
of recall and precision ROUGE scores based on longest matching sequence (LCS). LCS only requires
sentence level word order matches and it allows other words to appear between words of LCS. LCS
does not need n-gram to be predefined:

R = max
j

l(r, r̂ij)

|r̂ij |
, (3)

P = max
j

l(ri, r̂ij)

|rij |
, (4)

ROUGE =
(1 + β2)RP

R + β2P
. (5)

4.3. METEOR

METEOR [15] score aligns human generated reply and machine-generated reply. This alignment
is done word by word with an order of exact match, Porter stemming match or WordNet synonym
match. It computes the parametric harmonic mean (Fmean) between unigram recall and unigram
precision:

P =
m
t

, (6)

R =
m
r

, (7)

Fmean =
P.R

αP + (1− α)R
, (8)

Pen = γ(
ch
m
)θ , (9)

METEOR = (1− Pen)Fmean, (10)

where t and r are the total numbers of unigrams in the translation and the reference. m represents
the number of mapped unigrams between reference and hypothesis sentences. Penalty term (Pen) is
computed so that it takes into account matched unigrams between hypothesis and reference that are in
the same order.

4.4. Hierarchical Attention Network-Based Models

In this work, we implemented two separate networks, one for dialogue context and another
for the dialogue reply. Context encoder is a Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) [11] as shown
in Figure 10. It encodes dialogue context to a dialog context vector c. Reply encoder network is a
biLSTM [34] network with attention mechanism on top to convert reply to a reply vector r̂ (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Hierarchical attention network for the dialogue context.

Figure 11. Dialogue reply encoder.

We implemented two different loss functions after the dialogue context and reply are encoded to
vector representation. The first loss is the cross-entropy loss which classifies concatenated vectors of
dialogue context and reply into five classes (1–5):

HAN-R(MSE)(c, r̂) = ∑
i
[FC([ci, r̂i])− hi)]

2, (11)

where h represents average human scores, c represents the context and r̂ is reply vector. FC is the fully
connected layer which outputs the score for the given context and reply.

Second loss, as in Equation (11), is trained with mean squared error against human score and uses
a concatenated vector. We did not use cosine similarity between dialogue context and reply since the
authors in [35] showed that ADEM, which is similar to ours, creates response embedding with very
low vector spread in the embedding space. In dialogue, there are many alternative replies for the
same context, and the same reply can be a good fit to very different contexts and common replies that
occur a lot and fit to a lot of different contexts. Due to these observations, when a dialogue manager
is trained using cosines distance and make embedding of context and reply similar, eventually very
different texts become similar and may collapse to very small region in embedding space.
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4.5. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)

BERT [12] is a bidirectional language model that allows models to learn both left and right context
in all layers. BERT is pretrained with two novel methods that are “Masked Language Model (MLM)”
and “Next sentence prediction” and uses Transformer [36] with attention instead of recurrent networks
like LSTM. The Next sentence prediction method is more related to our task since it trains BERT to
learn the relationship between sentences, which may improve performance in case of dialogue context
and reply scoring. The BERT model has achieved state-of-the-art performance on various Natural
language processing (NLP) tasks and also outperformed human performance in question-answering
tasks. Therefore, we fine-tuned BERT (from tensorflow-hub) on the HUMOD dataset as shown in
Figure 12 in order to compare performance with other approaches. As can be seen from Figure 12,
BERT takes input as tokenized dialogue context and dialogue reply separated with SEP token and
outputs a final vector representation of dialogue context and reply pair. Later, this vector is classified
to a relevance score of 1–5 with additional dense layer on top of BERT.

Figure 12. BERT used as a dialogue reply scorer.

5. Experiments

We performed a comparison of supervised and word-overlap metrics to see how they are
correlated with human judgments. The dataset is divided into 8500 context-reply pairs for the train set
and 1000 context-reply pairs for the test set.

No dialogue context is shared between train and test set. Since for each dialogue we have scores of
three judges, we took the average score of three judges. Both supervised and word-overlap approaches
are evaluated on the same test set. For word-overlap metrics, we normalized average human scores
into the 0–1 range and calculated metrics using the NLGEval toolkit [37]. Both the context encoder
and the reply encoder use 50-dimensional GloVe word vectors [38], and the dimension of 100 was
chosen for each biLSTM hidden state for the HAN-based model. For the model which uses BERT,
input is constructed as dialogue context and dialogue reply separated with a special token, and the
final encoded vector is classified into one of the five classes.

6. Empirical Results

The preliminary results of HUMOD dataset with existing supervised and word-overlap metrics is
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Correlation of different models with human scores.

Models Correlation (p-Value)

BLEU-4 0.055 (0.08)
ROUGE −0.035 (0.26)

METEOR −0.017 (0.59)
HAN-R(CE) 0.138 (<0.001)

HAN-R(MSE) 0.128 (0.003)
BERT 0.602 (<0.001)

We provided the benchmark results for the overall correlation of human judgment with different
models. Although supervised models are correlated up to some degree, it is still far from applicable to
use in dialogue reply scoring as widely as translation scores are used to evaluate machine translation
models both in terms of human correlation and ease of use.

As can be seen from Table 3, the BERT model outperformed the word-overlap metrics and HAN
model. Since the BERT model takes advantage of the language model and can be fined-tuned according
to other dataset, in this experiment, we used BERT with pretrained weights and fine-tuned it for the
HUMOD dataset, which may explain the performance difference of supervised models. In addition,
correlation of BERT with human judges is performed to investigate the behavior of the network against
different dialogue turns (shown in Table 4). We tested BERT performance on different turn dialogues
to see how context length affects the performance of dialogue measure. 2-turn dialogues correlation is
found to be lowest, which can be due to hardness to evaluate the dialogue reply score for very short
dialogues since it contains very little context, which may increase humans’ own judgement and bias.
Similarly, for long-dialogue conversation, it is slightly harder for the system to contain the context and
make a good understanding of the fitness of dialogue context and reply pairs.

Table 4. Correlation of BERT against different turns with human scores.

Dialogue Turn Correlation (p-Value)

2-turn 0.52 (<0.001)
3-turn 0.58 (<0.001)
4-turn 0.67 (<0.001)
5-turn 0.61 (<0.001)
6-turn 0.66 (<0.001)
7-turn 0.59 (<0.001)

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents the human annotated movie dialogue dataset (HUMOD) for research to
develop benchmark metrics for comparison of different models on human scores and generated replies.
The detailed description of the dataset construction and statistics is provided. The availability of the
HUMOD dataset opens up various possibilities for research and development of complex dialogue
systems for real-life applications. Different replies for the same context as well as dialogue ratings
can be used to develop a metric to compare methods such as BLEU. Another interesting usage of
a unique diverse reply is to train generative models that generate diverse dialogue replies which
may make dialogue managers more human-like in real-life applications. We present the preliminary
results to provide baselines with supervised and word-overlap metrics. HAN provides better results in
comparison to word-overlap metrics since these approaches do not use any context. The BERT model
outperforms the HAN model and provides good correlation on the human dialogue score; however, it
is harder to train and requires fine-tuning for each different dataset.

In future work, we will work on a metric that uses dialogue contexts and replies to produce a
robust score without any training. We will also focus on generative models that can leverage all possible
replies for a given context rather than a single context–reply pair. Another interesting approach is to
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generate diverse replies from single context–reply pairs and to use such created data as augmentation
for dialogue managers. All this is relevant for the upcoming research stream of explainable AI, where
NLU [39] plays a particular role, e.g., in the generation of human-understandable explanations [40],
[41], where it is very useful for the development of future human-AI interfaces.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: title, Table
S1: title, Video S1: title.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

HUMOD Human annotated movie dialogue dataset
NUC Next utterance classification
AMT Amazon mechanical turk
HAN Hierarchical attention network
BERT Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers
NLP Natural language processing
LSTM Long short term memory
LCS Longest matching sequence
PU Positive-unlabeled
CE Context encoder
MSE Mean squared error
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1 Introduction

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) with which we interact in

daily life is more distributed and embodied into the environment (the so called

intelligent space) [1]. Especially, when designing ICT solutions for elderly peo-

ple, who are very often critical towards new technology, distributed system can be

even more challenging. To improve the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) with

ICT solutions, a directed natural interaction and an emotional intelligence is very

important [2].

User studies regarding elder behavior change over the ageing process [3] iden-

tified that ”a skill that many elderly people retain, even with significant cognitive

degradation, is the ability to communicate in a multimodal face-to-face fashion.

The skills for this type of interaction are acquired in infancy and early childhood

and comprise of tacit, crystallized knowledge in older adulthood”. Face-to-face in-

teraction incorporates a wide range of non-verbal and paraverbal ways to carry

semantic content complementary to the speech. It allows persons with disabilities

to compensate some perception channels (e.g., hearing) by utilizing other channels

of communication (e.g., body gestures). Face-to-face dialog is also characterized by

well-established repair mechanisms of understanding thus enabling the listener to

request a repetition or clarification by the speaker (e.g., communicated by a head

nod). Moreover, face-to-face dialog has built-in mechanisms for constraining the

interactants focus of attention. This focus is important as some elderly people have

difficulty dividing their attention or handling distractions.

This kind of face-to-face interaction can be provided utilizing avatars. Avatars

have the potential to impersonate the used technology and thus increase the accep-

tance of the software [4]. The interaction with avatars is able to provide multiple

advantages. Avatars can, for instance, provide gestures, which in turn are able to

increase the understanding of the presented information. Furthermore, the visual

enrichment of verbal information i.e., adding a lip synched animated character to

audio speech output, can increase the intelligence and enhance the robustness of the

information transmission as known from natural speech. Therefore, a consistency

between the visual and vocal output is of uttermost important [5].

A growing amount of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) make use of

Natural Language Processing (NLP) for implementing the intelligent dialogue com-

ponent. NLP-based systems are of major interest in human-machine interactions for

multimodal interfaces and are preferred widely for Natural and Spoken Language

Understanding (NLU or SLU), Natural Language Generation (NLG) and Dialogue

Processing (DP) tasks.

Complete dialogue solution as shown in figure 1, consists of many parts, each of

which specializes in certain task. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) module is

responsible for converting spoken users utterance into text. Natural Language In-

terpreter converts textual information to meaningful features so that Dialogue State

Tracker (DST) can process this features and update the current dialogue state. DST

outputs current dialogue state so that Dialogue Response Selection(DRS) module
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(which is trained to output a response to user utterance) can generate textual reply

to user. Later this textual reply is converted to speech by text-to-speech (TTS)

synthesizer. Since ASR and TTS are not related to dialogue manager directly, they

can be considered as complementary modules to complete dialogue solution [14].

A dialogue manager is a component of a dialogue system, which is responsible

for the transmission of information among participants in human-machine interac-

tion. Dialogue manager can be divided into two main groups: Chatbots [16] and

frame-based dialogues [17]. In chatbots, an agent is often trained to work without

any knowledge of the dialogue structure mostly referred as open dialogue, whereas

in frame-based dialogues; dialogue frames are structured by experts with slots and

values that each slot can take. In this work, we mainly focus on chatbots and

how they are trained with rule-based, sequence to sequence learning, reinforcement

learning and hierarchical reinforcement learning based manager models. All these

methods can be used separately or together to leverage each other’s strengths. The

paper gives an overview on the ECAs from the various projects; existing models

applied to dialogue manager training and its advantages and drawbacks. Further-

more, it includes results on dialogue dataset with new image based method where

dialogue is processed as images to train dialogue manager.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Complete Dialogue System

The paper is structured into six sections. First section provides an introduc-

tion of the Dialogue system followed by Embodied Interaction. The third section

describes the existing rule based and machine learning based models in dialogue

systems. Later, a new proposed methodology for the dialogue system is explained.

The next section consists of the preliminary results and their discussions; and the

last section concludes the findings of the work.

2 Embodied Interaction Experience

Several working groups and projects have been shown that embodied interactions

can help to increase the interaction with ICT systems [1]. Bickmore et al. de-

veloped a virtual laboratory to explore the longitudinal usage of a virtual exercise

coach. Older adult participants interacted with an agent from their home once a

day for up to 120 days. The results showed that users who interacted with an
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agent that used variable dialogue exercised significantly more than those interact-

ing with an ECA with non-variable dialogue. It has been shown that the natural

dialogue is an important part in natural conversation, specifically how an ECA is

communicating and is structuring the dialogue with the user. In this way ECAs are

capable of understanding the user’s voice, gestures and emotions and plan based

on this understanding multimodal utterances from propositional representations of

meaning [8]. In Embodied Interactions an intelligent dialogue manager compo-

nent is responsible for interpreting the users speech commands and generating the

appropriate verbal and non-verbal behaviour of the agent. Studies performed in

our projects: Miraculous-Life 5 [12] , CaMeLi 6 [11] and Ibi [13] have shown that

the embodiment (the avatar) should express appropriate empathetic feedback (i.e.,

emotional facial expressions and voice intonation) based on behaviour and dialogue

patterns established between older adults and human caregivers over the lifetime.

In terms of dialogue communication, the avatar should allow smooth turn-taking by

different modes like waiting, listening and talking. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of

the Miraculous-Life animated avatar. In terms of interaction, the results indicated

that the communication of older adults with the agent should be based on friendly

and natural dialogues and it is critical that the agent has a clearly understandable

speech output [9] and [10]. As some older adults experienced difficulties hearing and

understanding the agents’ speech, pronunciation and intonation has to be improved

and more preferences are given to the agent which can adapt to the native languages

of the user [15]. It has been observed that interaction with ECAs is still not en-

tirely multimodal, rather more speech command based, which is also a cause of the

limited flexibility of existing dialogue components. Furthermore, the most reported

reason was that the ECAs did not fully reach users original expectations. Among

the main reasons for this we note the mismatched expectations related with verbal

communication capabilities. In fact, the majority of the users in the target group,

on facing a human-like character expected a more natural interaction in terms of

speech dialogues. This includes the Automatic Natural Speech Recongition but also

the flexibility of the dialogue itself. Participants easily got frustrated after a few

unexpected verbal behaviour by the agent. On the other hand, we noticed that

users from the target groups face some challenges regarding training the interaction

with the agent. This led to a higher number of repetitions than desirable. From

these consideration, two main conclusions have been drawn.

(i) An ideal solution would be to have more flexibility and variety in the speech

commands.

(ii) it is of utmost importance that all the interaction components run as robustly

as possible, are fault-tolerant, and support repair mechanisms.

5 http://www.miraculous-life.eu/
6 http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/cameli/
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Fig. 2. The Miraculous-Life user interface including the animated avatar

3 The existing dialogue systems

The section provides the overview of the existing work on training dialogue managers

which includes: Rule-based methods; Sequence-to-Sequence methods; Reinforce-

ment learning based methods; and Hierarchical reinforcement learning methods.

3.1 Rule-based methods

The first chatbot developed by using rule-based system was ELIZA [18], which uses

pattern matching based on user replies. In rule-based systems, human dialogues

are modeled as set of states and dialogue manager has to choose replies for the

conversation from the given set of rules [19]. This model has been used in many

different applications such as restaurant booking or online psychological therapy

chatbot [18]. In this method, a human, who is usually a domain expert analyzes the

dialogue flow between human agents and tries to come up with predefined dialogue

states and possible replies for each state based on patterns. The advantages of rule-

based methods are that dialogue managers have control on selecting replies for the

conversation and these selected replies from the full set of replies ensure that the

user is not upset or offended, thus keeping the system consistent.
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Fig. 3. Rule based system

NADIA [20] is a recent example of such system, where expert can define a di-

alogue structure as seen on the left side in figure 3 (in .xml format). In NADIA

dialogue systems, expert can define structure with questions and answers and dia-

logue manager would use these hard coded rules in order to engage in a conversation.

On the right side in figure 3, a sample conversation of NADIA with user can be

seen, which consists of answering user’s questions while making a trip reservation.

If real human dialogue flow does not have many different states and/or replies,

rule-based systems usually outperform machine learning models [21]. However, most

of the time in real life, human language can get very complex and it becomes very

easy to run out of dialogue states designed by the expert. In such scenarios, it is

not possible to use rule-based models other than giving generic answer to user such

as “I don’t know what you are asking”, which may frustrate the user after certain

amount of time.

3.2 Sequence-to-Sequence based methods

Sequence to Sequence methods or widely referred as seq2seq are deep learning meth-

ods which transform a given sequence from one domain to another. For seq2seq

models usually a dictionary is defined with all the words from which a dialogue

manager can choose. These dictionaries can be very large depending on the com-

plexity of dialogue. Dialogue manager outputs a probability distribution over this

dictionary of words. In end-to-end supervised learning models, in each time step

dialogue manager chooses the word with highest probability conditioned on dia-

logue history which consists of every word chosen before given time step and in

some cases with some additional information. Sequence- to-sequence methods rely

on recurrent neural networks, 1-D convolutional units or the recent feed-forward

neural networks. Initially, they were applied on translation tasks such as English

to French and achieved astonishing results with very little or none natural language

processing of sentences [22]. Later, it has been adopted on dialogue tasks, where

dialogue history is treated as a sequence and mapped to another sequence which
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is a dialogue response [23, 24]. In translation tasks, dataset consists of pair of sen-

tences in different languages, whereas in the dialogue tasks, there can be many more

dialogue replies for the same history.

Although, seq2seq suffers from one to many mapping which has been applied to

train dialogue management tasks. It has given good results on chatbots and also in

domain specific tasks such as restaurant booking. Since these methods give most

probable answer, it is often difficult to customize unless additional information

is given and may overfit in generating certain frequent replies in the dataset. A

solution could be by adding embeddings about user information in order to train

network to take user preferences into account. [25].

Fig. 4. Sequence-to-Sequence learning [22]

Fig. 5. Persona based neural response generation [25]

The figure 4 demonstrate seq2seq learning applied on generating response for

the given history. LSTM encoder takes either full history or last reply and converts

it into encoded feature vector where LSTM decoder takes this vector and outputs

a possible reply condition on encoded feature vector. In figure 5, seq2seq model

is changed to also accept and embedding of user, ’Rob’ in this case, which allows

network to generate replies based on user persona.
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3.3 Reinforcement learning based methods

Reinforcement learning (RL) method is a machine learning method where agent

learns to maximize notion of reward in given environment by learning which actions

to take in each state [34]. Reinforcement learning methods gained popularity in

recent years due to revisiting existing RL algorithms with new deep learning meth-

ods. Deep reinforcement learning algorithms outperform humans in certain game

tasks such as in Atari games, chess and GO [27].

Fig. 6. Dialogue simulation between agents [29]

Dialogue management can be formulized as a Markov Decision Process which

is defined as a tuple (S,A,T,R,γ). S and A represent set of states and actions; T

represent the transition probabilities between s and s’ given action a is taken in

state s. R is the reward function such as R:S x A → R which gives the reward value

for an action a taken in state s. γ is the discount factor which is used to calculate

the expected discounted cumulative reward E[
∑
i≥1

γi−1Rt+i]. policy π of RL agent is

a mapping between states and actions. Policy of an agent can either be stochastic

or deterministic and actions policy maps to can be either continuous valued actions

or discreet valued actions. RL agent dialogue manager is trained in order to learn

a policy which maximizes the expected discounted cumulative return.

Deep RL algorithms can be even trained playing against each other, to achieve

post human performance even when the state space is very high. RL methods

require a scalar reward which is more natural for dialogue tasks than supervised

models. Since, it is difficult to get a supervised dialogue dataset; it would be more

natural for RL dialogue manager to discover itself the dynamics of dialogue by

following a reward function. However, in dialogue tasks it is often hard to design

such a reward for RL methods to trained on dialogue tasks [28]. Heuristic rewards

can be designed by human experts in order to train dialogue manager with RL

based methods [29] or automated dialogue reply measures can also be used for

training [30] [31]. The figure 6 shows a reinforcement learning framework for neural

response generation by simulating dialogues between the two agents, integrating the
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strengths of neural seq2seq systems and reinforcement learning for dialogue.

In game setting tasks, it is also important to note that action space is very

low whereas in dialogue tasks they are high dimensional. This high dimensionality

is due to large number of possible sentences in any language. Such high number

of possible actions increases the complexity of RL methods to apply on dialogue

tasks. Often less importance is given to number of training samples needed for RL

methods. For even simple data efficient methods it may require 10K of training

data which is impractical to collect from humans and also impractical to simulate

due to complexity and variety in human dialogues [32].

3.4 Hierarchical Reinforcement learning-based methods

Dialogue modelling can be modeled as an Markov Decision Process (MDP), however,

if dialogue task is complex and natural language is used, then state and action spaces

are of very high dimension. Traditional RL suffers from curse of dimensionality

and different solutions are investigated by researchers. One of solutions, is using

hierarchical reinforcement learning, where agent learns to abstract problem. Agent

in HRL setting learns to abstract state and/or action instead of learning primitive

actions for each state. The agent usually has a different hierarchical levels of policies

where high level policy controls which low level policy would be chosen; while each

low level policy is optimized for a different and simpler task. Furthermore, the

agent makes a decision on which policy it should choose from and then follow this

sub-policy which is different from higher level policy until termination condition is

satisfied [33].

Fig. 7. Comparison of two analyzed architecture [36]

HRLs are mainly applied on special version of MDP call Semi-MDPs which al-

lows actions to last for different amount of time between state transitions in order
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to model temporally-extended action set [34]. First evaluation of HRL methods on

SMDP-based dialogue agent setting on a realistic environment, showed that semi-

learnt or hiearchial behaviours outperformed fully-learnt agents behaviour in a travel

planning domain with real users [35]. Difference between flat(traditional RL) and

hierarchical RL for Booking and Payment tasks/sub-domains shared between two

master domains is shown in figure 7, where flat RL learns only about primitive

actions and needs to output an action for each time step wheras HRL learns hier-

archical abstraction and may learn primitive as well as composite actions.

In more recent work, [36] introduced hierarchical model which is trained by

hierarchical reinforcement learning with the Gaussian Process as function approxi-

mators; while [37] uses deep Q-networks as function approximators and both HRL

models outperform standard RL models over composite tasks. HRL based methods

on dialogue management although outperforms standard RL, have open research

questions concerning handling deeper hierarchies; designing reward for lower level

hierarchies; and also automatically dividing complex task into simpler subtasks

which is possible with deeper hierarchies than few levels of hierarchy.

Fig. 8. Image-based methodology for dialogue manager

4 Image-based method

Recently, a novel method has been proposed to train dialogue managers [38]. In this

method dialogue is converted to an image by rendering the dialogue history with an

reply as an image. Processing sequential data as an image is quite common in audio

processing of spectrograms. Although, audio is sequential and recurrent neural
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networks or 1-D convolutional neural networks are more suited, hence, they can also

be processed as an image. Significant research works have been conducted using

spectrograms and implementation of vision based methods in audio domain [39–41].

In dialogue domain (figure 8), same idea has been applied where manager is

trained by creating positive samples combining dialogue history with correct reply

and negative samples combining dialogue history with false replies samples from

dataset of possible replies. As shown in figure 9, each dialgoue in this image are

300x300 black and white images and processed as an image using Xception vision

model [42]. The above two blocks of the figure consists of correct dialogues where

dialogue histories are appended with correct replies, given as an image. And, in

lower two blocks, the same dilaogue histories are appended with false replies, which

are sampled from the all possible candidate replies. It can be seen that dialogue

manager task is to provide correct information to the user, who asked about restau-

rant address. In above two images (dialogue with correct replies) dialogue manager

returns address of correct restaurant, however, in lower two images (dialogue with

false replies) dialogue manager replies with irellevant replies such as offering new

restaurant on left and making api call on right down. In such a setup, dialogue

manager investigates dialogue only visually and learns which dialogues are correct

and which dialogues are false. However, this methodology has never been applied

in dialogue modeling.

Fig. 9. Dialogue as an image
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5 Experiment and Results

We used Xception vision model on Facebook bAbI dataset Task 1 [21]. In this

approach, we created a train set consisting of correct and wrong dialogue history

and reply pairs. Later, we converted this textual dialogue to an image and processed

it as a binary classification problem. For testing we rank all candidate answers for

given dialogue history and choose the highest. This work is an extension of the

work done [38] in Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) setting.

In natural language domain dictionary, it is important when manager does not

have certain words in its dictionary than understanding the text is not possible.

MemNets performance drops when tested on OOV, since language based models

fails when they do not find OOV words during training. Adding human generated

features can overcome this issue, however, it is very task dependent and requires

human effort. On the other hand, it is different in image domain situations since

there is no need for dictionary instead the network should only learn to match

patterns of images. Nevertheless, other issues such as font type and font size may

arise in image domain with image based methods. However, it is out of the scope of

this work and therefore it is not required to have a method to adopt different font

types and sizes since the aim is to learn dialogue flow.

In Facebook bAbI dataset Task 1 there are 1000 training and 1000 test dialogues.

We sampled 10 negative responses for each training dialogue and we chose the

correct answer from 4212 candidates answers for test dialogues. Experiments are

done on a single GPU (1080ti) and took a week’s time to train the model. As

reported in Table 1, the results show that using image domain also helps the dialogue

manager to expand to Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) dialogue tasks naturally where

OOV response accuracy matches in vocabulary results.

Table 1
Facebook bAbI Dialog Task 1

Metrics
Xception

(%)

Memory Networks

w/o Match Type

(%)

Memory Networks

w/ Match Type

(%)

Per-response Accuracy 85.7 99.9 100.0

Per-response Accuracy (Out-Of-Vocabulary) 86.6 72.3 100.0

6 Conclusion

A new image-based approach to train dialogue managers has been implemented

on Facebook bAbI dialog task 1. Our method outperforms the Memory Networks

(without any extra processing such as match type) for dialogue response accuracy

in OOV dialog tasks using 10% of training dataset. Performance is consistent be-

tween in vocabulary and OOV. Furthermore, the experiments on English and other

languages with large dataset are needed to fully capture the benefits of image based

processing. It will also be interesting to perform both image-based and language-

based methods simultaneously. Further work will be performed by implementing
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the improved dialogue components and testing it with other embodied interaction

components.
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Today, technology is incredibly prevalent in our lives, especially in the home environment

due to rapid development in smart devices, voice recognition systems, home automation,

and environment control. These technologies help mainly older people in living an

active and independent life. Aging leads to many health problems such as sedentariness,

inability to perform daily living activities, cognitive diseases, dementia, and sometimes

physical injuries. In order to monitor the health and maintain a healthy life of older

people, the concept of the smart home has emerged tremendously due to its varied

applications. However, there are barriers and challenges in the wide adoption of smart

home by the end-users. This thesis aims to address these challenges and proposed an

open smart home framework that is scalable, extensible, and adaptable to various real-life

applications. In this thesis, we first present a conceptual framework of a smart home

system which allows integration and communication between all the major modules i.e

activity recognition; privacy-preserving; and dialogue systems in a HOMER middleware.

HOMER is an open-source platform based on the Apache Karaf OSGi framework and

enables modularity by encapsulating its functionalities in terms of OSGi bundles. The

components of the framework are in form of OSGi bundles which can also be installed

remotely and updated without rebooting the whole system. The bundles of the framework

are interconnected with the Event Admin component which enables the communication

between the bundles based on a subscribe and publish mechanism. In the following

chapters of this thesis, the works have been performed in developing each module of the

smart home system using machine learning/deep learning algorithms, together with user

studies to identify end users’ needs and concerns in a smart home system.

The second chapter of the thesis presents different user studies which identify users’

perception towards AAL technologies, their requirements, and concerns in a smart home.

The first study was conducted at Zuyderland hospital and nursing home with older people,

caregivers, and professionals of the care giving organization. The participants showed a

lot of interest in the smart home system and but the needs and problems were varied for

each individual. The older people who were living by themselves were least interested

in home automation whereas people who were suffering from chronic diseases or any
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other illness find it beneficial. All the residents and professionals agreed in having an

activity monitoring system, however robots and cameras were not preferred by any of the

residents. The second user study of the thesis is an online survey with 234 participants

and focuses on understanding the attitudes and perceptions of future smart home users

(from age group under 18-70 years). Various aspects are investigated in the study such as

users’ attitudes in-home, outdoor activities, and views regarding personal AI assistants;

facilities participants would want in their smart home; perceived benefits and drawbacks

of smart home; attitudes towards home monitoring; and data sharing. The findings of the

study provide insights into the needs and concerns of the upcoming smart home users

and would help in developing an acceptable smart home solution with minimal or no

concerns. Finally, the third user study aims to understand users’ privacy concerns in IoT

based applications. In this study, both interviews with the elderly and an online survey

were conducted. The findings of the study show that the users who are aware of privacy

risks would desire to have more fine-grained control over the use of their personal data,

but are willing to share the data when there are benefits and clear terms of use. The

results of the studies can be used to provide a basis for building privacy-preserving

modules with user preferences and data control in smart home and AAL environments in

general.

Since activity monitoring is perceived as a crucial component for continuous health

monitoring in the smart home system. Therefore, the next part of the thesis presented the

work in developing and improving human activity recognition. We developed different

deep learning neural networks on smart home benchmark datasets for a single resident

and multiple resident activity recognition. Results show that deep learning models

outperformed the traditional machine learning models on raw sensor datasets and does

not require preprocessing and feature engineering in the datasets. Furthermore, we

investigated model performance in different house and user settings, which is important

for the models to be applied widely. In multiple resident activity recognition, we explored

and evaluated different class imbalance approaches on deep learning models and showed

the importance of evaluation metrics in activity recognition. A model may achieve very
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high accuracy in some cases due to class imbalance but the actual performance of the

model can only be shown through balanced accuracy, exact match ratio (EMR), and

F1-score. Among all the class imbalance approaches, cost-sensitive learning improves

the performance of the model in comparison to sampling methods.

Another important component of a smart home framework is the privacy-preserving

module. Based on the user studies, monitoring of private activities and data sharing with

stakeholders or third parties are perceived as one of the major drawbacks of smart home

technologies. Therefore, we developed a new privacy-preserving mechanism to transform

data before sharing them with other services or stakeholders. These transformations aim

to remove patterns or obfuscate sensitive data that could identify a user or infer private

activities and at the same time keeping the utility of the data needed for specific services.

The developed model is based on the deep learning encoder-decoder model and creates

different views for different users such that only particular information will be shared as

per user preferences. The proposed mechanism is easily generalizable and scalable as

it can be applied to data of new users or add different transformations for new services

with minimal cost.

Lastly, this thesis provides a detailed overview of the existing methodologies for training

dialogue manager and proposed a new image based method where dialogue can be

processed as an image instead of text. Moreover, a new dialogue dataset is collected

which addresses two major issues: first is diversity in dialogue replies, although the same

dialogue context can have various good replies, but the existing datasets consist of only

one reply for each dialogue context. The second issue is the lack of benchmark dialogue

metrics, therefore in this work, we provide benchmark performances with the deep

learning models such as Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN), Bidirectional encoder

representations from Transformers (BERT), and word overlap metrics (BLEU, ROUGE,

and METEOR) to evaluate the quality of dialogue replies for the given context. Such

benchmarks find utility in many other applications such as comparing different dialogue

generator models, training new algorithms, or designing new dialogue managers.
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Often in research, the solution to one problem may point to even more interesting

solutions and ideas or new research problems. During this research, several open issues

and challenges have been identified that can be improved further. Firstly, the sample

size of online user studies is relatively small, especially from Africa, South America,

and Australia. It would be better to have more participants and interviews with older

people to have a general opinion which could be adopted by the research community

for developing assistive smart solutions. However, the web link to the user study is still

open for voluntary participants on social websites. Next, in human activity recognition,

we focused on supervised and deep learning algorithms. During the studies, we also

collected our own multiple occupancy dataset in the AIT office environment. However,

there were many issues such as sensor faults, false sensor readings, and manual labeling

of activities which was a very time consuming and costly process. So, the collection of

the real dataset was not successful. A possible extension in activity recognition work

could be the use of unsupervised methods or certain deep learning pre-trained methods

that are successful in NLP tasks, which may also benefit in activity recognition model.

Also, a further upcoming aspect is explainable AI and interpretable models that can

help in understanding the decision made by the network. In privacy-preserving deep

encoder-decoder mechanism, model performance can be evaluated and compare on more

datasets including image and video data. In addition, the proposed model does not

integrate encryption. One possible idea could be the use of an encryption key as an input

to the encoder and decoder and only encode or decode the data if the correct key is used.

In the thesis, we collected an open domain dialogue dataset and provided preliminary

results with supervised models. In future work, it would be interesting to investigate

the diversity of replies in different dialogue settings and how humans react to diverse

replies in task-oriented dialogues. Also, improvement is required in investigating new

algorithms for dialogues training as it is not very practical to train a separate model

for each different dialogue dataset. Finally, work is needed to implement the proposed

smart framework by integrating all the modules and evaluate it for different real-world

applications.
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Questionnaire to the Elderly 

 

Date of Interview: _____/_____/_____ (DD/MM/YYYY) 

Place: ___________ 

Identification code: ______ (To be filled by interviewer) 

Questions: 

1. General Information: 

Name: ________________  

Date of Birth: _____/_____/_____ (DD/MM/YYYY) 

Sex: M          F         

Marital status:  

Married (living with husband/wife)    

 

Full time relationship   

  

Separated (married, but living separately)      

 

Divorced   

 

Single  

 

Widowed 

 

Do not want to answer the question  

  

Please provide the highest education you gained? 

 Masters 

  

Bachelors 

 

Senior Secondary 

 

Secondary 

 

Primary 

 

No education 

 

Do not want to answer the question  
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Please provide your work status? 

 

Retired   then last work you did _______________ 

 

Still working full time 

 

Still working part time 

 

Not employed 

 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

What are your personal income sources? 

 Work 

 Pension 

 Help from relatives 

 Help from welfare society 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

 

What are your hobbies: _____________________________ 

 

2. Home Activities 

With whom do you live? 

No one  

 Spouse/Partner  

Children  

Grandchildren  

Caregivers 

Brothers/Sisters  

Others (please specify) ______________ 

What do you prefer to do in your free time? 

Sleep  

 Go outside for walk   
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Watch TV/Movies    

Listen Music 

Gardening 

 Read books or novels   

go out for shopping   

Cook 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

Which activity you like to do the most? 

Watching TV 

Cooking 

Sleeping 

Listening music 

Gardening 

Reading books, newspapers, etc. 

Playing sports 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

In which activity you need help from your caregiver/partner?  

Housekeeping   

Get dressed/undressed/showering 

Grooming 

Preparing meals 

Gardening 

Visiting the hospital 

House hold activities like turning off/on lights of rooms,  

Others (please specify) ______________ 
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Which activity you always forgot inside your home? 

Turning stove on/off 

Lights on/off 

Bathroom/Kitchen water tap 

Door lock/unlock 

Your keys/mobile phone 

Taking medicines 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

 

Do you feel safe when alone in your home? 

Yes seldom 

Yes, very often 

Yes, sometimes 

Do not feel safe, only during the nights 

Not feel safe, only during day time 

Not at all  

Don’t know 

 

Would you feel safer if you would have a home security system? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 
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Would you be interested in having a system which can detect people visiting at your home 

when you are not present? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

 

3. Technology 

 

Which electronic gadget(s) are you using? 

Smart mobile phone 

Smart watch 

Tablets 

Computers 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

I don’t want to use any of electronic devices. 

Do you find difficulty in using electronic gadgets? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

Do you use internet? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 
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Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

Would you be interested in having a system which monitors your health status like blood 

pressure, heart rate, body temperature? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

 

Would you be interested in having a system which keep reminding you for your 

medication? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

Would you be interested in having a device which can monitors your health status like 

daily intake of food, calories count, and water consumption per day? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 
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Would you feel comfortable if a robot would be around you in the house and 

communicating to you? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

 

Would you like to have system which notifies your kin/caregivers immediately if you have 

some sort of accident inside home (e.g. fall down, get hit by furniture, slipping in bathroom 

etc.), so that help can be arranged? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

 

Are you afraid of falls and their consequences? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 
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Would you feel safer/ more confident having a fall detection system automatically calling 

for help? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

 

 

If you would have a wearable fall detection system, which ways of wearing it seem to be 

comfortable for you? (Multiple selections possible) 

On the belt 

Stuck to your hip with a patch 

Necklace 

Wrist 

 

Would you like to have a smart house which can provide assistance in your household 

activities like:  

Lock/unlock the door 

Controlling lighting of the house, 

Turning off/on TV, music player, AC 

Window shield going up/down? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 
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Social Engagement 

Do you like to go outside your apartment? 

Yes, very often 

Yes, sometimes 

Seldom 

Not at all 

How many times you go outside your apartment? 

Never 

Once in a day 

Twice 

More than three times 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

Which time you prefer to go outside? 

Morning 

Evening 

Afternoon 

Night 

Special occasions 

Never 

Others (please specify) ______________ 

How much you time you spend outside your home for some outdoor activities? 

Less than 30 minutes 

About 30 minutes 

1 hour  

More than 1 hour 

I never go out 
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Do you feel comfortable in going out alone outside? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

Would you like you have a companion with you when you go out? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

Would you like keep a device with you which can assist you in outdoor activities and keep 

track of your location when you are out? 

Yes, always 

Yes, sometimes 

Yes, very often 

Seldom 

Not at all 

Don’t know 

   

 

 

Dank u wel 
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25/01/2021 Smart Home Technologies Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Hl-oIAy9IQU_-VxRZV0OWKbIL4whoki6BFeSzY3Qc6Y/edit 1/17

1.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Male

Female

2.

Check all that apply.

Under 18

18-24

25-35

35-55

55-70

Over 70

Sma� Home Technologies Survey
Welcome!  
This is an anonymous, confidential survey, which is held as part of the EU H2020 
ACROSSING project (http://www.acrossing-itn.eu/). 
ACROSSING aims to address existing challenges of Smart Home research by contributing 
towards an open smart home technology infrastructure by interlinking disciplines from 
sensing technologies, context inferences and interaction and considering key principles of 
social impact, ethics, security and privacy.  This survey focuses on the identification of 
needs, requirements and barriers in the adoption of Smart Home technologies. 

Answering this survey will take approximately 10 minutes. 

This survey does not require you to disclose your identity. 

* Required

Gender *

Age *
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3.

Mark only one oval.

Asia

Africa

North America

South America

Europe

Australia/Oceania

4.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

I have not completed school

I have completed school

I have a university degree

I have a postgraduate degree (MSc/PhD)

5.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Beginner - I am just getting used to using a computer.

Basic Knowledge - I can perform basic functions

Moderate - I have been using computers for a little while and know my way around

Expert - I have intense knowledge of computers and their functions

Home Activities

Which of these best describes your location? *

What is the level of your highest education title *

How would you classify yourself as a computer user? *
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6.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

7.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

8.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

9.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I feel safe inside the home when i am alone *

I can do all my daily living activities by myself like bathing, cooking, grooming etc.
*

I always forget to turn off the lights, kitchen appliances, take medicine etc. *

I would feel safer if i had a home security system in my home *
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10.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

11.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

12.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

Social Engagement

13.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I would like to put cameras outside my house, to know who visited my home *

I do not mind if cameras are installed inside my home *

I am always physically active inside my home *

I go outside daily to do some physical activity like walking, exercising etc. *
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14.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

15.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

16.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

Smart Home Technologies

17.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

Kind of

I do not feel comfortable going out alone (e.g walking, shopping etc) *

I would not mind if I was monitored when outside the home. *

I would not mind if monitoring data is shared with my caregivers or relatives, so
that they can track my location in case of emergency. *

Do you know what a smart home is? *
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18.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Smart phone

Smart Watch

Smart TV

Fitness Bracelet (e.g. FitBit)

Tablet

Presence Sensors

Sleep Monitors

Monitoring Cameras

Smart Blood Pressure Cuff

Voice Assistant (e.g Amazon Echo, Google Home etc)

Thermostats

19.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Automatic lighting and heating control

Automatic locking/unlocking of doors and windows

Electric appliances controlling e.g kitchen stove, refrigerator, TV, air conditioner etc

Security and safety with cameras installed to monitor visitors

Monitoring resident's health status (heart rate, blood pressure, step counts)

Monitoring resident sleep and wake patterns

Medicine reminder system

Fall detection system

Emergency alarm system to inform and call children, relatives or doctors in case of
need

Do you own any of these IoT Devices (Please select all that apply) *

According to you, what are the facilities your smart home must have? (Please
select all that apply) *
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20.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Dietary routines and calorie count

Time spent inside and outside the home

Physical activity level e.g step count, walking, running, sitting

Exercise routines

Blood pressure

Heart rate

Stress level

Sleep and awake patterns during night time

21.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Save time

Save energy

Save money

Provide comfort and make things effortless

Provide peace of mind

Improve quality of life

Improves health

Provide safety

Increase property value

Suppose the smart home is monitoring your daily living activities (time spent in
kitchen, in sleeping, cooking, eating, walking) and your health status, which
data/information you would like to share with your doctor? (Please select all that
apply) *

According to you, what are the potential benefits of smart home technologies?
(Please select all that apply) *
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22.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Increase dependence on technology

Disrupts daily routines

Make less physically active

Monitors private activities

Increase dependence on outside experts

Requires timely maintanance

Non-essential luxuries

23.

Personal Assistant

24.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

According to you, what can be the drawbacks of smart home technologies?
(Please select all that apply) *

Would you have any concerns about living in a smart home? *

I would like to have a robot or virtual assistant in my home to help in daily living
activities like ordering food, recommending exercise etc. *
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25.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Talk

Touch

Both

Neither

26.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

27.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

Do you prefer to talk or touch the interface? *

I would talk to the interface only if it speaks my native language *

I do not want the interface to talk to me unless I start to talk with it *
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28.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Avatar

Interface

Both

Neither

29.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

General attitudes towards monitoring

Would you prefer an avatar (e.g. Image 1) or an interface (e.g. Image 2) *

I would like the voice of the system to change according to my preferences such
as age, gender and accent *
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30.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

31.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

32.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

33.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I do not mind being monitored unobtrusively in my home. *

I do not mind being monitored as long as the data collected is useful for my
doctor *

I do not care who has access to information from in-home activity or computer
use monitoring *

I would not mind being videotaped to monitor my movement around the house *
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34.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

Attitudes towards sharing information

35.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

36.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

37.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I prefer to live in my own house as long as possible, as technologies allow this,
even if it is at the expense of my privacy *

I would want information about my activity sent to me if there was a change in
my activity (e.g. physical activity, sleep patterns) *

I would want information about my activity sent to me if the changes suggest
that I might have a chronic disease *

I would want information about my activity sent to a family member if the
changes suggest that I might have a chronic disease *
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38.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

39.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

40.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I would want information about my activity sent to my doctor if the changes
suggest I might have a chronic disease *

I am willing to have information from activity monitoring (e.g. sleeping, eating,
exercising) shared with my family *

I am willing to have information from activity monitoring (e.g. sleeping, eating,
exercising) shared with my doctor *
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41.

42.

Privacy and Security Concerns

43.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

Imagine there is a new inexpensive thermostat sensor for your house that can
learn about your temperature preferences and movements around the house
and potentially save money on your energy bill. It is programmable remotely in
return for sharing data about some of the basic activities that take place in your
house like when people are there and when they move from room to room. Do
you think that is acceptable or not? Why do you think so? *

Imagine that in the future a smart fridge would be able to know when you run
out of food and order for you all the groceries you need. The smart fridge will
keep track of your shopping habits and might give them to third parties. Do you
think that is acceptable or not? Why do you think so? *

I am concerned information from my smart home could be given to
people/organizations that would use it in a way that would harm me *
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44.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

45.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I am concerned about privacy in relation to in-home activity monitoring *

It bothers me that my data might be visible and/or accessible by others *
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46.

Check all that apply.

Suppose there was a leak of information that gave access to all the information
in your smart home. Specifically someone else would have access to: medical
information, banking details, location, movement from room to room, energy
consumption, monitoring cameras, home security system, exercise (e.g. FitBit
data, shopping habits). (Please select for each item what would concern you) *

Financial
risk of the

content

Potential of
embarrassment upon

content exposure

Ease of access to the content by
others (e.g friends, family, third

parties)

Medical
Information

Location

Movement
from room to
room

Energy
Consumption

Monitoring
Cameras

Home
Security
System

Exercise
Data

Shopping
Habbits

Banking
Details

Medical
Information

Location

Movement
from room to
room

Energy
Consumption

Monitoring
Cameras

Home
Security
System

Exercise
Data

Shopping
Habbits

Banking
Details
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47.

Mark only one oval per row.

48.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

How private do you consider each of these information items from the above
scenario (Please select for each item) *

1- Not
Private

2 -
Neutral

3 - Somewhat
Private

4 -
Private

5 - Very
Private

Medical Information

Location

Movement from room
to room

Energy Consumption

Monitoring Cameras

Home Security System

Exercise Data

Shopping Habbits

Banking Details

Medical Information

Location

Movement from room
to room

Energy Consumption

Monitoring Cameras

Home Security System

Exercise Data

Shopping Habbits

Banking Details

If you have any remarks (additional comments) that you would like to make,
please write them below.

 Forms
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